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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
The cooperative Farm Credit System has been established to accomplish 
the objective of improving the income and well-being of American farmers 
and ranchers by furnishing sound, adequate, and constructive credit to 
them [63]. As a member of the System, a district Federal Intermediate 
Credit Bank (FICB) serves as the intermediary between national sources of 
money and local Production Credit Associations (PCAs) and other quali­
fied^ financial institutions within that district. As the intermediaries, 
the objective of the FICB and PCAs is to provide credit to eligible bor­
rowers at the lowest reasonable costs on a sound business basis [63]. The 
FICB obtains most of its funds by routinely issuing bonds in the national 
money market. 
The FICBs through local PCAs have become significant suppliers of 
nonreal estate credit to farmers, increasing their market share from 14 
percent of total nonreal estate farm debt in 1967 to 28 percent in 1977. 
The dollar amount during the same period increased from 3 billion to 
over 12 billion [64]. This larger volume has also been accompanied by 
larger loans to individual farm businesses as farming operations have 
increased in size. This increase in volume has made cost control 
crucial to the system. An increase in interest costs of ten basis 
points (one-tenth of a percentage point) on $12 billion amounts to $12 
million in additional costs a year. The large volume and increased cost 
^For a list of the conditions for qualification, see the Farm Credit 
Act of 1971 [63]. 
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have been accompanied by fluctuations in interest rates and funding 
needs. During 1977, the interest rate on FICB consolidated nine-month 
bonds, a primary source of funds, fluctuated between 4.90 and 7.05 per­
cent, During that same year the total consolidated bonds outstanding 
for the Omaha FICB ranged from $1,170 million to $1,286 million, a 
difference of $116 million. Because of the fluctuation in interest 
rates, funding needs, and the large volume of debt outstanding, it is 
evident that a procedure that can determine optimal funding strategies 
in an uncertain environment and reduce the average cost of funds or the 
cost of intermediation would be a useful management aid. 
Problem Statement 
To provide adequate credit at a reasonable cost, a FICB has two 
primary debt management decisions to make whenever debt may be issued. 
They are: 
1. How much debt should be issued at a specific point in time 
to meet the anticipated needs of the PCAs and to refinance 
maturing debt instruments before another opportunity to 
issue debt arises? 
2. In what term structure should the debt be issued? 
The decision to participate in any given debt issue will be influenced 
by past debt issuance and the possible participation in future debt 
issues. 
The first decision is difficult because of the uncertainty in the 
needs of the PCAs in future periods between debt issuances. Issuing 
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debt in any amount below the evolving actual needs of the PCAs would re­
quire short-term borrowing, normally at a cost above system-wide debt 
cost. In contrast, debt in an amount greater than actual needs re­
quires excess funds to be invested, normally at a rate below the cost 
of the funds. 
The second decision is difficult because of the uncertainty in 
future interest rates. The debt term structure selected not only de­
pends upon the present known yield curve, but also yield curves that 
may develop in the future which affect future financing and re­
financing decisions. 
Objective 
The objective of this study is to develop a liability management 
model that can aid in the debt management decisions of an individual 
FICB. The analysis will be structured to determine the optimal bor­
rowing activities that would minimize the average cost of credit at 
various levels of cost-risk exposure given stochastic funding needs. 
More specifically, given the expected value of cost and variance-
covariance of cost of various debt instruments that can be issued, and 
the stochastic demand for funds by the PCAs in the future, the optimal 
(in terms of minimum cost at various levels of variance) maturity 
distribution and time issuance of debt instruments will be determined 
for a multiperiod planning horizon. 
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Previous Studies 
Farm Credit System studies 
Previous studies that have analyzed the debt selection activities 
and policies of the Farm Credit System include research by Hollenhorst, 
the Wharton School of Finance, Brake, Soger, and Swortzel and Jensen. 
In addition, in-house studies have been completed by the System and by 
outside consulting firms. 
Hollenhorst study Hollenhorst's study [33] in 1965 analyzed the 
Federal Land Bank's (FLB) debt management policies for the period 1947 to 
1951. Particular attention was given to the problem of determining the 
appropriate maturity distribution of debt. The examination also ap­
praised the conventional rules-of-thumb and practices used in debt 
management. Hollenhorst found that the FLB performed well during the 
early half of the analysis' time period by providing adequate mortgage 
loans at rates substantially below conventional lenders. The rate dif­
ferential narrowed during the last half of the test period. He con­
cluded that the reduction in the differential and the increase in 
interest costs were primarily due to the upward trend of all market rates 
during the period. Some of the rate increase was due to nonoptimal 
maturity distribution of FLB debt as the yield curve shifted over the 
period. Hollenhorst also tested some of the policy rules that were used 
by the System and found them to be relatively ineffective in deriving low 
cost debt structures for the FLBs. 
A critique of past funding performances can only be useful if 
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recommendations for improved funding practices result. As a recommenda­
tion, Hollenhorst proposed the use of a modified Markowjtz portfolio 
optimization model to assist in maturity distribution decisions. He de­
veloped a model but did not test it empirically for the period analyzed. 
The model that he proposed, with modifications, will be the basic model 
used in this study. Our modifications include stochastic demand elements 
and a multiperiod framework. 
Bildersee study Researchers at the Wharton School looked at the 
financing needs of the Farm Credit System and made recommendations on 
financing techniques in 1973. In one of the Wharton studies by Bildersee 
[63], indexes of yields-to-maturity and holding-period returns for Farm 
Credit System securities were statistically compared to those of com­
parable term Treasury securities. The purpose was to observe simi­
larities and differences between these obligations under different economic 
conditions. Bildersee found that regardless of its term-to-maturity, 
a Farm Credit System security provides a premium to investors relative 
to the yield on U.S. Government securities with the same term-to-maturity. 
From 1965 to 1973 the premiums ranged from 19.7 to 53.4 basis points. 
The premiums of short term-to-maturity securities were generally greater 
than those of long-term. In the latter part of the analysis period, 
premium spreads on the securities with short terms-to-maturity increased 
while the yield spreads between intermediate-term issues narrowed. 
Bildersee states that if the pure expectations interest rate 
hypothesis is assumed, then because U.S. Government securities are 
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default-risk free, the interest costs for the government are expected to 
be the same to a given horizon, regardless of the selection of term-to-
maturity. The goal of the Farm Credit System should then be to minimize 
the yield spread between its issues and government issues in order to 
minimize debt interest cost. Thus, because the yield spreads between 
intermediate-term issues decreased while short-term issues increased 
during the last part of the 1965 to 1973 period, intermediate-term 
securities became better substitutes for short-term securities than in 
the early part of the period. If the pure expectations interest rate 
hypothesis is true, and if premium spreads are constant, then in order to 
minimize debt interest cost the Farm Credit System should select the 
term security with the lowest spread. If the spreads are variable, as 
they were over the analysis period, then some uncertainty exists and there 
is no single financing scheme that will always minimize costs with 
certainty. 
Bildersee states that the data on holding-period returns indicate 
that Farm Credit System securities are closely correlated with other 
securities, and there is a high correlation among Farm Credit System 
securities of various terms-to-maturity as well. Thus, it appears that 
the System could expect only small savings from careful selection of 
terms at a specific issue date. But unfortunately, Bildersee did not 
calculate correlations between time periods and thus does not indicate 
if cost savings could result over time as debt refinancing occurs. In 
this study, covariances of debt securities issued during different time 
periods will be computed and any lack of perfect correlation will provide 
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an opportunity to the bank to diversify its liability structure by mixing 
debt instrument issues of different maturities over time. 
To explain the premium of System securities of over one-year term-
to-maturity above comparable U.S. Government securities, Bildersee used 
regression techniques. Statistically significant factors in the regression 
analysis were term-to-maturity of the security, the issue size of the 
security, and general money market conditions. The premium spread in­
creased with the term of the issue.^ The premium fell rapidly with 
issue size to about a $250 million issue size, and then increased slowly 
beyond that issue size. Net free reserves (a measure of general money 
market conditions) had the most significant impact on the premium. As 
free reserves increased, or money market conditions eased, the premiums 
decreased. Further investigation by Bildersee indicated that during 
tight money conditions the yield on each term-to-maturity security is 
more highly correlated with other term-to-maturity securities. Thus, as 
money becomes more difficult to obtain, it becomes more difficult to 
find any segment of the market that can serve as a relatively cheap 
source of funds. Therefore, over the long run, the timing of issues to 
avoid searches for funds during tight money conditions may lead to 
decreased interest costs. This result provides additional evidence 
that a procedure to determine an optimal timing of issue placement can 
be beneficial to a System bank. 
^The analysis did not include term bonds of less than one year 
original maturity. 
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Perclval study Percival [46] analyzed the factors of maturity, 
marketability, and supply and demand effects on the cost of debt to the 
Farm Credit System. To determine the maturity of the bond that has the 
lowest interest cost, he states that the issuer could use break-even 
analysis or dynamic programming. With break-even analysis it is 
necessary to simulate all maturity patterns to obtain the least cost 
pattern, but with dynamic programming nonefficient patterns are efficient­
ly eliminated. Both procedures require forecasts of future interest 
rates. If the interest rate expectations hypothesis is true, then cur­
rently available rates already reflect the consensus estimates on future 
rates of all participants in the bond market. Only if the bond issuer 
can forecast a more accurate estimate of future rates will selective 
maturity strategies reduce debt interest cost. Also, although the 
Farm Credit System has a variable interest rate charge for its borrowers, 
it needs to consider the possible effects of not matching the terms of 
liabilities and assets. Locking in an interest cost with a long-term 
bond may create early paydown by customers if competitive market rates 
decrease. 
To ascertain marketability and supply and demand effects, Percival 
used a regression technique to determine if the yield spread of govern­
ment agency issues (which includes the Farm Credit System) over Treasury 
issues was related to outstanding supplies of both types of issues, and 
the expected change in supply of government agency paper within six 
months. Outstanding supply, measured by the supply of Treasury securities 
minus the supply of agency securities, was the only variable statistically 
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significant and had a negative effect on the spread as expected. 
Analysis of other results and additional analyses by Percival indi­
cates that larger issues have greater marketability in the secondary 
market and therefore are more attractive to investors, but the larger 
the issue the greater is the difficulty in placing it initially. This 
leads Percival to formulate a game theory procedure to determine optimal 
issue size given strategies of other agencies. His results indicate that 
cooperation rather than competition among agencies leads to a smaller 
issue by all agencies at any one time and also a lower interest cost. He 
makes a case for pooling of assets of different agencies under one 
security which has since been done with the new consolidated Farm Credit 
System bond. 
Bildersee optimization study In another study Bildersee [7] 
formulated an optimization model to examine the decision process of 
selecting the term-to-maturity and size of issue for a new bond issue. 
The model primarily selected a specific term bond to be used repeatedly, 
although the model was extended to look at the possibility of term 
structure mixtures. Bildersee states that a linear, quadratic, or 
dynamic programming procedure may be a more applicable optimization 
model to analyze all sequential terms-to-maturity, especially if any 
policy constraints are imposed. 
The model was constructed so that the bond issuance policy mini­
mized the present value of both offering costs and interest costs 
associated with, obtaining and servicing a required quantity of funds 
for a planning period. Cost was a function of general economic conditions, 
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issue size, and term-to-maturity. The model allowed the issuer to adjust 
the issue size and the term-to-maturity. Fund requirements were exo­
genous to the model and known with certainty. Any deviation of issue 
size from fund requirements was covered by short-term borrowing or 
investing. The model allowed short-term borrowing to be in the form 
of another bond issue at any time within the planning period. This could 
be immediately and would involve the simultaneous issuance of two dif­
ferent term-to-maturity bonds. Likewise, over-issuance could be reduced 
after a bond matures or called if the bond was callable. 
The model, within its limitations, can be used as an optimization 
model or used to simulate feasible levels of debt and terms-to-maturity 
to arrive at low cost strategies. Bildersee simulated a number of 
scenarios. Obviously, his results depended upon the values of parameters 
used in the model, but general results indicate that optimal debt 
issuance at any time is the amount that is needed at that time, and 
that additional funds needed in the future should be obtained by a later 
bond issue unless the need is almost immediate. His results indicate 
that no fixed strategy is always appropriate. Although Bildersee's model 
assumed that interest rates and funding needs were known with certainty, 
he states that uncertainty can be introduced into his model by deriving 
probability distributions for the parameters and using the distributions 
to derive possible outcomes at various probability levels. 
Application of Bildersee's model is limited since it is deter­
ministic and does not handle the stochastic nature of the decision 
process satisfactorily. In addition, the model does not have the 
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flexibility to handle all of the financing alternatives which a System 
bank has available as options. Furthermore, the model does not allow 
policy and operational constraints to be included in guiding the 
selection of financing plans. The procedure that is used in this 
study will alleviate these limitations. 
Morris study Morris [44] used a simulation model to generate the 
cost of various maturity funding strategies for each of the three branches 
of the Farm Credit System. He first used the actual loans granted to 
farmers and rates paid for various issues for the period from January 1955 
to December 1972 and tested various funding strategies. He then used 
various interest rate scenarios to determine how the various funding 
strategies would have performed under conditions different from those 
actually experienced in the 1955 to 1972 period. 
Although a simulation procedure does not derive optimal strate­
gies from the enormous set of possible strategies, it can select an 
optiitel strategy from the limited set that is tested. Morris's results 
indicate that the best maturity policy was dependent upon the yield curve 
at a point in time and the yield curve expected in the future. If there 
is an upward trend in interest rates, which is not perfectly anticipated 
in the market, and thus not completely reflected in the current shape of 
the yield curve, then a policy of issuing longer-term maturities would be 
best. This enables the issuer to fix his interest costs below the level 
which will prevail in the future. A downward trend in rates would dic­
tate the use of short-term maturities. A necessary requirement for an 
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optimal maturity strategy is for the System bank to obtain forecasts 
which are more accurate than forecasts available to other market 
participants. If these forecasts are not available, then any maturity 
structure can be expected to cost the same for the planning period. 
Smith report In the summary and recommendations for the 
studies completed for the Farm Credit System by the Wharton School, 
Paul Smith [57] focused on the cost of debt, income frcxn investments, 
additions to.reserves, and additions to capital. Of interest to this 
study is his discussion of the cost of debt. Smith states that financial 
alternatives to reduce or minimize the cost of debt are complicated by 
the uncertainties about future market conditions, and by the existence of 
temporary imperfections in various segments of the market that may offer 
temporary cost advantages. Uncertainties introduce long-run implications 
into current financing decisions that cannot be estimated accurately. 
Smith states that although short-term rates have typically been 
below intermediate and long-term rates, this does not guarantee minimum 
debt cost by using multiple issues of short-term debt. Upward trends in 
rates and multiple refinancing costs may reduce or eliminate short-term 
debt advantages. To select maturity policies that are most likely to 
minimize average cost of debt requires judgments about the long-run trend 
in rates and schedule of issue costs. There are temporary differences in 
yields in various segments of the market. To take advantage of these 
situations the System must maintain access to all segments of the market 
at all tines and vary financing to any advantageous market while main­
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taining the use of all segments. The evidence he maintains argues 
against formalized financing plans and argues for the value of expert 
market advice and research for flexibility in the timing and placement 
of issues. His statements support the purpose of this study. 
Other Farm Credit System studies Brake [12] in a 1967 to 1968 
special study for the Farm Credit Administration projected loan demands 
of the Farm Credit System to 1980. He first projected total farm credit 
needs by 1980 to be $40 billion for nonreal estate credit and $60 billion 
for real estate credit. Then using various possible market shares for 
the different types of debt, he derived estimates of total and new credit 
needs for the three types of banks to 1980. Soger [8] completed a simi­
lar type of aggregate projection for the Central Bank for Cooperatives. 
For the most part, these studies were based on time series projections, 
and looked at aggregate levels of funding. Since each bank in the 
System makes its own financing decisions within System policy guide­
lines, projections are also necessary for each district bank. 
Swortzel and Jensen [59] constructed a short-term econometric 
forecasting model to forecast new money requests two months in advance 
for the Baltimore FICB. One equation was estimated for new loans and a 
separate equation was estimated for paydown. Estimated new money re­
quests are calculated as the difference between estimated new loans and 
estimated paydown. 
Variables in the estimation equations include loans outstanding, 
the PCAs'share of loans, paydown, new loans, loan requests, interest 
rate level, interest rate differential and ratio between commercial banks 
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and the FICB, precipitation, farm expense, farm income-expense ratio, 
rate of inflation, and month of the year. These variables were lagged 
values of two months or more in order to provide a forecast for two months 
into the future. Separate equations were used for the 1971 to 1973, and 
the 1974 to 1976 periods because of an apparent structural change. 
Sum of squares for actual new money requests and estimated new 
money requests were calculated and used to compute an R-square of .8359, 
indicating that 83.59 percent of variation in new money requests during 
the sample period was explained by the estimation equations. Turning 
point analysis indicated that the model was fairly accurate in identifying 
future turning points. 
An obvious limitation of the model is that it only forecasts two 
months into the future. Since the FICB has the option at a point in 
time of varying their participation in various maturities and sources 
to obtain needed funds, and the selection of the source is affected by 
demand conditions more than two months into the future, longer term 
forecasts are necessary. For example, if new money requests are fore­
casted to significantly increase in two months, but no forecasts are 
available for periods beyond the two-month estimate, it is difficult to 
determine what source of funds should be used to provide for new money 
requests. If the increase is temporary, then short-term sources of 
funds should be used since financing by a long-term bond will create 
excess funds in later months when new money requests (new loans minus 
paydown) become negative after the two-month positive request. 
Lastly, the System and individual banks have made projections of 
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their future funding needs and debt costs. Some of these have been done 
by consulting firms for the System. These generally have been for in-
house use and the results have not usually been published. 
Other financial intermediary studies 
Numerous researchers have studied and modeled the balance sheet 
selection process of other financial intermediaries. Almost all of these 
studies have dealt with commercial banks. Many of the earlier analyses 
utilized linear models and were solved with linear programming algorithms. 
Some of these include work by Beazer [4], Bradley and Crane [111, Chambers 
and Charnes [15], and Cohen and Hammer [20]. The early studies placed 
emphasis on the asset selection process, either the types of loans to 
grant, fixed income securities to purchase, or both. Commercial banks 
presented interesting modeling situations because of the stochastic 
nature of deposit levels and loan demand. To accommodate for the sto­
chastic elements, liquidity constraints were built into the models. 
Also, various categories of investments were assigned different risk 
parameters. The models were constructed so that the objective was to 
maximize the return from investments, subject to allowable liquidity and 
risk tolerance constraints. This approach was often defended with the 
assumption that banks are not as risk averse as the controlling agencies 
and examiners required them to be. Or in other words, banks are willing 
to take greater risks to increase their level of income than regu­
latory agencies will allow. If this is in fact the situation, then the 
linear model solution is identical to any risk analysis model solution. 
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and there would be no need to use risk analysis procedures. 
Later studies have included liability and equity selection processes 
into the decision framework. An important development in this area was 
the customer relationship, or deposit feedback, as developed by Hodgman 
[31] and Wood [69], which can have an important effect upon the decision 
process of depository institutions such as savings and loans, and com­
mercial banks. However, even these later studies have handled the 
liability side of the balance sheet in a cursory manner. There are obvi­
ous reasons for this. For many financial intermediaries, such as small 
commercial banks, liability management is a passive phenomenon. Smaller 
banks in particular are not able to actively control the size or struc­
ture of their liabilities as they can their assets. In addition, the 
cost correlations between liability sources at any point in time are 
almost perfectly positive. This eliminates most of the potential benefit 
of reducing risk by liability diversification. 
The use of quadratic programming for asset selection, as originally 
formulated by Markowitz [39], has had extensive applications to asset 
selection. In agriculture the procedure has been used to select pro­
duction and marketing alternatives; Lin, Dean, and Moore [38], Scott 
and Baker [54]. A comprehensive application of the procedure to a 
commercial bank was completed by Robison [531. He used the technique 
to solve an optimal portfolio for a commercial bank, and showed how the 
procedure could be used to measure empirical adjustments to the portfolio 
from changes in policy variables, such as the Federal Reserve's seasonal 
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borrowing privilege, the guarantee of agricultural loans by the govern- • 
ment, as well as changes in costs and demands. More importantly, he 
established theorems for equilibrium adjustments for the income utility 
maximizing bank due to changes in parameters of the model. 
Bond refunding studies 
Business firms that finance a portion of their capital investment 
by issuing long-term bonds will often issue bonds with a call option. A 
number of researchers have analyzed the decision process of exercising 
the call option. Although the Farm Credit System does not use callable 
bonds, it does need to determine optimal debt maturity distributions to 
take advantage of favorable interest rates and to meet their funding re­
quirements. Studies that analyze the optimal timing of calls may provide 
insight into the optimal maturity distribution for the System's banks. 
Weingarten [67] analyzed the optimal timing of bond refunding via 
the call option with a dynamic programming approach, analogous to the 
procedures that have been formulated to determine optimal equipment re­
placement schedules. The solution procedure is applicable for a single 
bond issue rather than multiple bond issues. Although his procedure is 
deterministic, he states that uncertainty can be incorporated into the 
procedure by using various projections of yield curves. Bierman [5] 
studied the bond refunding decision as a Markov process. He first 
modeled the movement of interest rates from period to period as a Markov 
chain. Then given an initial interest rate, he determined the probable 
potential payoff after a number of time periods. Kalymon [35] also used 
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the Markovian stochastic process in a multiperiod setting. His solution 
procedure was developed to not only determine when to refinance because 
of probable changes in interest rates, but also because of a change in 
fund requirements. The differential in funding needs and debt outstanding 
was imputed as a penalty cost or bonus. The analysis only allowed a single 
bond to be outstanding at any time. The solution results of these studies 
were dependent upon the initial and probable movement of interest rates, 
and no consistent recommendation concerning maturity length can be stated. 
Moreover, the solution procedures utilized would not be readily applicable 
to the noncallable, multiple bond debt of the Farm Credit System banks. 
Other optimization studies 
Recently, although applied to farm firms but not as yet to financial 
intermediaries, a modification of the linear model developed by Hazell 
129], called mean absolute deviation (MOTAD), has created quadratic model-
type results. Thomson and Hazell [52] have shown that the set of port­
folios {farm plans) derived with this method closely corresponds to the 
set derived by the quadratic model procedure. 
A procedure to handle uncertainty in the values of the right-hand 
side of the constraint set in a linear program was first proposed by 
Dantzig [23]. His approach, with various modifications, has been ex­
tended by others to include uncertainty in the objective function coeffi­
cients and in the technical matrix coefficients [19]. Dantzig's pro­
cedure is referred to as stage programming, or discrete stochastic pro­
gramming, and involves a multi-stage decision problem in which allocations 
in the first stage are made to meet an uncertain but known distribution 
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of resources or demands occurring in later stages. The quantities of the 
activities in the first stage are the only activities that can be deter­
mined with certainty in advance because those in the second and any 
later stages depend on the outcome of random events, yet later activities 
can be determined probabilistically before their occurrence. 
Madzansky [40] compared the results of stage programming with the 
standard linear program and determined that the results can be substantial­
ly different. He proved that the value of the minimization stage pro­
gramming solution will always be greater than the linear restraint equi­
valent when expected values are used for the right-hand side values. 
Various formulations of the model have been proposed since Dantzig's 
article appeared. A comprehensive discussion and comparison of these 
models has been done by El Agizy [24]. Cocks [19] extended the use of 
stage programming to the quadratic model. 
Discrete stochastic programming or stage programming has recently 
been used in financial intermediary modeling since it allows the sto­
chastic nature of deposit levels or loan demands to be built into the 
model by probabilistic right-hand sides. Applications include studies 
by Crane [22], Cohen and Thore [21], and Booth [9]. 
Another procedure referred to as the chance-constrained method con­
verts stochastic loan demand of banks for each period into a deterministic 
value that can be used as the right-hand side of the constraint set in a 
mathematical programming model. Chance-constrained programming for fi­
nancial intermediaries include studies by Charnes and Thore [17], and 
Agnew and Agnew [1]. 
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Procedure 
The analytical procedure used in this study is a mathematical opti­
mization model (quadratic programming) similar to the asset portfolio 
procedure developed by Markowitz and used in formulating stock and other 
investment portfolios. In this study the procedure is applied to the 
liability rather than the asset side of the balance sheet. Of the opti­
mization models reviewed by the author, this model appeared to be the 
most appropriate to handle stochastic future interest rates and funding 
requirements within a manageable and cost-efficient solution format. 
The model is multiperiod. Stochastic interest rates are incorpo­
rated into the model by estimating both expected cost coefficients for the 
various periods' debt activities and a cost variance-covariance matrix of 
these debt activities. These two parameter measures will completely 
define a multivariate normal probability density function for debt costs. 
Probabilistic need for funds (demand) for the various periods will be 
converted to optimal deterministic values by an inventory-type model and 
used as the right-hand side of the model. 
The quadratic solution algorithm that is used selects debt financing 
activities that minimize the variance of debt cost, subject to a given 
level of cost that is varied parametrically. A solution set, or effi­
ciency frontier, is derived that exhibits a relationship between expected 
cost and variance of cost such that at any level of expected cost, one 
unique liability structure is defined that minimizes the variance of 
cost. As expected cost is lowered by shifting to an alternative liability 
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structure, minimum variance is increased. 
Chapter II of this thesis contains a descriptive analysis of the 
FICBs. In Chapter III the theoretical framework is established and a 
liability optimization model is formulated which can be applied to a 
FICB of the cooperative Farm Credit System. Model coefficient estimation 
procedures are reported in Chapter IV. Results of application of the model 
to the Omaha FICB are reported in Chapter V. Chapter VI contains the sum­
mary and conclusions of the study. 
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CHAPTER II. THE FEDERAL INTERMEDIATE 
CREDIT BANKS 
The following is a brief expository description of the operations 
of the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks. It is presented to facilitate 
the development of the later portions of the study, but is by no means a 
comprehensive history or description of the FICBs, which can be obtained 
elsewhere; [26], [30], [58], and [63]. 
The Farm Credit 
System 
The FICBs are part of the cooperative Farm Credit System which con­
sists of 37 banks and numerous local associations which facilitate the 
movement of funds from the national money market to primarily farmers, 
ranchers and their cooperatives. The 37 banks consist of 12 district 
Federal Land Banks, 12 district Banks for Cooperatives and a Central Bank 
for Cooperatives, and the 12 Federal Intermediate Credit Banks. Each 
district bank serves the residents of its respective district. The 12 
Federal Land Banks, and at the local level Federal Land Bank Associations, 
are authorized to make long-term real estate mortgage loans in rural areas 
for terms of not less than five, nor more than 40 years. The 12 district 
Banks for Cooperatives and a Central Bank for Cooperatives are authorized 
to make loans to agricultural cooperatives. The 12 Federal Intermediate 
Credit Banks along with the local Production Credit Associations provide 
loans to farmers and ranchers for a term of not more than seven years. 
Most of these loans are made to finance farm operating expenses. With the 
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three groups of banks organized on a district basis, and with local 
associations, the Farm Credit System can provide loans to qualified 
farmers, ranchers, commercial fishermen, their cooperatives, and other 
qualified rural residents. The Farm Credit Administration (FCA), which 
is an independent agency of the federal government, governs and oversees 
the operations of the 37 independent banks and their local associations, 
but does not assume an active role in management. The Fiscal Agency in 
New York City issues the debt instruments for the banks through a group of 
bond dealers. The organizational structure of the various components of 
the System is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Establishment of the 
FICBs 
The Federal Land Banks, created with the passage of the Farm Loan 
Act of 1916, were the first organized banks of the cooperative Farm Credit 
System. They were established because of the perceived need to provide 
long-term and stable credit to farmers to purchase farmland. Although 
some difficulties did arise during the early years, the FLBs were fairly 
successful in fulfilling their objectives. Since farmers also experienced 
difficulties obtaining operating credit, especially during the financial 
crisis of the early twenties, Congress established 12 Federal Intermediate 
Credit Banks with the passage of the Agricultural Act of 1923. 
The purpose of the FICBs was to discount agricultural paper of com­
mercial banks and other financial intermediaries that made agricultural 
loans. The idea was that if these lenders were able to discount or sell 
Farm Credit Administration 
Fiscal Agency 
12 District Banks Central Bank 
for Cooperatives 
12 District Federal 12 District Federal 
Intermediate Credit Banks Land Banks for Cooperatives 
Federal Land 
Bank Associations 
Production Other Financing 
Institutuions Credit Associations 
Agricultural 
Cooperatives 
Farmers, Ranchers, 
Aquatice Producers, Rural 
Residents 
Figure 2.1. The Farm Credit System 
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their agricultural loans to another intermediary that had access to 
national money markets, they would then have funds to make additional loans. 
The 1923 act did not provide for the PCAs, but did provide for agricultural 
credit corporations that could discount loans to the Federal Reserve 
Banks, and with an amendment to the act, to the FICBs. The initial 
equity capital for the FICBs was provided by the U.S. Treasury and the 
FICB stock was government owned until 1956 when a procedure of user 
ownership was enacted. The early years of the FICBs were rather dis­
appointing. Their services were not readily used and when used, 
frequently inferior loans were discounted to them [30]. 
The depression years placed severe strain on the FLBs and the FICBs 
as farmers' incomes fell and their ability to meet loan payments dimin­
ished. With additional U.S. Treasury funds, the Land Banks were able to 
reorganize and prevent many farm mortgage foreclosures. The inability of 
the FICBs to fulfill their intended purpose through the private financial 
sector was evident by this time. Therefore, passage of the Farm Credit 
Act of 1933 established the 12 Production Credit Corporations whose 
purpose was to establish local Production Credit Associations. The PCCs 
were later merged with the FICBs in 1956. The 1933 Act also established 
the 12 Banks for Cooperatives and the Central Bank for Cooperatives. 
Present Operations of 
the FICBs 
Various acts and laws passed over the years have altered the form 
and administration of the FICBs, but their basic structure is the same 
as when they were established. A milestone date was 1968 when the last 
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PCA paid off the remaining government capital and the Farm Credit System 
became fully user owned. The System is now a government sponsored agency 
organized as a cooperative. Each of the banks and associations are indi­
vidually incorporated. The System is currently operating under the Farm 
Credit Act of 1971. This act has provided flexibility to the System by 
allowing changes in various operational procedures as necessitated by 
needs of their patron-owners. The 1971 Act has given more responsibility 
to the FICBs which had previously been held by the FCA and more responsi­
bility to the local PCAs previously held by the FICBs. The act also al­
lows loans to commercial fishermen and to rural home owners. 
The PCAs are cooperatives organized on a local basis to provide 
short-term loans to agricultural producers. Frequently the loans are 
arranged as a line of credit. Each member will have a maximum debt that 
he can have outstanding at any time. The member is allowed to borrow at 
any time to the limit of his line of credit. He can repay the debt at 
any time. Interest is calculated on the daily outstanding balance and 
added to the debt at the end of the calendar year. The interest rate 
charge can vary each month, and is based upon the interest cost charge 
of the district FICB for that month. The interest rate is exempt from any 
state's usury law. In addition to the line of credit, some loans for capi­
tal purchases are made with a fixed repayment schedule. Each borrower is 
required to acquire at the time the loan is made or the line of credit is 
established voting stock (one vote per member) in an amount equal in value 
to at least $5 per $100 of the amount of the loan; many PCAs require $10. 
The stock is partially retired upon payment of the loan. When the member 
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ceases to be a regular user of the association the stock is completely 
retired. Although PCAs do hold some cash for daily liquidity requirements, 
the funds for loan purposes are typically borrowed from the district 
FICB. PCAs are independent from each other, except that large loans may 
be shared between two or more associations, and they are allowed to engage 
in a loan loss sharing agreement. 
Each district FICB is organized as an incorporated cooperative. 
Equity capital consists of voting stock, nonvoting stock, participation 
certificates, legal reserves, and surplus reserves. Voting stock is held 
by local PCAs in the district in proportion to the indebtedness of each 
association. Voting stock has no stated redemption rights. Nonvoting 
stock, if required, is held by PCAs and the Farm Credit Administration 
(purchased with U.S. Treasury funds). Participation certificates are 
generally held by the other financing institutions but may be held by 
PCAs. other equity capital consists of legal reserves obtained from 
annual income, and surplus reserves which represents earned surplus and 
contingency balances of the FICB on January 1, 1957, a date of reorganiza­
tion. 
Net earnings are distributed at the end of the accounting year, 
December 31. After required restoration of prior impairment of any capital 
stock, up to 25 percent of earnings is added to legal reserves and allo­
cated to the PCAs and other financing institutions (OFIs), Remaining 
earnings are distributed as voting stock to PCAs and participation certifi­
cates to OFIs, or as patronage refunds. Because of the growth of FICBs in 
recent years, most residual earnings have been allocated to capital and 
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not to patronage refunds. 
The FICB advances funds to PCAs and OFIs as required. Loans made 
to the PCAs are similar to an open-end revolving line of credit. The 
terms provide for payment on demand and interest accrues on the daily 
outstanding balances. Loans are collateralized by assets of the PCAs. 
Credit arrangements with OFIs are similar, but loans are normally dis­
counted and held as security. Interest charges to PCAs and OFIs are 
variable and are based upon average cost of bonds and notes outstanding 
to the FICB. These rates are exempt from any state's usury laws. 
Loanable funds are obtained by the FICB from a number of sources. 
The majority of funds are obtained by issuing debt instruments on the 
national money market. These securities include participation in consoli­
dated bonds, consolidated system-wide bonds, and consolidated system-
wide discount notes. The FICB bonds are joint issues of the 12 FICBs in 
various amounts of participation, issued for a term of up to seven years. 
The system-wide bonds are joint issues of all 37 banks. As of January 1, 
1979, the System is phasing out the bank consolidated issues and will 
issue system-wide consolidated bonds. The system-wide bonds will include 
monthly issued six-month and nine-month bonds and quarterly issued longer-
term bonds of various terms-to-maturity. The bonds are issued in book 
entry form and bond certificates are not issued. The short-term bonds 
are typically priced and sold at the end of each month and delivered at 
the first of the next month. The long-term bonds are typically priced 
and sold during the middle of the month and delivered about the twentieth 
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of the month. Interest payments on the long-term bonds are normally semi­
annual. Interest payments on the six-month and nine-month bonds are 
made at maturity. At the end of 1978 commission payment to bond dealers 
who sell the bonds was $.75 and $2.00 per thousand dollars of face value 
for the short-term (nine-month) and long-term FICB bonds, respectively. 
These and other expenses incurred on issuing bonds are included in the 
costs charged by the FICB to local PCAs by amortizing the costs with the 
straight line method over the terms of the appropriate issues. 
The system-wide notes are joint issues for short-term financing 
needs and are issued in maturities of 5 to 270 days. The notes are simi­
lar to commercial paper offerings of other businesses. The decision to 
participate in a note issue is announced on Friday for notes to be issued 
during the next week. Since most needs of a FICB are for the seasonal 
crop production cycle, the majority of funds have historically been ob­
tained from the nine-month FICB bonds. All of the above securities are 
issued through the Fiscal Agency in New York City. 
Other sources of funds include lines of credit established with com­
mercial banks, federal funds, investment bonds purchased by members of 
PCAs, and borrowings from other banks of the System through the Central 
Bank for Cooperatives. These sources are used sparingly and primarily for 
short-term financing needs between bond issues. 
Since loan demands are stochastic in nature, liquidity is necessary 
and provided by the above short-term debt instruments between bond issues, 
and by holding excess funds from debt issues in a liquid form until they 
are needed. Some of these funds are held in cash, but much of it is held 
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in U.S. Treasury and U.S. Government Agencies' securities. Excess funds 
will also be offered to the other 36 banks in note form. 
In addition to providing loan funds through local PCAs, a FICB may 
own and lease equipment and provide technical assistance to PCAs and 
members of PCAs. Income derived from operations of a FICB is exempt from 
federal, state, and local taxes except for taxes on real estate held by 
the bank. Interest earned by owners of FICB debt instruments is subject 
to federal income tax, but not state or local income taxes. 
The liability management model that is formulated and empirically 
tested in this study is applicable to any of the 37 banks of the Farm 
Credit System. However, the FICB of Omaha was used to implement and test 
the model procedure. To illustrate the growth and size of the FICB of 
Omaha, a five-year financial summary is illustrated in Table 2.1. As 
illustrated in the table, net loans and discounts outstanding increased 
from $836 million at the end of 1973, to $1,309 million at the end of 
1977, a growth of 57 percent over the five-year period. Debt and capital 
accounts increased during that period to provide for the increase in 
assets. Capital increased proportionately more than debt thus lowering 
the debt to capital ratio which by law cannot be greater than 20 to 1 [63]. 
The average cost of borrowed funds for each of the five years ranged from 
8.23 percent in 1974 to 6.21 percent in 1977. This difference in average 
cost of borrowed funds is reflected in differential average rate charges 
on loans outstanding for each year. 
Table 2.1. Five year financial summary of the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank of Omaha for 
years ending December 31^ 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
Net loans and discounts 
outstanding $836, 966, 418 $920, 701, 956 $1,053, 271,465 $1, 226, 899, 109 $1, 309, 375, 274 
Consolidated bonds 
outstanding 803, 385, 000 899, 215, 000 979, 805,000 1, 157, 650, 000 1, 271, 116, 000 
Consolidated system-
wide notes 
outstanding _ 9, 100,000 23, 000, 000 21, 500, 000 
Total capital 44, 468, 646 52, 519, 133 59, 219,930 69, 111, 413 81, 686 , 785 
Total revenue 54, 030, 644 79, 883, 159 81, 660,788 86, 080, 250 94, 257, 416 
Net income 3, 810, 196 4, 570, 593 6, 614,560 8, 881, 491 12, 255, 368 
Average cost of 
borrowed funds 6. 58% 8. 23% 7.44% 6. 63% 6. 21% 
Average interest rate 
on loans outstanding 7. 09% 8. 74% 8.14% 7. 40% 7. 16% 
Debt to capital 
ratio (: to 1) 19. 30 17. 99 17.87 17. 67 16. 23 
^Reproduced from the 1977 Annual Report [26]. 
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CHAPTER III. THE THEORETICAL MODEL 
In this chapter the conceptual framework for the debt selection 
process of a FICB will be presented. Then a mathematical model will be 
formulated which can aid in that decision process. In subsequent chapters 
the model will be empirically applied to the decision process of the 
Omaha FICB in order to obtain numerical results. 
Deterministic Framework 
Objective function 
A major challenge of many modeling endeavors is defining the objec­
tive (or objective function) of the organization that is being modeled. 
With classical optimization procedures the profit maximization objective 
is typically selected. For many organizations other goals or objectives 
can also be important. Thus, some analysts select an objective other 
than profit to optimize, but the optimization is subject to the constraint 
that profit must be maintained at some adequate level; or more typically, 
profits are maximized subject to other goals that must be attained 
[38]. 
Ultimately what is paramount is the maximization of the utility of 
the firm. Therefore, some analysts develop a utility function for the 
organization and maximize utility= This utility is conceivably dependent 
upon numerous variables, but only the more important variables are in­
cluded in the optimization procedure. Often income alone is used as the 
sole argument of the utility function. Obviously defining and maximizing 
a utility function is an arduous endeavor. Maximization of profit, or an 
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alternative maximand, subject to various constraints, is an attempt to 
circumvent this task in order to closely approximate the actions an 
organization would select under direct utility maximization. 
Defining the objective function of a bank of the Farm Credit System 
is simplified because the Farm Credit Act of 1971 has provided a legis­
lative mandate to the banks to furnish sound, adequate, and construc­
tive credit to the System's members. The act further states that the 
banks be responsive to the credit needs of all types of agricultural 
producers having a basis for credit. In addition, the rates and charges 
to PCAs and OFIs should be at the lowest reasonable cost taking into 
account the cost of money to the bank, and necessary reserves and expenses 
of the bank [63, p. 12]. Therefore, the single interest charge^ to all 
PCAs and OFIs established by a FICB is based upon the bank's average cost 
of funds, but also includes a charge for intermediation, administration, 
restoration or addition to capital, and other overhead or fixed costs. 
The charge spread over the average cost of funds will not be explored 
2 in this study and is not part of the decision process analyzed. Re­
gardless of the value of the charge spread the bank will attempt to mini­
mize its average cost of funds. Therefore, the objective of the debt 
^The practice of charging one rate for all crédit is sometimes chal­
lenged. Since repayment risk differs between individual borrowers and 
enterprises, differential pricing may be more economically efficient. How­
ever, differential pricing would need to be quantified by risk levels 
and justified. The justification process may be especially difficult 
since differential pricing would violate the cooperative principal of one 
price to all members. 
^However, the interest charge and therefore the charge spread will af­
fect the demand for credit by members. This effect should be considered 
when determining demand for credit and therefore debt needs of the bank. 
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acquisition model that will be constructed is to acquire the necessary 
debt funds to meet the credit needs of the bank at the lowest possible 
cost. 
Complete model 
Mathematically, the funds acquisition decision process of the FICB 
can be formulated as; 
n 
Minimize K = E c.x. + F (3.1) 
j=l ^ ^ 
n 
subject to Z X. =• b 
i=l ' 
where K = total cost, 
Cj = the cost of funding activity j, 
Xj = the funding activity j, 
F = the fixed cost of intermediation, 
b = the amount of funds necessary to meet the needs of 
meûuaers, 
n = the number of funding activities . 
Funding activities can involve either debt or equity actions, but only 
debt activities will be analyzed in this study. 
The debt funding alternatives available to the bank will provide 
funds either for an extended period of time or for a short duration. 
It is therefore necessary to include more than one period in the 
analysis since funding actions taken in any one period will affect 
successive periods' funding actions. The start of a period will be 
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defined as the time when an opportunity to acquire funds becomes avail­
able. The period terminates and another period begins when another 
opportunity to acquire funds is presented. 
The multiperiod nature of the decision process can be exemplified by 
an example consisting of three periods. Suppose the first period is 
six months in duration, the second period is the next six months, and the 
third period is an additional twelve months for a total planning horizon 
of two years. It is possible (in fact, quite likely) to begin the first 
period with debt instruments that will mature in each of the first, second, 
and third periods. During the first period it would be possible to issue 
a bond that matures either at the end of the first period, the second 
period, or the third period. During the second period a bond may be 
issued that matures at the end of that period or the third period. 
Finally, during the third period only debt that is issued and matures 
that same period may be used. Any sequence of debt maturities can be 
used to meet the demand for loans during the three periods. At the two 
extremes it would be possible to issue a bond at the beginning of period 
one that matures at the end of period three, or to issue one-period bonds 
each of the three periods. Loan demand occurs throughout the planning 
horizon, but there is undoubtedly some period to period variations in 
demand, so the optimum debt structure may include long, intermediate, and 
short-term debt instruments. 
When more than one period is involved the model is redefined as: 
m n 
Minimize K = E Z d. c..x.. + F (3.2) 
i—1 4—1 ^ 
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n 
subject to Z X .  . = b. ; i = 1,2,. •. ,in 
j=l ^ 
where i = time period, 
d^ = discount coefficient for period i. 
In matrix notation the multiperiod model can be reformulated as: 
Minimize K = CDX + F (3.3) 
subject to AX = B 
where D = diagonal matrix of discount coefficients d., 
1 
a..= an element from matrix A equal to 1 if funding activity x . 
provides funds for period i; 0 otherwise. 
The only variable endogenous to the decision framework is X, the 
source of funds. The cost of funds vector C is exogenous to the model. 
Although the Farm Credit System issues a large volume of debt instru­
ments on the national money markets, its activities are not believed to 
significantly affect the rate at which these instruments are sold [R3]. 
The cost of debt issuance is assumed to be a constant percentage of the 
debt issued. The funding needs of the System, vector B, is also exo­
genous to the decision framework. The bank cannot determine the amount 
of funds which it will provide since it must meet the requirement of 
fulfilling the reasonable needs of its patron-owners. 
It is quite possible that B, the funding requirement, is a function 
of the cost of funds; B = F(C). If market interest rates are high and 
thus costs of funds are high, the demand for funds by patrons may be 
reduced. Since K is a function of C such that Bk/Sc^ ^ 0, then B is a 
function of K. If this relationship holds, then a recursive pattern 
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between K and B would be exhibited. Furthermore, if the bank's price of 
funds is higher than competitors' prices, some patrons will purchase funds 
from the competitors. This would reduce the value of B. If the volume 
of the funding activities had already been determined, the amount of 
funds on hand will be greater than the requirements; X>B. If the excess 
funds are not invested at their cost of acquisition, the cost of funds 
provided to members will be increased. If this cost is passed on to 
patrons (and as a cooperative it is ultimately passed on), then B may be 
even further reduced. Alternatively, if competitors do not provide 
loans at a rate competitive with the Farm Credit System, then their 
customers will shift to the Farm Credit System and the value of B will be 
increased. 
This dilemma is magnified when debt financing is acquired for an 
extended period of time. The bank bases its charge for loans to PCAs on 
the bank's average cost of outstanding bonds and notes. If market rates 
decrease and the bank has substantial amounts of debt outstanding, it 
will need to charge a higher rate to patrons via the PCA than many of 
its competitors. The reverse will occur when market rates are in­
creasing. 
Model (3.3) and the other models that will be presented do not allow 
a recursive pattern between vectors B and C to be explicitly included; If 
a strong recursive relationship is prevalent, that pattern can be handled 
by multiple applications of the model where B is revised after each solu­
tion. If the recursive pattern is a converging relationship, then after 
multiple runs an equilibrium solution would be obtained. An alternative 
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procedure would be the use of a multistage solution process such as dynamic 
programming. 
The objective function of the multiperiod model is structured so that 
the FICB minimizes cost for the entire planning horizon rather than for 
each separate period. Minimizing cost for the whole planning horizon 
may result in some individual period costs not being at a minimum for 
that specific period. However, a strategy of minimizing the cost for 
each period may not result in a minimum cost for the entire planning 
horizon. It is possible that selection of a financing activity may de­
crease the cost of debt in one period more than cost is increased in 
another period and total cost for the planning horizon is thus reduced. 
Patrons who require credit for only specific periods would prefer 
the cost of credit to be at a minimum for the periods in which they 
borrow. Those patrons who routinely borrow would prefer the cost to be 
at a minimum for the entire planning horizon. Since the FICB is a coop­
erative, it would attempt to minimize cost for the entire planning 
horizon. This would follow the cooperative principal of minimizing cost 
for all patrons. 
Since the model is multiperiod the costs that are expected to occur 
during the different periods should be converted into present value 
costs by discounting before being used in the decision model. If patrons 
of the bank borrow during different time periods, it could be argued 
that discounting costs would favor early period borrowers over later 
period borrowers if nondiscounted costs are expected to increase over the 
planning horizon. This is because those later periods' short-term funding 
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activities will be relatively less costly than early periods' long-term 
funding activities on a discounted basis. Short-term funding activities 
may then be selected for all periods, although their nondiscounted costs 
are higher than a long-term funding activity at an early period which 
would provide funds for an extended duration. Since charges to borrowers 
are based upon the average cost of FICB debt outstanding during the 
time the money is borrowed, later borrowers may pay more than earlier 
borrowers. 
However, if nondiscounted debt costs are expected to decrease over 
the planning horizon, then the opposite is true and later period bor­
rowers would be favored over early period borrowers. This is because 
later periods' short-term funding activities would be even less costly 
than early periods' long-term funding activities on a discounted basis. 
Short-term funding activities will be selected for all periods even 
though it may mean acquiring funds the first period with a short-term 
funding activity at a higher cost than that of a long-term funding 
activity. 
Because over an extended time interval it would be expected that 
interest rates will decrease as often as they increase, discounting would 
not be e^^ected to consistently favor early or late period borrowers. 
In addition, many borrowers may not consistently borrow for the same 
periods of each year. Furthermore, not discounting would be nonoptimal 
for consistent borrowers since they would not be minimizing their ex­
pected borrowing costs for the planning horizon. 
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Solution procedure 
If the values of the row and column vectors C and B are known with 
certainty, then the solution set from X that minimizes cost could be 
selected to meet the funding requirements of the FICB using linear pro­
gramming. But C and B are both stochastic. If the probability density 
functions of the two parameters are estimated, it would be possible to 
use the expected value of these variables in the analysis. The solution 
set derived using expected values will consist of the financing activi­
ties that generate the lowest expected cost at the volume necessary to 
meet the expected funding requirements of the bank. Again linear pro­
gramming could be used to obtain these solution values. However, if the 
patron-owners, via the board of directors and management are risk averse 
(or risk lovers), then the solution set using expected values will not 
necessarily be the solution that will maximize their expected utility 
[38]. Even if the expected cost is at a minimum, there may be a sig­
nificant probability that the cost will be higher than an alternative 
financing scheme which has a slightly higher expected cost, but a lower 
probability of variation from that expected cost. 
What is necessary is a solution procedure that will allow for the 
maximization of utility. Direct utility maximization will not be at­
tempted since it requires the estimation of a utility function. Rather, 
a quadratic programming procedure will be used which reduces the decision 
set to a finite set of liability structures by eliminating liability 
structures that are inferior to other liability structures for any income 
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utility maximizing individual or organization. The management/board of 
directors of the FICB can assess their preference for expected cost and 
variance of cost (risk and return utility analysis) and select from this 
finite set. 
Stochastic Model 
Before proceeding to the construction of the stochastic model it is 
necessary to redefine the objectives and operational procedures of the 
financial cooperative and state necessary definitions and assumptions. 
The model is designed for debt management, not cash, asset, or 
equity capital management. Thus, the model will include bond and note 
debt activities but will not contain short-term debt of less than one 
month original maturity or investment activities. The model procedure 
will generate expected values for these short-term debt and investment 
activities, but will not explicitly indicate the type of securities in 
which to invest short-term excess funds or the appropriate source of 
short-term debt. Since the cooperative has a legislative mandate to make 
loans to all qualified borrowers at all times, it cannot actively de­
termine the mix of loan assets or the dollar value of loans, although 
this mix and level undoubtedly affects the risk to which the cooperative 
is exposed. Equity capital decisions also affect risk accommodation and 
cost of debt funds, since the structure of equity accounts influences 
bond holders' perception of the risk of the institution and thus affects 
the cost at which securities can be sold. Other considerations such as 
leverage will affect costs as well. All of these are important considéra-
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tions which affect debt management but will not be analyzed here. 
Although a debt issuance decision needs only to be made shortly 
before the issuance date, that decision in terms of size and maturity is 
based upon past and possible future issuance of debt. Therefore, the 
model will be multiperiod. 
The objective of the financial cooperative is to provide all neces­
sary funds at the lowest reasonable cost. The cooperative attempts to 
minimize the cost of credit over the entire planning horizon rather than 
for each individual period within the planning horizon. The cooperative 
will provide all the loan funds demanded for each period. If the amount 
of bonds issued is not sufficient to meet these needs, the cooperative 
will borrow short-term funds, often at a higher cost than bond cost. 
Similarly, if bonds are overissued with respect to funds demanded, excess 
funds will be invested temporarily, normally at a return lower than bond 
cost and less than short-term borrowing cost. 
Finally, although demand for loans during a period is undoubtedly a 
function of demand for funds from another earlier or later period 
(i.e., if a farmer borrows to build a farrowing house-nursery, he may 
later borrow for a finishing unit), since the cooperative meets all loan 
needs for a single period, there is no loan shortage that would carry­
over to be met at a later date. Thus there is independence between the 
loan demand met by the financial cooperative between periods. This as­
sumption implies that there is independence between the right-hand side 
elements of the model. The demand for loans and the financing activities 
selected by the PICB are assumed to be nonrecursive. If this assumption 
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is violated, it would still be possible to use the solution procedure in 
an interactive manner to obtain an equilibrium solution if the recursive 
relationship is converging. 
The optimization model is a mean-variance model with stochastic debt 
costs reflected by the variance-covariance matrix of the cost vector but 
with deterministic technical coefficient elements. Since loan demand and 
thus funding needs are stochastic, an inventory model is used to convert 
stochastic demand elements into deterministic right-hand side values. 
Before proceeding to the model, the general expected return-variance 
concepts will be reviewed. 
Expected return-variance procedure 
Markowitz's procedure, commonly referred to as expected return-
variance (E-V) analysis, involves an optimization procedure that selects 
the mix of assets that minimizes the variance of return for the analysis 
period, subject to a given level of expected return [39]. Restrictions 
such as total amount of funds to be invested, maximum amount invested 
in any particular asset, as well as other source and funding constraints 
are imposed. Although the model's mathematics are sometimes altered for 
expository or computational convenience, the single period model can be 
stated as : 
Minimize Z = X'QX (3.4) 
subject to AX £ B 
CX < k 
X > 0 
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where 
^(l,m) = the net return vector. 
^(m,m) = the variance-covariance matrix of C, 
A, , (n,m) = the technical matrix. 
®(n,l) = the resource constraints. 
k = a parameter, 
^(n,l) = the activity level vector found by solution. 
The solution procedure involves the use of a quadratic programming 
algorithm that utilizes a quadratic equation in the objective function 
and a linear constraint set [68]. The parameter k, which establishes the 
income level, is varied parametrically and separate solutions are ob­
tained for each level of income. The result is a finite set of port­
folios that have various levels of return and variance (as a measure of 
risk) such that at any given level of return, the variance of any other 
portfolio with an identical return is greater, therefore inefficient, 
and excluded from the set. If a higher yield is desired, a higher vari­
ance or risk of potential return must be incurred (Figure 3.1). 
In order for a decision-maker to select one of the portfolios from • 
the efficient frontier set, he must assess his preference for return and 
risk combinations. If a portfolio is selected for the decision-maker 
by someone else, it is necessary to derive the preference ordering or 
utility map of the infinite set of return and risk combinations for the 
decision-maker. This difficult task of determining and deriving ap­
propriate utility functions has spawned numerous studies on utility theory 
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Figure 3.1. Solution set of E-V analysis 
and its applications [34]. 
Problems that arise in using the Markowitz procedure include the 
characterization of assets by only their expected return and variance of 
return, specification of the appropriate maximand in terms of wealth or 
income measure, time period length, and specification of periods if dynamic 
analysis is desired. Other researchers have either extended Markowitz's 
method or have developed alternative approaches to deal with thse prob­
lems as will be discussed below. Parameter estimation difficulties have 
also led to alternate procedures that sometimes sacrifice some of the 
exactness of the Markowitz model for convenience and applicability [3]. 
Inclusion of only the mean and variance in. the analysis is meaning­
ful only if either the distribution of probable returns is completely 
specified by the mean and variance, or if the utility preference mapping 
function is specified by only the mean and variance. Remedies if both 
of these requirements are violated include adding the third moment 
(skewness) and higher moments to the analysis [49]. Specification of an 
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objective function, planning horizon, and multiperiod models are dis­
cussed in Weingarten [66] and Boussard [10]. Inadequate specification of 
terminal conditions can lead to mypoic decisions. Corrections include 
careful specification of terminal conditions, the inclusion of more than 
one decision period or additional periods if the model is multiperiod 
already [18]. Since additional periods incur additional computational 
costs, the final periods are often composed of longer time intervals and 
fewer periods are necessary to cover an extended planning horizon. The 
decision to add more periods or to extend the time intervals depends 
upon previous solutions obtained. If the optimal solutions consist 
primarily of one period activities, it would not be as essential to in­
crease the number of time periods or the planning horizon as when the 
solution set consists of multiperiod activities, such as long-term in­
vestment activities. 
Expected cost-variance of cost model 
The matiiematical form of the EC-Vc liability model is identical to 
the E-V asset selection model except that now the objective is to minimize 
the variance of cost subject to a stated level of debt cost. Also, rather 
than a given level of funds to invest, it is now necessary to generate a 
specified level of funds to meet asset requirements. Mathematically, 
the model can be stated as; 
Minimize Z = X'QDD'X (3.5) 
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subject to AX ^  B 
CRX < k 
X > 0 
where 
C, . = the bond expected cost vector for the planning horizon, 
(X/in} 
Q, . = the variance-covariance matrix of C, (m,m) 
D. . = the discount matrix to discount matrix Q ,  
R. . = the diagonal matrix of discount coefficients from D to 
discount matrix C, 
A, . = the technical matrix, 
(n,ra) 
B. ,. = the funding requirements and debt policy constraints, 
k = the cost constant which is varied parametrically, 
X. .. = the bond activity levels found by solution after each 
' change in k. 
The model is multiperiod. All coefficients for the A, B, and C 
matrices are deterministic values. The A matrix includes the coefficients 
that reflect limitations on the use of a specific bond or group of bond 
issues. It also includes the coefficients for the multiperiod segments 
of the model. The B matrix limits the use of specific types of bonds, 
and also includes the amount of loan funds necessary to meet demand for 
each period. 
Since the procedure is now applied to the liability rather than the 
asset side of the balance sheet, the relationship derived is between 
expected cost and the variance of cost such that at any level of expected 
cost one unique liability structure is determined that minimizes the 
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variance of cost. As expected cost is reduced by moving to another lia­
bility structure, the minimum variance at that cost increases (Figure 
Figure 3.2. Expected cost and variance of costs (EC-VC) frontier 
The right-hand side (the B vector) of the EC-VC model contains the 
deterministic estimates of the financing requirements of the FICB. But 
since the financing needs into the future are stochastic, it is necessary 
to convert these stochastic variables into deterministic values. One 
possibility is to use the expected values of these needs as the values for 
the right-hand side. However, in some instances it may be optimal to 
plan for bond and note debt outstanding to be an amount greater or less 
than the expected debt needs. This would depend upon the cost of short-
term debt and short-term investment return. In the next section an inven­
tory model is formulated which can be used to derive the optimal level of 
bond and note debt outstanding for each period into the future. 
Inventory model 
The function of a FICB is to market money. It buys on a volume basis 
in the national money market, then repackages the funds into smaller loans 
which are sold to PCAs and OFIs. As a marketing firm the FICB faces many 
3.2). 
Variance of 
Cost (VC) 
Efficier 
liabilit 
structui 
Inefficient 
, liability 
structures 
Expected Cost (EC) 
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of the decisions faced by other marketing firms. One of these decisions 
is to determine the optimal quantity of funds to purchase per bond issue 
to provide for the stochastic demand for its product until another bond 
issue occurs. Since it is necessary between bond issues to maintain some 
level of inventory, the FICB faces an inventory quantity decision. In 
this section an inventory model that has been applied to other marketing 
firms will be modified to fit the situation of a FICB [60]. With the use 
of this model it will be possible to estimate the optimal bond purchase 
for a time period given an estimate of probable demand, cost of bonds, 
cost of inventory (funds) deficits, and return from excess inventory 
balances. After the optimal bond quantities are determined for each 
time period, these values can be inserted into the right-hand side of 
the mean-variance model and the optimal term structure of bond debt can 
be determined. 
Debt demand for each period is defined as the amount of debt funds 
necessary to service the loans outstanding for that period. This defini­
tion of demand involves a stock rather than a flow concept. Debt out­
standing during any period not only depends upon new loans granted during 
the period, but also loans made in previous periods which have a maturity 
of more than one period. Since demand is defined as a stock, the vast 
majority of demand occurs instantaneously at the start of the period as 
outstanding loans are carried into the new period. The new debt demand 
component that occurs during the period as net new loans is a small per­
centage of the total debt demand stock, and has rarely exceeded three to 
four percent [26]. In some instances the demand stock may actually 
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decrease over the period if paydown on current loans exceeds new loans 
granted. 
Since in reality most debt demand occurs instantaneously at the start 
of each period, the model assumes for simplicity that all of the sto­
chastic demand for each period occurs immediately after a bond issue at 
the beginning of the period. Thus, after demand occurs, there will be 
either an excess or a shortage of funds for the remainder of the period. 
Excess funds are invested in short-term investments. Deficits are 
covered by short-term borrowing. The objective is to minimize the ex­
pected cost of funds for the period. The control variable is the quantity 
of bonds to be outstanding for the period. 
The objective function is: 
•00 
Minimize E{c(y)} = c-y + p (v-y)f(v)dv • 
- h 
y 
(y-v)f(v)dv (3.6) 
—00 
E{c(y) = bond cost + short-term debt cost - excess funds return} 
where 
V = amount of debt demanded for a given time period, 
f(v) = probability density function for the possible values of v, 
c = bond costj 
p = short-term debt cost, 
h = short-term excess funds return, 
y = amount of bonds outstanding. 
The first derivative of (3.6) with respect to the control variable y and 
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set equal to zero is: 
dE{c(y)} ^ ^  _ 
dy 
c - p 
ry 
f(v)dv - h f(v)dv = 0. (3.7) 
By definition. 
f(v) = 1 -
ry 
f (v)dv. 
Inserting this identity into Equation (3.7) and solving for the minimum 
cost yields; 
or 
or 
or 
c - p[l-
c - p + p 
f (v) dv] - h 
f(v)dv - h 
f{v)dv = 0 
ry 
f(v)dv = 0 
c - p + [p-h] f(v)dv = 0 
f(v)dv = p-c 
p-h 
(3.8) 
If f(v) is estimated, then y* can be determined as the optimal quantity 
of bonds outstanding for the given period where f(v) and the other 
parameters vary by period. But y* is only defined if 0 < < 1. 
— p~n — 
This can occur only under either of two conditions: 
(a) p ^  c > h 
Short-term debt cost is greater than or equal to bond cost 
which is greater than excess funds return. 
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(b) p £ c < h 
Short-term debt cost is less than or equal to bond cost 
which is less than excess funds return (the opposite of 
the first condition), 
For a minimum cost the second derivative of Equation (3.7) valued at 
y* must be greater than zero, or: 
d E{c(y)} ^  (p_h)f(y*) > 0. (3.9) 
dy 
Since f(y*) > 0, for the second order condition of (3.9) to be fulfilled, 
p>h, so condition (a) must hold and p ^  c > h. 
The expected inventory (funds) shortage for a given period will be: 
E(s) = (v-y*)f(v)dv. (3.10) 
Y* 
This shortage can be multiplied by p for the expected funds shortage 
cost. The expected cost of not financing all debt by the lower bond cost 
is ip-cjE(s). 
Similarly, the expected excess funds for a given period will be: 
fY* 
E(x) = (y*-v)f(v)dv. (3.11) 
—00 
This excess can be multiplied by h for the expected return. The ex­
pected cost of over-financing with bonds will be ic-h]E(x). 
As stated previously, the FICB will meet all of the financing needs 
of the PCAs so that none of the debt financing activity levels will 
affect the probability distribution of debt demand in any successive 
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periods. îhus, there will be no correlation between y| s. 
Summary 
The solution procedure outlined in this chapter is a two-step solu­
tion procedure. First the inventory model is used to derive optimal 
planned debt to be outstanding for each period. Then the quadratic pro­
gramming model is used to derive the optimal debt structure for the level 
of debt to be outstanding. 
It is possible to integrate the inventory model into the quadratic 
program and have a one-step solution process. The theoretical framework 
of this procedure was developed, but the model was not empirically tested 
in this study. The theoretical framework is presented in Appendix A 
along with a discussion of another inventory model that in some situa­
tions may be applicable to the financing decisions of a cooperative 
financial intermediary. 
In the next chapter, model coefficient specification and estimation 
procedures will be discussed. In a later chapter, empirical results of 
the model will be presented and analyzed. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE EMPIRICAL MODEL 
The model formulation in the previous chapter was applied to the debt 
management problem of the FICB of Omaha. Data to construct the model were 
either collected from secondary sources or obtained from the Omaha bank 
and its support agencies. Since all 37 banks of the System obtain debt 
funds in a similar manner, with a few changes in coefficient values, the 
empirical model could be adapted and applied to any of the other 36 banks 
of the System. 
In this chapter the format of the empirical model will first be 
described. Then the estimation procedures and values of the coefficients 
for the model will be presented. In the next chapter the numerical results 
of the empirical model will be reported and analyzed. 
Model Format 
The computer program used to derive solution values for the model was 
the RAND QPF4. This program solves the problem of minimizing a quadratic 
function subject to linear constraints, and has a parametric procedure for 
the linear portion of the objective function. The program utilizes the 
Wolfe solution algorithm [68]. To use the program the model is set up 
as: 
Minimize Z = XCX + X'QX 
subject to AX £ B 
where 
C = the discounted expected debt cost vector, 
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Q = the discounted variance-covariance matrix, 
A = the technical matrix, 
B = the debt requirement and constraint vector, 
X = the activity vector, 
X = the parametric scalar. 
The structure of the linear portion of the model, matrix A and 
vectors B and C, is shown in Appendix B. The nondiscounted variance-
covariance matrix is listed in Appendix C. The structure of the model and 
coefficient estimation procedures are described below. 
Planning horizon 
The planning horizon of the model is three years. A three year 
planning horizon allows the model to include the impact of sequential 
funding with discount notes, six-month and nine-month bonds. The se­
quential impact of the longer term bonds with various terms-to-maturity 
(two-year to twelve-year bonds have been used) would have required a 
substantially longer planning horizon. It is not clear whether the 
benefits of a larger model would be greater than the additional costs of 
construction, implementation, and solution. 
The model is multiperiod. The first 18 periods are monthly periods, 
the last six periods are quarterly periods. Monthly periods were selected 
since the six-month and nine-month bonds are issued at the beginning of 
each month. The last half of the planning horizon was separated into 
quarters to reduce the number of activities in the model and still pro­
vide adequate detail. Transition to quarters required aggregating the 
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monthly funding activities into quarters during the last half of the 
three-year planning horizon. 
The model terminates at the end of the three-year horizon. Termina­
tion activities (such as complete liquidation by repurchasing all debt) 
were not included. Ending the model abruptly after three years can 
create mypoic solutions. But as a planning aid, the purpose of the 
model is to derive optimal funding activities for the immediate future. 
Funding activities in future periods are only important and included 
because of their impact on immediate funding decisions [10]. Funding 
activities far into the future have little if any impact on the selection 
of funding activities in the present. A three-year planning horizon 
should provide a sufficient time into the future to capture the effect 
of this impact, and yet ensure that the model will be manageable and low 
cost to operate. Furthermore, a longer planning horizon would require 
debt cost and fund requirement estimates for additional years into the 
future. Estimates beyond one year involve significant errors and 
obviously so beyond three years. 
As stated above, any termination activity would involve the bank 
purchasing their outstanding debt securities at the end of the planning 
horizon which were issued during the planning horizon. The rationale 
for this procedure is that the ending price of the bonds will be a re­
flection of their debt cost value to the bank beyond the planning horizon. 
For example, if interest rates are higher at the end of the planning 
horizon than during the planning horizon, the price of the outstanding 
securities would have fallen and the bank could repurchase them at a lower 
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price than what they were issued at (typically at par). The repurchase 
would reduce the net cost for the planning horizon and indicate that 
those debt activities have a relatively low net cost. 
Even if the price of the securities could be reasonably estimated 
for the end of the planning horizon^ there is no guarantee that the price 
differential between sale and purchase reflects the ensuing value of the 
securities in debt cost savings to the bank. Œîie price differential 
does indicate the price appreciation or depreciation of the securities, 
and inclusion of these types of termination activities may result in the 
model selecting activities for the purpose of purchasing for a gain, in 
essence turning the bank into a bond speculator. Although the bank is 
allowed to purchase their own securities, they typically do not at a 
large volume on an operational basis [63, p. 16]. 
Activities 
2 
Eighteen nine-month bond activities (PlOOl to P1018) were defined 
for the IS monthly periods, and 6 nine-month bond activities (P1019 to 
P1024) were defined for the last six quarters. The nine-month bond 
activities are funded at the beginning of the month or quarter period, 
and will provide funds for nine months or three quarters, or the re­
mainder of the planning horizon if issued during either of the last two 
^If the expected termination price is not estimated with certainty, 
the variance-covariance of the estimate could be incorporated into the 
variance-covariance matrix. 
2 
Sequential notation was used as identification for the activities 
and rows rather than descriptive symbols since most of the coefficients 
of the model (variance-covariance) were calculated by computer programs 
and imputed directly into the models. 
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quarters. Six-month bonds were defined in a similar manner (18 activi­
ties - P1037 to P1054 for the first 18 months and 6 activities - P1055 
to P1060 for the remaining periods)• The six-month bonds will provide 
funds for six months or two quarters, or the remainder of the planning 
horizon if issued the last quarter of the model. Long-term bonds were 
defined as bonds issued on a quarterly basis at the beginning of the 
month for the first 18 months (P1025 to P1030) and then the beginning of 
each quarter for the last half of the planning horizon (P1031 to P1036). 
In actuality, the long-term bonds are typically issued towards the end 
of the month one or two weeks before the start of a quarter, although 
this does vary. Since the long-term bonds that are issued normally 
have a term-to-maturity beyond three years, in the model they will pro­
vide funds for the duration of the planning horizon regardless of when 
they are issued. 
Discount notes can be issued by the bank almost daily in maturities 
of five to 270 days, but were defined in the model as notes issued at 
the beginning of each month or quarter period with a maturity of one 
month (P1061 to P1078 and then P1079 to P1084). The Omaha FICB has 
used the discount notes primarily for short-term debt and liquidity 
management. Rarely has the percentage of total debt held as discount 
notes exceeded a few points. Although the notes may be used for this 
same purpose in the future, some interest has been expressed for their 
expanded use in debt management. Hence, they were included as one-
month maturity, monthly issued notes. The unit of size of all funding 
activities is one thousand dollars, since the securities are issued in 
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denominations of at least that minimum size. 
Requirements and constraints 
The model contains 24 rows in order to incorporate the funding needs 
(loan demand) of the bank into the model- The first 18 rows (RlOOl to 
R1018) correspond to the first 18 monthly periods. The last six rows 
(R1019 to R1024) correspond to the six quarter periods of the last 
half of the planning horizon. Additional row constraints were placed 
on activities in some of the solution runs to ascertain the effects of 
debt management policy. One policy restriction is that no more than 10 
percent of debt outstanding can be acquired by a single bond issue (R1025 
to R1084). Also, no more than 10 percent of the debt can be held as 
discount notes (R1085 to R1108). A third restriction is that at least 
30 percent of debt must be held in term bonds (R1125 to R1135). In 
addition, transfer rows (R1109 to R1124) and transfer columns (P1085 to 
PllOO) were used to bring into solution the debt structure outstanding 
at the beginning of the planning horizon since initial outstanding 
debt obligations will provide for some of the funding needs of the 
bank. 
Transition to quarterly time periods 
The use of quarters during the last hdlf of the planning horizon 
required that the monthly bonds be issued only once during those quarters 
in the model. To accomplish this the first months' funding activities 
of those quarters were retained, and the other two months' activities 
were deleted from the decision set. During the quarters the need 
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requirements were also on a quarterly basis. Hie deletion and aggrega­
tion were done for two reasons. First, it was thought desirable to 
extend the length of the planning horizon to guard against myopic condi­
tions in the early periods, but in order to keep the number of activi­
ties within a manageable number, quarters were used. Second, in most 
instances there is no factual basis to project monthly variations in 
debt cost or debt needs beyond a year and a half into the future, al­
though variations will indeed occur. However, it was decided to include 
the effect of a trend in debt cost, or a trend or seasonal variation 
in debt needs by the use of quarterly periods. When this type of aggrega­
tion is performed, the results provide only an approximation of reality. 
The question is whether these approximations distort the model so that 
misleading results are generated. The factors controlling the selection 
of activities are the debt needs, activity debt costs, and the variance-
covariance of debt cost. In order to show that misleading results are 
not obtained, it is necessary to show that the values of these parameters 
when quarters are used closely approximate the values of these parameters 
if months are used so that the same solution results. 
With quarterly periods, debt needs are permitted to change each 
quarter but not monthly. All activities still have the opportunity to 
meet the quarterly needs. However, discount notes will not enter into 
solution to meet the month-to-month variation in debt needs that could not 
be met by the bonds that have a term-to-maturity of more than one month. 
Discount notes may still come into solution because of low cost or 
variance-covariance values. 
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If debt costs increase or decrease over the quarter, then there will 
be an understatement or overstatement of cost respectively when quarterly 
periods are utilized rather than monthly periods. Although cost will not 
be entirely correct, the activities selected will not be altered as long 
as the yield spreads between the various issues are the same over the 
quarter as the weighted average of the spreads at the beginning and end 
of the quarter. The key requirement is that no interest rate pattern 
can be displayed during the quarter that is not evidenced by the cost 
of debt at the beginning and end of the quarter. Again, there should 
be no basis to project such a pattern more than one and a half years 
into the future. 
Finally, when quarters rather than months are used, the variance-
covariance matrix of a monthly bond issue is reduced to one-ninth the 
size. With months, a year's time span will necessitate a 12 by 12 matrix 
or 144 entries, but with quarters, this same time span will only require a 
4 by 4 matrix or 16 entires, a reduction of one-ninth. However, when 
quarters are used, activities will come into solution at three times the 
level as when months are used. The variance-covariance using quarters 
may therefore be approximately equal to the variance-covariance using 
months. To illustrate, assume that no funds are needed the fist six 
months or tlie last year and a half, but that b amount of funds are needed 
for the 12 months (four quarters) after the first six months. Also, 
assume that the one-month discount notes are used to meet the b amount 
of funds each month, although it would also be possible to float b/9 
nine-month bonds each month or b/6 six-month bonds each month. If 
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monthly periods are used, then a 12 by 12 variance-covariance matrix 
would be constructed. The variance of the solution set would be: 
12 12 
Variance = Z E bb(cov..) 
i=l j=l 
2 
or Variance = b E E (cov..). (4.1) 
i=l j=l 
If quarterly periods are used, then a 4 by 4 variance-covariance 
matrix would be constructed. The variance of the solution set would be: 
4 4 
Variance = E E 3b3b(cov , ) 
g=l h=l 
2 4 4 
or Variance = 9b E E (cov , ). (4.2) 
9=1 h=l 
For equality of the monthly and quarterly variance measures 
equations 4.1 and 4.2 must be equal or: 
12 12 4 4 
E E (cov..) =8 E E{cov , ). 
i=l j=l ^ g=l h=l ^ 
Exact equality cannot be expected to occur, but since Equation 
(4.1) involves 144 variance-covariance terms, and Equation (4.2) involves 
9 X 16 or 144 variance-covariance terms, the values of the two equations 
may be approximately equal. To empirically verify this argument the 
cov\j terms (monthly) were calculated for the first year and a half of 
the model. Since the cov terms are a subset of the cov. . terms, they 
gh 1] 
were also available. Comparison of the terms for the one-year period 
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after the first six months produced a variance value of $298 for Equation 
(4.1), and a variance value of $282 for Equation (4.2) (a difference of 
$15), at a debt level of $1000 for one year. This difference is small 
in comparison to the variance of $193 that would occur if the $1000 of 
debt were obtained by successive issuance of 2, six-month bonds. 
Most of the entries of the A matrix are unit values since one unit 
of each activity provides one unit of funds for the appropriate number 
of periods, depending upon the term-to-maturity of the bond (note) 
activity. Where expiring six-month and nine-month bond activities 
provide funds during the transition from monthly periods to quarterly 
periods, some coefficients with values of .3333 and .6666 are present. 
These occur because the aforementioned activities will not provide funds 
for the full quarter. In actuality, the maturing nine-month and six-
month bonds will provide funds for the first one or two months of the 
quarter, but not for the full quarter. The structure of the constraint 
set translates this into providing one-third or two-thirds of the total 
funds needed for the entire quarter rather than for one month or two 
months. This is a slight abstraction from reality but is the most 
appropriate method to handle the transition. The implication is that 
any activity that comes into the solution to refinance these expiring 
bonds will come into solution at the level of two-thirds or one-third of 
the needs for that quarter. During the next quarter another activity 
will come into solution to meet the one-third or two-thirds remaining 
difference. Although the results are not what actually occurs, the 
affect on funding cost, variance of cost, and activity selection for the 
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planning horizon is not misleading. For example, in the model a bond 
that matures two months into the quarter would be refinanced by a 
combination of bonds that are issued at the start of the quarter and 
at the end of the quarter (beginning of the next quarter) rather than 
by a bond issued during the middle of the quarter. If interest rates 
are projected to steadily increase or decrease over the quarter, the 
weighted cost of bonds at the start and end of the quarter should 
accurately approximate the cost of a bond issued during the quarter. 
Likewise, although variance of bonds over the quarter is not expected to 
be a strict linear relationship, the weighted variance of bonds at the 
start and end of the quarter should approximate the variance of a bond 
issued during the quarter. A numerical check of this last assertion was 
difficult because of the need to also check covariances with all other 
bonds. 
Discount notes issued during the quarterly periods at a specified 
volume will provide funds for one month of the quarter. If discount 
notes are to meet the entire needs of a quarter, notes in an amount 
three times the needs of the quarter will be issued. If bonds pick up 
the residual need, the same principle of weighted cost and variance 
that was discussed above concerning the transition from monthly to 
quarterly periods applies. 
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Coefficient Estimation 
Procedures 
In order to apply the debt selection model to the Omaha FICB debt 
selection process, it was necessary to estimate the probability density 
functions for future debt costs and for future debt needs. These com­
prise the major parameters in the model and in essence determine the 
optimal set of solutions. It was assumed that the debt cost probability 
density function is multivariate normal. Thus, estimation of ej^ected 
values of debt costs and the variance-covariance of these costs will 
completely define the probability density function. Although it is not 
necessary since any functional form can be used, the probability density 
function for future FICB debt needs was also assumed to be normally 
distributed. 
Estimation of the variance-covariance matrix 
Data Monthly observations of secondary market yields on all 
federal government agency securities from the period 1955 to 1977 were 
used to derive the variance-covariance matrix.^ Secondary market yields 
were used rather than initial placement interest rates because initial 
placement rates were not available for all currently used securities over 
a sufficient observation period. Observations for all federal agency 
securities were used rather than observations only from the Farm Credit 
System securities to guarantee sufficient observations for all maturi­
ties for each month. This consolidation of secondary market yields 
^The security yield data were obtained from the Fiscal Agency of the 
Farm Credit System. 
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should not contort the data since a study of the federal agency market 
by Kochin [36] indicates that interest rates are not differentiated 
between federal agencies. The yield observations are listed in 
Appendix D. This period spanned several economic cycles. Since the 
model involves a three-year planning period, three-year monthly moving 
observations were used to derive 120, three-year observations of monthly 
interest rates. Hence, monthly rates from January 1965 to December 1967 
provided the first observation, February 1965 to January 1968 provided 
the second observation, and January 1975 to December 1977 provided the 
120th observation. Monthly observations were available for one, three, 
six, êind twelve-month term-to-maturity securities as well as two, three, 
four, five, and ten-year term-to-maturity securities. A linear segmented 
yield curve was constructed from these maturity terms to obtain yields 
for other terms-to-maturity. 
Procedure The variance-covariance was calculated from deviations 
of actual values from expected values. To obtain expected values for the 
various interest rate variables within each of the 120 observation points, 
the expectations theory of the term structure of interest rates was 
used.^ The expectations theory states that the current long-term spot 
rate is the geometric mean of the current short-term spot rate and 
future short-term rates that are expected to occur during the duration 
of the long-term security. 
As an example, if the current spot rates on a two-year bond and a 
^For a discussion of the expectations theory, see Sharpe [55, p. 228]. 
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one-year bond are observed, then it is possible to derive the expected 
spot rate for a one-year bond in one year as: 
^0,0,2^ = (1 + (1 + ^ 0,1,2^ 
where 
r = an interest rate, 
t^ = the date on which the rate is computed, 
t^ = the date on which the bond is issued, 
t^ = the date on which the bond matures. 
The first month's yield curve for each of the 120 observations was 
used to derive expected rates for the various term-to-maturity bonds 
to be issued over the ensuing three years. To compute the expected 
interest rate values for the nine-month bonds into the three-year future, 
the following formula was used: 
il 
where k varies from 1 to 35, which is the month into the future that the 
bond will be issued. Similar formulas were used to compute the expected 
values for the one-month, six-month, and three-year security rates. The 
actual values of the note or bond interest rates at the beginning of the 
planning horizon (first month) were used as the expected values since 
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those rates are known at the beginning of each three-year period. 
The actual and expected interest rates were then converted into 
actual and expected costs per $1000 of debt by multiplying the rates by 
$1000 and by the term-to-maturity of the bond or note. If the term-to-
maturity of the bond was greater than the time remaining in the planning 
horizon, then the time remaining was used as the multiplier rather than 
the term-to-maturity of the bond. The deviations of the actual costs 
from the e^^ected costs were then used to derive the variance-covariance 
matrix from the equation: 
120 (X -E{X )){X -E(X )) 
120 ' ' 
i — If 2,...,84; j = 1,2,...,84 (4.4) 
where 
k = observation, 
i or j = activity, 
X., or X., = data observation k for activity i or j, ik ]k J J' 
E = expected value operator, 
Cov(X.X.) = one element of the 84 by 84 variance-covariance 
^ ^ matrix. 
Since the average was not used as the expected value for the data 
observations, a degree of freedom was not lost in the equation and 120 
(the number of observations) was used as the denominator of Equation 
(4.4) rather than 119. The upper diagonal of the symmetric variance-
covariance matrix is listed in Appendix C. 
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Validity of the procedure A number of objections might be raised 
concerning the procedures utilized in calculating the variance-covariance 
matrix. These are: (1) using secondary market yields rather than initial 
offering interest rates; (2) constructing the yield curve with linear 
segments from a limited number of observations; and (3) using the ex­
pectations theory to derive esç^ected rates. These objections are 
discussed below. 
Use of secondary market yields In order to obtain sufficient 
observations to derive the variance-covariance matrix, it was necessary 
to obtain monthly observations from the years 1965 to 1977. The FICB has 
offered the nine-month bond on a monthly basis over this period, but the 
longer-term bonds have at most been offered only quarterly and often 
only twice a year. The usage of discount notes on any volume is a 
recent development. The six-month bond is a new addition to the FICB 
choice set since the Farm Credit System switched to system-wide bonds in 
1979 and the former Bank for Cooperative's six-month, monthly issued 
bond became available to all banks. Because initial rates were not 
available for these securities, the use of secondary yield data was 
necessary. 
The effective yield on a secondary market bond for a given term-to-
maturity may not be identical to the rate on a new bond with the same 
term-to-maturity. Differences may occur because of differential tax 
treatment of interest income (which is ordinary income) and capital gain 
(or capital loss). If a secondary market bond has a lower coupon rate 
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than the current market rate on a similar new bond, then the price of 
the secondary market bond will be lower than the new bond so that its 
effective yield will approximate the yield on the new bond. However, 
since the difference between the current price of the secondary market 
bond and its face value when it matures is treated as capital gain, 
and thus effectively taxed at a lower rate than interest income, the 
price of the secondary market bond would be greater than in a tax-less 
economy and its effective yield is lower than the new bond. Yet on an 
after-tax basis, it would provide the same income to market partici­
pants. 
An additional difference in interest rates could be attributed to 
the influence of the coupon rate on the effective maturity of a bond. 
This concept is discussed in detail in Sharpe [55, pp. 230-231]. The ef­
fects are that with an upward sloping yield curve, high coupon bonds would 
offer lower yields than low coupon bonds, and with a downward sloping 
yield curve, high coupon bonds would offer higher yields than low coupon 
bonds. 
Because of these effects, there should be some variation between 
secondary yields and initial rates of the same term-to-maturity 
security. If these variations are small in comparison to the total 
variation of rates, then using secondary market yields will accurately 
measure the variations in interest rates. If the differential between 
secondary and initial rates is constant (or relatively constant), then 
the variance-covariance matrix would be identical regardless of whether 
secondary or initial rates are used, since a constant added to all data 
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observations will not affect the variance or covariance measure [60, 
p. 410]. 
In order to test the hypothesis that secondary rates can be used 
to measure the variation in initial rates (i.e., the differential between 
the rates is relatively stable, or at least less variable than the rates 
themselves), the secondary nine-month yields were regressed linearly on 
the initial FICB nine-month rates. If these secondary yields are satis­
factory proxies for initial rates, it would be expected that the equation 
would have a slope coefficient value of one and an intercept coefficient 
of zero. There were 155 monthly observations from January 1965 to 
December 1977. The result was: 
Y = .05 + 1.02X = .95. 
(.42) (51.90) 
The t-statistic values are listed in parentheses below the coefficient 
values. With a t-statistic of .42, the null hypothesis that the value of 
the intercept is equal to zero cannot be rejected. With a t-statistic 
of 51.90, the null hypothesis that the slope intercept is equal to zero 
can be rejected. Also, the F-value is 2693, significant at the .0001 
level, which would indicate that the secondary rates do in fact explain 
most of the variation in the initial rates. 
Although it cannot be tested since initial rates are not available, 
it is assumed that similar relationships hold for the other bonds. 
Intuitively it can be argued that the relationship between secondary 
yields and initial rates may not be as strong for the three-year bond 
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because it is of longer duration. The capital gains impact and the 
effect of the coupon rate upon the effective maturity of the bond could 
be stronger.^ 
Limited terms-to-maturity Another potential problematical 
procedure was fitting the yield curves with linear line segments by the 
use of a limited number of terms-to-maturity (specifically one-month, 
three-month, six-month, one-year, two-year, three-year, four-year, five-
year, and ten-year terms-to-maturity). It would have been preferred to 
have additional term-to-maturity observations. But historically, yield 
curves have been more nonlinear at the shorter terms-to-maturity than at 
the longer terms-to-maturity, regardless of whether the yield curve is 
generally upward or downward sloping [55, p. 227]. To accurately approxi­
mate the nonlinear portion of the yield curve with linear segments, it 
would be desirable to have a large number of observation points. Having 
more term-to-maturity observations at the shorter term-to-maturity seg­
ment of the yield curve (one-month, three-month, and six-month) alle­
viated most of this problem. 
Use of the expectations theory It may also be debated whether 
use of the expectations theory is the most satisfactory procedure to 
project ej5)ected interest rates. Ideally, it would be appropriate to 
use the bank's expectations of future interest rates as they were 
^Although the nine-month bond during 1979 would not qualify for 
capital gains taxation since the holding period is now 12 months, the 
holding period requirement for the 1965 to 1977 period was only six 
months and the nine-month bond did qualify. 
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formulated monthly from the period 1965 to 1977 (in this case the Omaha 
FICB). However, the bank did not participate in the six-month bonds or 
use discount notes during the early part of the data series. Thus, expec­
tations of these rates were not formulated. It would have been possible 
to forecast expected interest rates for the period with an econometric 
model. This was not done since it would have required considerable re­
sources, and these forecasts may not have been better forecasts of ex­
pected values than those derived with the expectations theory. 
The expectations theory and variations of the expectations theory 
are well-documented in the interest rate literature, Sharpe [55, pp. 
226-230]. The theory is well-known to interest rate specialists and 
bond traders. It states that the rates derived by the theory are expected 
rates determined by the market as market participants price various 
tenas-to-maturity at a specific point in time. Therefore, it is a pro­
cedure that can be used to determine market expectations. 
In current interest rate literature, the interest rate that is 
calculated from Equation (4.1) (the basic formula of the expectations 
theory) is by definition referred to as a forward rate rather than the 
expected rate. Any difference between the forward rate, F(r), and the 
corresponding expected futures spot rate, E(r), is defined to be a 
liquidity premium, M. Calculation of forward rates by the definitional 
formula (4.1) minus a liquidity premium will provide the expected spot 
rate; E(r) = F(r)-M, 
In this study forward rates were used as the proxy for the expected 
spot rates. A liquidity premium was not accounted for in the procedures 
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since the existence, value, and stability of a liquidity premium is de­
batable. Some evidence does support the existence of a liquidity 
premium [43]. More tenuous is the debate concerning the size of the 
liquidity premium and its stability over time [41]• 
Logically, a liquidity premium can exist. If investors prefer 
short holding periods, short-term bonds will be preferred since they 
have less risk of price decline than long-term bonds if market interest 
rates increase. In order to induce investors to hold long-term bonds, 
the bonds must have a yield premium to persuade bond buyers to assume 
the additional price decline risk. The size of the premium would de­
pend upon the risk aversion characteristics of the market participants 
and their collective perception of possible future interest rates. It 
is possible that the premium varies over time as market participants 
vary, or their risk aversion is altered, and as various interest rates 
become more probable. 
Various studies have provided evidence that the liquidity premium 
is a function of time and interest rate levels [14]. Others have 
presented evidence that the premium is stable over time and does not vary 
with the interest rate level [41]. The evidence is not conclusive. If 
a liquidity premium does exist, the forward rates that were calculated in 
this study would be expected to have a positive bias when compared to the 
actual spot rates that did occur. Calculation of average discrepancies 
between projected forward rates and actual spot rates does not indicate 
any tendency for a positive or a negative bias for the various terms-to-
maturity, for the various times into the future. Tliis would indicate no 
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necessity to include a liquidity premium. Therefore, a measure for a 
liquidity premium was not included in this study, and forward rates were 
used as proxies for expected spot rates. 
Characteristics of the variance-covariance matrix The variance-
covariance matrix calculated is 84 by 84 and is listed in Appendix C. 
The first 18 entries are nine-month bonds for each of the first 18 months. 
Then there are 6 nine-month bond entries for each of the next aix quarters. 
Next there are 12 quarterly entries for the three-year bonds, 18 monthly 
entries for six-month bonds, and six quarterly entries for six-month 
bonds. The last 24 entries consist of coefficients for 18 monthly one-, 
month discount notes and six quarterly one-month discount notes. It is 
assumed that the variance-covariance matrix is the same regardless of the 
expected values of bond and note costs. Hence, the same measures of 
variance-covariance are used for all projections of the bond and note 
activities' expected costs. 
Since interest rates for the first month are considered known with 
certainty, there is no variability in those rates. Thus any variance or 
covariance term involving any of the first months' debt activities 
(PlOOl, P1025, P1037, and P1061) is zero. As debt activities occur 
farther into the three-year future the variance measure of those 
activities becomes larger. This increase occurs because there is more 
uncertainty concerning the expected interest rate which will occur. 
Covariances of activities in different periods approach zero as the 
periods become more separated by time. This occurs because any economic 
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condition that affects interest rates in one period will have a small 
impact on interest rates in a different time period. The impact becomes 
smaller as the time distance between periods becomes greater. Some co-
variances are slightly negative. This may be a measurement aberration, 
and for all practical purposes these covariances are zero. It is hard 
to visualize many economic conditions that would have a positive effect 
on present interest rates that is not expected (a positive deviation), 
and then a negative effect on future interest rates that is not expected 
(a negative deviation), or vice versa. 
One plausible situation would be an inflationary period during 
which the Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) tightens the money supply to cur­
tail investment and consumers' credit buying, but which then also 
monetarily increases interest rates. If the Fed curtails the money 
supply too sharply, a recession may occur in a later period and future 
interest rates will fall.^ However, this possible effect should be re­
flected in the current yield curve if it is expected to occur. If this 
is the case, and since expectations to obtain the variance measures 
were obtained from those yield curves,then there still should be no 
negative covariance measures. (Or more correctly, the expectations are 
built into the yield curve). For example, if the Fed tightens the money 
Supply, tho résultant yzsld curvG could havs relatively high .interest 
rates at the short terms-to-maturity, but relatively low interest rates 
at the long terms-to-maturity.. To have a negative covariance measure, 
^Monetarists would claim that a recession is inevitable because of 
the restrictive monetary action by the Fed. 
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investors must miscalculate the future impact and expect interest rates 
higher than what actually occurs so that a negative difference results. 
When this negative difference is multiplied by a positive difference, 
which results when investors do not foresee the immediate increase in 
short-term rates, and therefore their expectations are lower than the 
rates that actually occurred, a negative product results. However, 
this phenomenon, or another phenomenon with similar results, must occur 
repeatedly for a negative covariance, since more than one observation 
(in this study 120 observations) is used to compute covariance measures. 
For diversification of funding activities to be effective in re­
ducing the variance of total cost over the planning horizon, it is not 
necessary that negative covariance be present, but only that small or 
zero covariance be present [55, pp. 82-84]. To understand this it is 
helpful to consider the insurance principle. A firm that insures for 
hail damage will attempt to spatially diversify its area of coverage. 
The probability (covariance) that hail will strike two geographically 
separated areas is low. However, the covariance will not be negative. 
There is no sound meteorological basis to state that if hail strikes one 
area, the probability that hail will strike another area is negative 
(negative covariance). 
The reader may notice that the variances and covariances of the 
short-term debt activities, such as the discount notes (P1061 to P1084), 
are smaller than for the longer-term debt activities. They are smaller 
because they deal with expected costs that are also smaller, since the 
discount notes pertain to the cost of funds for only one month rather 
« 
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than for six months, nine months, or up to three years. However, the 
variances-covariances of the interest rates of the discount notes 
(rather than debt costs) which were calculated but are not reported here 
for the sake of brevity, were greater than the variances-covariances 
of interest rates for the six-month bonds. Likewise the variances-
covariances for six-month bonds were greater than for the nine-month 
bonds, which in turn were greater than for the term bonds. 
To obtain global minimum solutions for the risk programming model 
it is necessary that the variance-covariance matrix be positive semi-
definite. A variance-covariance matrix calculated by using the average 
of each variable as the expected value is positive semidefinite [32, p. 
337]. Since the average values were not used as the expected values in 
the variance-covariance matrix calculated in this study, it is necessary 
to show that the matrix is positive semidefinite. By definition, a 
singular symmetric matrix (quadratic form) is positive semidefinite if 
its rank and its index are equal [32, p. 336]. The variance-covariance 
matrix calculated is singular since all entries in the first column are 
zero. The rank and index are equal since the sums of each column are 
nonnegative. Thus, the variance-covariance matrix is positive 
semidefinite. 
Estimation of expected costs 
Two projections of interest rates for the January 1979 to December 
1981 time span were used. The projections were provided by the FICB 
of Omaha and were labeled as a most probable forecast and a recession 
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forecast. Both forecasts were obtained from the same national econo­
metric model. The most probable interest rate forecast was generated 
by inserting into the model the most likely values for the exogenous 
variables. That forecast is for interest rates to decrease during 1979, 
increase during 1980, and then fall again during 1981 (Figure 4.1). 
The recession forecast simulated interest rates to increase the first 
two quarters of 1979 and then to fall drastically during the third and 
fourth quarters of 1979 as the recession develops. Interest rates 
then decrease moderately during 1980 and 1981 (Figure 4.2). The bank 
does not necessarily believe that a recession will occur, but the fore­
cast did provide an interest rate scenario test significantly different 
from the most likely forecast. The specific values of the interest rate 
projections are listed in Appendix Tables El and E2. 
The cost of debt issuance was added to these interest rates to obtain 
the total debt cost of each activity. In basis points, the cost added was 
five basis points to the discount note, ten basis points to both the six-
month and nine-month bonds, and six basis points to the three-year bond. 
These figures were obtained from the FICB of Omaha. To derive expected 
debt costs, these adjusted rates were multiplied by $1000, and then by 
the term-to-roaturity of the debt activity, or the time left until the end 
of the planning horizon if that time was less than the term of the debt 
activity. The computed costs are listed in Appendix Tables E.3 and 
E.4. 
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Figure 4.1. Quarterly interest rates, most probable forecast 
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Figure 4.2. Quarterly interest rates, recession forecast 
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Estimation of the discount coefficients 
The purpose of discounting is to convert money flows of various 
periods into a constant dollar value for one period, typically the first 
period. In a debt selection process discounting adjusts for the pure time 
preference of money, expected inflation, and risks from both unexpected 
debt cost changes (unexpected inflation and default risk premium changes) 
and that the money inflow will not be necessary. 
In the EC-VC model the risk of unexpected inflation and the change 
in default risk are reflected in the variance-covariance measure of cost. 
This is because the expectations theory was used to compute the variance-
covariance measures. The time preference of money, expected inflation, 
and the expected component of the default risk premium would be inherent 
in the forward interest rates. Deviations (variance-covariance) from the 
forward rates would include unexpected debt cost due to inflation and the 
unexpected variation of the default risk premium. The risk that money 
flows (costs) will not materialize because of changes in loan demand is 
incoporated in the inventory component of the model procedure. There­
fore, the only elements of the discount rate that are not incorporated 
into the model are the pure time preference of money and e)^ected infla­
tion. Hence, the discount rates should only reflect these two components. 
The interest rate that should most closely approximate only the 
pure time preference of money and expected inflation would be short-term 
U.S. Treasury Bills. In this study projected three-month bills were 
used. A separate bill rate projection was used for each projection of 
expected interest rates on Farm Credit System securities. 
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Since the probability density function of cost is to be discounted, 
the calculations involve discounting the expected costs of the debt activi­
ties and the variance-covariance of costs. Because the expected cost of 
the debt activities are projected to change over the planning horizon, 
this implies that the expected inflation rate will change (or conceivably 
the pure time preference of money). The discount rate which reflects 
these components must also change over the planning horizon. Therefore, 
the discount rate coefficients for each of the 24 periods of the model 
were calculated by the formula: 
i 
d. = ir (1+p ) ; i = 1,2,...,24 
^ a=l * 
where 
i = the time period, 
= the discount rate for period i, 
p^ = the risk-free rate for period a; a = 1 to i. 
Then the activities' e:gected costs and the variance-covariance 
cost matrix were discounted by the appropriate rate depending upon when 
interest payments are mdde on the various debt securities. For the one-
month discount notes, the interest payment is made a month after they are 
issued, for six-month bonds six months after they are issued, for nine-
month bonds, nine months, and for the term bonds semiannual payments 
are made commencing six months after the issue date. Although the fixed 
costs of debt issuance occur earlier than interest payments, fixed costs 
are almost a negligible percentage of total debt cost, so for simplicity 
they were discounted using the same procedures as the interest costs. 
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Debt repayment flows were not discounted since the net flow would be the 
increase or decrease in total debt outstanding from period to period re­
gardless of the selection of debt activities. 
The ejcpected cost coefficients were discounted by d^. The variance 
2 
of the costs were discounted by d^. The covariance terms were discounted 
by d^dj, where i and j may or may not be equal depending upon the timing 
of interest payments.^ 
Estimation of debt requirements 
It was necessary to estimate probability density functions of 
FICB debt for each month for 18 months into the future, and then for 
each quarter for an additional six quarters into the future. To formu­
late normal probability density function estimates, the two parameters 
of the distribution, the mean and the standard deviation, were obtained 
by a linear regression of FICB debt on selected regressors. The fore­
casted values from the estimated regression equations were used as the 
means for the future periods. The variances of the error of forecast 
were used as the measure of variances for the distributions. 
Two separate linear regressions were estimated to obtain two dif­
ferent forecasts of FICB debt. The first equation was estimated by a time 
series regression of FICB debt. The second equation was estimated by a 
regression of FICB debt upon PCA loans outstanding. Since the data to 
^Variance-covariance is calculated from a term that contains (cost. -
expected cost^)(cost. - e:gected costj). Thus discounting the deviations, 
cost. - expected^cost. cost. - expected cost. 
or ( ] ) ( ^, would result in dis­
ci. u. 
] 2 
counting the covariance or variance by d.d. or d. when i = j. 
1 ] 1 
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fit and to project the second equation was available only on a quarterly 
basis, the first equation was also fitted and projected with quarterly 
observations. The forecasts were generated for the end of each quarter, 
so linear segments between ends of quarters were used to obtain monthly 
estimates for the first 18 months. 
Time series The first equation fitted was an ordinary least 
squares time-series equation. FICB bond debt from the first quarter of 
1970 to the third quarter of 1978 (35 observations) was used to fit the 
equation. Bond debt rather than total liabilities was used since it was 
easily obtainable, and over the observation period typically represented 
over 99 percent of total liabilities. Time was used as a regressor as 
well as three dummy variables for the first three quarters of each year. 
Since a constant term was estimated, the effect of the fourth quarter 
is implicit in the equation. The estimated equation was; 
y = -1610=10 - 6B.065Q^ - 40.910Q - 19.21BQ, + 101.269TM, (4.5) 
(-25.39) (-3.706) (-2.207) (-1.046) (40.01) 
= .98, 
F(4,30) = '402.2 
where 
y = FICB debt in millions of dollars, 
= quarter i, 
TM = time in quarters. 
The t-statistics are listed below the coefficient values. Except for Q 
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they are all significant at least at the .025 level. The F-statistic is 
also significant at that level. The standard error of the regression is 
$37.71 million. The Durbin-Watson statistic is .47 which indicates that 
serial correlation is present. This is not surprising since the equation 
is a simple time series. The result is that the estimators are unbiased 
but not efficient. Thus, the forecast is unbiased but the standard error 
of the regression is biased downward and the estimated value of the 
standard deviation of the periods' distributions will be too small. 
Since all explanatory variables in the forecasting equation are known 
with certainty for the forecast period, an unconditional forecast is 
made. The values of the forecast, mean, and standard deviation are listed 
in Appendix Table E.6. 
Econometric model Farmbank Research, the research agency of the 
Farm Credit System, has developed an econometric model to forecast PCA 
loans outstanding for the Omaha district [25]. The forecasts are 
generated for the end (beginning) of each quarter. The model does not 
forecast FICB debt outstanding. However, since PCAs acquire the vast 
majority of their funds for loans from the district FICB (the remainder 
is acquired from their capital accounts), and the FICB in turn acquires 
most of their funds by issuing debt, it was possible to use the fore­
casted values of PCA loans outstanding to derive forecasted levels of 
FICB debt outstanding. 
Actual PCA loans outstanding were regressed linearly on actual FICB 
bond debt outstanding for the end of each quarter from the second quarter 
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of 1970 to the second quarter of 1978, which is the same data period used 
by Farmbank Research to fit their equation. 
The estimated equation is: 
y = 37.38 + .85 PL (4.6) 
(3.75) (86.68) 
= .99, 
F(1,31) " 7514 
where 
y = FICB debt in millions of dollars, 
PL = PCA loans outstanding in millions of dollars. 
The t-statistics are listed in parentheses below the coefficient values. 
Both are significant at the .025 level. The F-value is also significant 
at that level. The standard error of the regression is $16.866 million. 
Since the explanatory variable, PCA loans, is not known with certainty 
during the forecast period, conditional forecasts are made. Estimated 
variances will therefore be too small. To correct for this it would be 
necessary to know the stochastic characteristics of the projected PCA 
loans. These projections were made from a national agricultural sector 
model which has numerous equations and linkages. Therefore, it was not 
possible to estimate the stochastic characteristics of PCA loans. Even 
if PCA loans forecasts were distributed normally and estimable, the 
variance of the error of the regression would not be normally distributed 
since it would involve the sum of products of normally distributed vari­
ables 147, p. 179]. The values of the forecast are listed in Appendix 
Table E.6. 
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Numerical estimates Both equations were used to project FICB 
debt needs since each equation generated a slightly different type of pro­
jection and allowed testing the sensitivity of the model to various debt 
projections. The time series equation provided a projection that in­
creased every month, but with the greatest increase occurring the first 
quarter of each year as farmers prepared for the crop season. The second 
equation projects debt to generally increase over the three-year horizon 
with larger increases occurring during the first quarter and decreases 
occurring during the fourth quarter of each year. The decrease could 
result as farmers sell part of their crops to reduce their debt at the 
end of the crop season. 
The probability density functions of FICB debt along with the average 
cost of bond debt, short-term debt cost, and excess funds return were used 
to derive the optimal level of bond debt for each period with application 
of the inventory model developed in Chapter III. With this model the 
optimal FICB bond debt for each period was determined exogenously from 
the quadratic program and the values were inserted into the program. 
The optimal bond debt for each period was first solved in terms of 
standard deviations to the right or left of the mean of a standard normal 
curve. Then the number of standard deviations was multiplied by the value 
of the standard deviation for the specific period and added to or sub­
tracted from the mean for that specific period to obtain the optimal value 
for bond debt outstanding for that period. 
For example. Equation (3.8) is: 
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%(v)dv = ^  
i —00 
where 
f (v) is a standard normal distribution 
and 
•00 
f(v)dv = 1, 
p = short-term debt cost, 
c = average debt cost, 
h = excess funds return, 
and 
p > c > h. 
If p = .09, c = .08, h = .06, then 
, = 'Z io6 • i# • -333' 
which is the area under the standard normal curve from -<» to y*. With 
reference to a standard normal table, this would place y* at .43 standard 
deviations below the mean. If the value of the standard deviation in 
period j is $50.05 million, and the mean in period j is $1090.06 million, 
then the optimal bond debt to plan to have outstanding for period j is 
1090.06 - (.43)60.05 = $1064.22 million. 
The normal density functions of debt needs were obtained from the 
regression equations that were discussed in the previous section. An 
estimate . of excess funds return h, and short-term debt costs p, was 
extremely difficult to obtain since the bank has numerous sources and 
uses of funds on a short-term basis. As mentioned in Chapter II, the bank 
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participates in the federal funds market on a daily basis where it can 
obtain or invest funds overnight. On a slightly longer-term basis and 
probably with larger amounts of funds, the bank will lend to or borrow 
from other banks in the System through the Central Bank for Cooperatives. 
The bank also maintains a bond investment portfolio for liquidity, bor­
rows from commercial banks, and issues discount notes with terms of 
maturity as low as five days. Activity in all of these sources is at 
fluctuating dollar amounts, depending upon needs and interest rates. 
The bank can lend or borrow at the same rate through the Central 
Bank which would imply that both p and h should be set equal to that 
rate. However, a large deficit would probably have to be covered by 
commercial bank borrowing or by using short-term discount notes. There­
fore, as a proxy for the short-term borrowing rate the federal funds 
rate was used. As a proxy for short-term investment return h, the fore­
casted yield on 90-day Treasury Bills for the various periods and fore­
casts was used. Although higher rates may be available via the other in­
vestment avenues. Treasury Bills would always be available for any 
foreseeable excess funds amount of the bank. 
To obtain projected average debt cost, a weighted average of fore­
casted nine-month and three-year bond rates were used. The weighting 
was .7 for the nine-month bonds and .3 for the three-year bonds. These 
weights reflect the approximate historical debt distribution of the FICB 
of Omaha. The quadratic solution model will determine the optimal mix 
and average cost for the future, but an estimate is needed before that 
model can be used. In the model the FICB was restricted to a limit of 
planned excess funds or deficit funds of $25 million from the expected 
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value for each period. The $25 million is the line of credit that the 
FICB has established with commercial banks. Although there is no formal 
limitation to the investment portfolio of the bank, the same $25 million 
restriction was applied to excess funds. The projections of optimal 
bond and note debt to have outstanding for each period in the future 
are listed in Appendix Table E.7. 
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CHAPTER V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
In this chapter the empirical results obtained using the model are 
presented and analyzed. The first section of the chapter discusses a 
test of the model using two historical base periods. Then the model is 
applied to a future three-year planning horizon. In that section various 
coefficient forecasts and alterations are used to test the sensitivity 
of the model. 
In the analysis various terms are used to refer to changes and com­
parisons. To insure that these terms are understood they are defined 
here. An application of the model using one set of coefficients and model 
structure will generate an efficiency frontier as expected cost is varied 
parametrically. Each solution point on that efficiency frontier is re­
ferred to as a portfolio. A portfolio consists of the debt issuance 
activities for the three-year planning horizon that generated the ex­
pected cost and variance of cost at that point on the efficiency frontier. 
A movement on the efficiency frontier is a movement to another port­
folio generated by the same model structure and coefficients but with a 
change in expected cost and variance of cost. A change in the coeffi­
cients of the model or a structural change in the model will result in a 
new efficiency frontier. A comparison of the new frontier with any 
previous frontiers is referred to as a shift in the efficiency frontier. 
Since the variance values of the efficiency frontiers were extremely 
large, the standard deviation is used as the measure of cost variability. 
Unless stated otherwise, all expected cost and standard deviation values 
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are discounted values (to the present). 
Model Validation 
To verify the realism of the debt portfolios on an efficiency frontier, 
the model was applied to two historical test periods and the portfolios 
generated were compared to the actual debt issued during the test periods. 
One test period encompassed the years 1975, 1976, and 1977. The other < 
test period included 1975, 1977, and 1978. During those years primarily 
monthly issued nine-month bonds and periodically issued long-term bonds 
were available to the bank. Therefore, in the test model only the nine-
month bond and the quarterly issued three-year term bond activities were 
included. The six-month bond and one-month discount note activities were 
deleted from the model. 
For both test periods the actual total new bonds issued during the 
period were used as the projected new financing requirements of the bank. 
These amounts are listed in Table 5.1. The inventory model was not used 
to obtain optimal bond debt to be outstanding. Use of the inventory 
model would have generated bond debt needs that are different than what 
was actually used by the bank, and a comparison between the actual bonds 
that were issued and the portfolios on the efficiency frontier would have 
been difficult. The actual costs of the nine-raonth and term bonds which 
were available to the bank were used as the projected expected costs of 
the bond activities. These values are listed in Table 5.2. The vari-
ance-covariance coefficients estimated by the expectations theory were 
used in the variance-covariance matrix. Since it was desirable to compare 
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Table 5.1. Actual accumulative new debt needs of the FICB of Omaha 
(in millions of dollars)^ 
1975 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1976 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1977 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
102.370 
174.185 
262.430 
383.130 
467.420 
548.520 
583.395 
810.225 
856.850 
858.125 
852.820 
839.425 
906.575 
937.765 
942.060 
973.860 
977.445 
983.735 
994.245 
1037.040 
1092.055 
1194.225 
1210.130 
1249.050 
1976 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1977 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1978 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
187.850 
303.330 
388.725 
511.285 
641.700 
739.615 
771.740 
840.705 
931.170 
955.895 
960.550 
965.335 
1010.910 
1015-685 
1033.040 
1113.080 
1124.345 
1129.110 
1128.985 
1167.905 
1192.060 
1162.740 
1121.840 
1216.195 
These amounts reflect 
increased debt. 
needs to refinance maturing debt and finance 
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Table 5.2. Actual bond cost of the FICB of Omaha (cost per $1000) 
Date 
Nine-month Term 
bonds bonds 
Date 
Nine-month Term 
bonds bonds 
1975 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1976 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1977 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1976 
55.88 223.50 
53.62 
46.88 
46.12 N.A.* 
50.25 
46.88 
44.25 186.25 
53.25 
57.75 
58.50 N.A. 
52.50 
47.25 
49.88 159.00 
43.12 
44.25 
46.50 139.65 
42,75 
47.62 
49.50^ N.A. 
44.25 N.A. 
37.50 
40 = 88 
29.25 
16.25 
68.80 
52=88 
N.A. 
18.10 
January 49.88 238.50 
February 43.12 
March 44.25 
April 46.50 219.45 
May 42.75 
June 47.62 
July 49.50 N.A. 
August 46.50 
September 44.62 
October 44.25 N.A. 
November 40.88 
December 40.88 
January 37.50 139.60 
February 41.62 
March 40.88 
April 40.88 123.38 
May 39,38 
June 44.25 
Third Quarter 43.88 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 48.75 90.50 
First Quarter 52.50 73.80 
Second Quarter 54.38 60^75 
Third Quarter 41.50 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 22.00 21.28 
N.A. = not available. 
^Nine-month bond cost for a quarter was the cost of the bond issued 
the first month of the quarter. 
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the expected costs and standard deviations of the debt portfolios on the 
efficiency frontier with the actual historical costs, the expected cost 
and standard deviation coefficients were not discounted. In a later 
section it is shown that not discounting slightly alters the port­
folios on the efficiency frontiers. Since the specific debt policy 
constraints discussed in the previous chapter were initiated in the 
latter part of the test periods, they were not included in the model. 
Exclusion of debt policy constraints also permitted greater flexibility 
in the model, resulting in a larger quantity of portfolios. 
Historical test for 1975, 1976, and 1977 
For the first test period of 1975, 1976, and 1977 seven unique port­
folios were generated. They range from a high expected cost of $190,263 
million (standard deviation of $26,323 million) to a low expected cost 
of $167,532 million (standard deviation of $35,313 million). The actual 
cost that the bank incurred during this time to meet new financing 
needs was $176,032 million. Since the standard deviation of the lowest 
expected cost solution is $35,313 million, if normality is assumed, then 
there is a 60 percent probability that the low expected cost portfolio's 
actual cost would have been lower than the $176,032 million cost actually 
incurred by the bank. Similarly, there is a 30 percent probability that 
the high expected cost portfolio's actual cost would have been lower than 
the bank's actual cost (or alternatively, a 70 percent probability that 
it would have been higher). 
The actual bonds issued by the bank during the test period are 
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shown in Table 5.3.^ The high expected cost and the low expected cost 
portfolios are shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. For the sake of brevity 
the other five portfolios are not shown. A comparison of the three 
tables indicates that they are very similar in the type and timing of 
debt. This is not surprising since historical bond debt issuance was 
used as an estimate of bond needs in the model and historical bond debt 
is composed of nine-month bonds and term bonds. The debt options of the 
bank were also very limited in terms of timing of sales during this 
time. The bank could participate in term bonds only two or three times 
a year. The rest of the year the monthly issued nine-month bond was the 
only bond option available. If the debt requirements of the bank in­
creased, it would normally be funded by the participation in the monthly 
issued nine-month bond. When the opportunity to participate in a term 
issue arrived, a decision was made concerning the amount of total debt 
that should be converted from nine-month bond debt to longer-term bond 
debt. Furthermore, the transition at any time was limited to the amount 
of bonds that were maturing that month and the new debt requirements of 
the bank. The exception to the limited bond options was the periodic 
re-opening of a nine-month bond issue that had not yet matured. As will 
be shown later, the transition to system-wide securities has provided 
additional funding options to the bank. 
The low standard deviation (high expected cost) portfolio of Table 
5.4 entails full use of term bonds when they are available to refinance 
^These figures do not include the periodic re-openings of the nine-
month bonds. 
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Table 5.3. Actual debt issuance for the planning horizon of 1975, 1976 
and 1977 (in millions of dollars) 
Date 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
1975 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1976 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1977 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
Actual 
65.340 
71.815 
88.245 
120.700 
84.270 
81.100 
90.760 
126.830 
46.625 
66.615 
66.510 
74.850 
105.555 
115.480 
85.395 
107.530 
110.415 
97.915 
256.555 
310.595 
306.565 
275.625 
300.400 
315.600 
Cost = 176.032 
37.030 
iN.A. 
44.115 
N.A. 
37.295 
H D •VJv 
N.A. 
N.A. 
77.000 
77.000 
N.A. 
25.000 (September) 
N.A. = not available. 
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Table 5.4. Debt issuance for the planning horizon, 1975, 1976 and 1977: 
High expected cost portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Date 
Nine-month Term 
bonds bonds 
1975 
January 0.0 102.370 
February 71.815 
March 88.245 
April 120.700 N.A.^ 
May 84.290 
June 81.100 
July 0.0 134.875 
August 126.830 
September 46.625 
October 1.275 N.A. 
November 66.510 
December 74.850 
1976 
January 0.0 187.850 
February 115.480 
March 85.395 
April 0.0 31.800 
May 130.415 
June 52.915 
Third Quarter 81.082 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 220.319 N.A. 
1977 
First Quarter O.O 255.018 
Second Quarter 0.0 261.992 
Third Quarter 236.224 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 38.920 0.0 
Ea^ected Cost = 190.263 
Standard Deviation = 26.323 
®N.A. = not available. 
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Table 5.5. Debt issuance for the planning horizon 1975, 1976 and 1977: 
Low expected cost portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Date 
Nine-month Term 
bonds bonds 
1975 
January 102.370 0.0 
February 71.815 
March 88.245 
April 120.700 N.A.^ 
May 84.290 
June 81.100 
July 134.875 0.0 
August 126.830 
September 46.625 
October 103.645 N.A. 
November 66.510 
December 74.850 
1976 
January 187.850 0.0 
February 115.480 
March 85.395 
April 166.675 0.0 
May 130.415 
June 52.915 
Third Quarter 183.452 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 408.169 N.A. 
1977 
First Quarter 421.693 0.0 
Second Quarter 364.363 0.0 
Third Quarter 424.074 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 460.613 0.0 
Expected Cost = 167.532 
Standard Deviation = 35.313 
^N.A. = not available. 
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maturing debt and finance new debt needs. For most months when a term 
bond is available, it is used to completely finance debt. For the months 
that a term bond is not available, the nine-month bond is used to 
finance debt. The term bonds are used extensively in this portfolio be­
cause they have lower standard deviations than the nine-month bond. The 
term bonds also generally have a higher expected cost, which explains the 
high expected cost of the portfolio. The extensive use of the term bond 
will mean that over time a larger percentage of the total debt will be 
held in term bonds. In 1975, 29.8 percent of the average monthly new 
debt outstanding^ is acquired by term bonds. This increases to 45.5 
percent for 1976 and 76.6 percent for 1977. 
The high standard deviation portfolio (low expected cost) shown in 
Table 5.5 involves use of the nine-month bond only. Every month a nine-
month bond is used to refinance maturing debt and to finance the in­
creased debt needs of the bank. The nine-month bonds have larger standard 
deviations than the term bonds but are generally lower in expected cost. 
Although the other five portfolios on the efficiency frontier that 
fall between the high and low expected cost end points are not shown, 
they involve a transition from the term bonds to the nine-month bonds. 
Portfolio number 2, which is the next portfolio on the efficiency frontier 
above the high expected cost portfolio, has the $261,992 million in term 
^The average is calculated by multiplying the dollar value of each 
bond that is outstanding during the year by the number of months of that 
year that it is outstanding. These values were divided by 12 (months) 
and then aggregated by bond type (i.e. nine-month or term bond) to com­
pute average by bond type. To derive the percentage average, the dollar 
average value of each bond type was divided by the sum of the dollar 
averages of all bond types. 
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bonds of the second quarter of 1977 replaced by an equal amount of nine-
month bonds. Then in portfolio number 3 the $255.018 million in term 
bonds of the first quarter of 1977 is replaced by an equal amount of 
nine-month bonds. Each succeeding portfolio has the last chronological 
term bonds replaced with nine-month bonds until only nine-month bonds are 
used in the lowest expected cost portfolio. This replacement results in a 
movement from low standard deviation to high standard deviation and from 
high expected cost to low expected cost portfolios. 
Historical test for 1976, 1977, and 1978 
For the second test period of 1976, 1977, and 1978, ten unique port­
folios were generated. They range from a high expected cost of $206.591 
illion (standard deviation of $25.391 million) to a low expected cost of 
$189.496 million (standard deviation of $37.104 million). The actual 
cost the bank incurred during this time to meet new financing needs was 
$196.900 million. Since the standard deviation of the lowest cost solu­
tion is $37,104 million, if normality is assumed, then there is a 58 
percent probability that the low expected cost portfolio's actual cost 
would have been lower than the $196.900 million cost actually incurred 
by the bank. Similarly there is a 35 percent probability that the high 
expected cost portfolio's actual cost would have been lower than the bank's 
actual cost. 
The actual bonds issued by the bank during the second test period are 
shown in Table 5.6.^ The high expected cost portfolio and the low expected 
^These bonds do not include the periodic re-openings of the nine-
month bonds. 
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Table 5.5. Actual debt issuance for the planning horizon of 1975, 1977 and 
1978 (in millions of dollars) 
Date 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
1976 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1977 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1978 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
Actual 
105.555 
115.480 
85.395 
77.530 
110.415 
97.915 
97.125 
68.955 
90.455 
100.280 
120.135 
90.135 
76.105 
115.190 
115.270 
100.270 
80.230 
95.230 
300.400 
315.600 
344.600 
323.625 
268.425 
350.825 
Cost = 196.900 
37.295 
45.030 
N.A. 
N.A. 
77.000 
77.000 
N.A. 
25.000 (September) 
26-025 
0 . 0  
N.A. 
5.085 (September) 
^N.A. = not available. 
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cost portfolio are shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. Again, because histori­
cal debt issuance and cost were used in the model, a comparison of the 
three tables indicates that they are similar in the type and timing of 
debt. The debt issuance pattern is similar to the debt issuance pattern 
for 1975, 1976, and 1977. The low standard deviation (high expected 
cost) portfolio (Table 5.7), like the analogous portfolio from the 
1975-1977 efficiency frontier (Table 5.4), entails full use of the term 
bond when it is available to refinance maturing debt and finance new debt 
needs. For the months that a term bond is not available the nine-month 
bond is used to finance debt. Because of the extensive use of the term 
bond, a larger percentage of the total debt over time will be held in 
term bonds. In 1976, 41 percent of the average monthly new debt out­
standing is acquired by term bonds. This increases to 44.8 percent for 
1977 and 91.5 percent for 1978. 
The high standard deviation (low expected cost) portfolio, Table 5.8, 
like the analogous portfolio from the 1975-1977 efficiency frontier, 
Table 5.5, has only nine-month bonds except for the fourth quarter of 1978. 
At this time the term bond rate is much lower than the rate on the nine-
month bond so the term bond is selected. 
The other eight portfolios on the efficiency frontier, like the 
portfolios on the 1975-1977 efficiency frontier, involve a transition 
from term bonds to nine-month bonds as the standard deviation of the port­
folios increase. However, now the term bonds of 1976 and 1977 leave the 
portfolios in no chronological order as the standard deviation of the 
portfolios increases. Because of the higher interest rates of 1978, the 
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Table 5.7. Debt issuance for the planning horizon 1976, 1977 and 1978: 
High expected cost portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Date 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
1976 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1977 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1978 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
0 .0  
115.480 
85.395 
0.0 
130.415 
97.915 
32.125 
68.965 
90.465 
24.725 
120.135 
90.180 
0 . 0  
135.190 
115.270 
0 . 0  
80.230 
95.230 
134.760 
40.900 
187.80 
122.560 
N.A. 
0 .0  
0.0 
0 .0  
94.355 
Expected Cost = 206.591 
Standard Deviation = 25.391 
45.575 
112.165 
N.A. 
226.737 
231.292 
195.061 
N.A. 
0 . 0  
N.A. = not available. 
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Table 5.8. Debt issuance for the planning horizon 1976, 1977 and 1978: 
Low expected cost portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Date 
Nine-month Term 
bonds bonds 
1976 
January 187.850 0.0 
February 115.480 
March 85.395 
April 122.560 0.0 
May 130.415 
June 97.915 
July 32.125 N.A.^ 
August 68.965 
September 90.465 
October 212.575 N.A. 
November 120.135 
December 90.180 
1977 
January 168.135 0.0 
February 135.190 
March 115.270 
April 112.165 0.0 
May 80,230 
June 95.230 
Third Quarter 322.610 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 435.772 0.0 
1978 
First Quarter 343.457 0.0 
Second Quarter 383.511 0.0 
Third Quarter 394.872 N.A. 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 437.812 
Expected Cost = 189.496 
Standard Deviation = 37.104 
^N.A. = not available. 
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term bonds of that year are retained longer in the portfolios as the 
standard deviation increases because their rates are not as high as the 
rates on the nine-month bonds. 
Analysis of the historical tests 
Because actual historical debt amounts and costs were used in the 
validation tests, the portfolios on the efficiency frontiers correspond 
closely to the actual debt issued by the bank. Since the model is an 
optimization procedure and the actual costs were used as the expected 
costs of the debt activities, some portfolios on the efficiency frontiers 
had lower expected costs than the cost actually incurred by the bank. As 
Hollenhorst [33] demonstrated it is almost always possible to derive 
lower cost debt strategies than what the bank actually used once the 
interest rates of the analysis period have occurred and thus are known 
with certainty. 
One major difference between the portfolios generated and the 
actual debt issuance of the bank is that the bank typically would partici­
pate in the term bond and the nine-month bond when they were both offered. 
In the portfolios generated by the model, typically only one of the two 
bond types was selected during the months they were both available. The 
term bond was selected for the portfolios at the high standard deviation 
levels and the nine-month bond was selected at the low standard deviation 
levels. At first glance, it would appear that the model is not diversi­
fying debt as well as the bank actually did. However, diversification 
can be accomplished over time with a similar or different bond type as 
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well as by the use of different bond types at a point in time. Since 
interest rates are more variable over time than between securities at 
a point in time, it would be natural for the diversification of debt 
to occur over time more than by maturity at issuance. This will become 
more apparent when the additional types of debt maturities are added 
to the model. 
Application to a Future 
Period 
The empirical model was applied to the future three-year period of 
1979, 1980, and 1981. A number of applications were performed with dif­
ferent projections of expected debt cost and optimal bond and note debt 
requirements. In most instances the applications were first made without 
debt policy constraints, and then debt policy constraints were imposed. 
The various applications are depicted in Table 5.9. 
Two applications, one with debt policy constraints the other without 
debt policy constraints, used the most probable forecast of interest 
rates and the debt forecast from PCA loan projections to obtain expected 
debt cost and optimal bond and note debt requirements. Another applica­
tion, without the debt policy constraints, used the most probable fore­
cast of interest rates and the time series forecast of debt. The final 
two applications, one with the other without the debt policy constraints, 
used the recession forecast of interest rates and the time series fore-
case of debt. The same variance-covariance matrix was used for all 
applications. 
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Table 5.9. Applications of the empirical model to a future period 
Most probable 
forecast of 
interest rates 
Recession 
forecast of 
interest rates 
No debt Debt No debt Debt 
constraints constraints constraints constraints 
Debt requirements 
from PCA loan 
projections Used Used Not used Not used 
Debt requirements 
from time series Used Not used Used Used 
The expected cost and variance-covariance coefficients were discounted 
using U.S. Treasury Bill rates corresponding to the appropriate forecast 
of expected debt cost. The procedures utilized to estimate the coeffi­
cient values and the discount rates are described in Chapter IV. The 
debt policy constraints are also described in that chapter. One set of 
policy constraints restricts the use of any bond issue or total discount 
notes to no more than 10 percent of total bond and note debt outstanding. 
Another set of policy constraints require that at least 30 percent of 
the debt be held in term bonds. The matrix structure of these constraints 
in the model is exhibited in Appendix B. 
Most probable expected debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan 
projections 
The following two efficiency frontiers were produced by using the 
most probable forecast of interest rates to derive expected debt costs and 
debt forecasts from PCA loan projections along with expected debt costs, 
and investment returns to obtain optimal bond and note debt requirements. 
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The forecast of the interest rates is plotted in Figure 4.1 and numerically 
listed in Appendix Table E.l. The rates converted to expected costs are 
listed in Table E.3. The optimal debt requirements are listed in Table 
E.7. the nondiscounted variance-covariance matrix is listed in Appendix 
C. The discounting coefficients are listed in Table E.5. 
No debt policy constraints The model excluding debt policy 
constraints generated 25 individual portfolios on the efficiency frontier. 
Each portfolio differs by the type of debt to be issued, the total expec­
ted discounted cost of that debt, and the discounted standard deviation 
of the cost. The portfolios ranged from a low expected discounted cost 
of $226,602 million (high discounted standard deviation of $28,195 
million) to a high expected discounted cost of $237,035 million (low 
discounted standard deviation of $18,805 million). These values and 
similar values for the other 23 portfolios on the efficiency frontier 
are plotted in Figure 5.1. This frontier illustrates the tradeoff between 
expected cost and standard deviation. As a movement up the frontier to 
a lower expected cost portfolio occurs, a higher level of standard devia­
tion of cost must be assumed. To the right of the efficiency frontier 
would lie the nonefficient portfolios.^ 
^These portfolios are nonefficient sines they have either higher 
expected costs or higher standard deviations than the portfolios on the 
frontier. 
226 228 230 232 234 236 238 
Expected Cost 
Figure 5.1. Expected cost and standard deviation efficiency frontier: Most probable expected debt 
cost and debt requirements from PCA loan projections, no debt policy constraints (in 
millions of dollars) 
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Liability structures For the sake of brevity all 25 
portfolios on the frontier will not be displayed, but the highest ex­
pected cost, an intermediate expected cost, and the lowest expected cost 
portfolios are shown in Tables 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12. These portfolios 
show the issuance of debt by period for the entire three-year planning 
horizon. 
The lowest standard deviation portfolio (highest cost). Table 5.10, 
entails extensive use of the term bonds and moderate use of discount 
•notes the first year. For the months in the first year that term bonds 
are available, a term bond is used that not only provides funds for new 
debt that occurred since the previous month, but also to refinance . . 
maturing discount notes. The discount notes only provide funds until 
another term bond can be used. The second year of this portfolio in­
volves the use of some nine-month bonds, as well as term bonds and dis­
count notes. The term bonds and some of the nine-month bonds are carried 
into the last quarter of the second year, but no new debt is issued that 
quarter. In fact, during the fourth quarter of the second year discount 
notes that were issued the third quarter and some nine-month bonds issued 
nine months previously will mature and not be refinanced. This occurs 
because the optimal bond and note debt needs of the bank decrease from 
$1,507,515 million to $1,419,733 million from the third to the fourth 
quarter (Table E. 7). During the third year of the planning horizon only 
discount notes are used. The dominance of discount notes during the last 
year, and especially in the last two quarters of the planning horizon, 
is evidenced here and in portfolios presented later. This phenomenon may 
be myopic and will be discussed in more detail in a later section. As 
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Table 5.10. Debt issuance for the planning horizon; Most probable expected 
debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan projections, no 
debt policy constraints, lowest standard deviation portfolio 
(in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
Discount notes 
1979 
January 0.0 
February 0.0 
March 0.0 
April 0.0 
May 0.0 
June 0.0 
July 0.0 
August 0.0 
September 0.0 
October 0.0 
November 0.0 
December 0.0 
1980 
January 0.0 
February 38.163 
March 38.164 
April 12.366 
May 8.513 
June 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
1981 
First Quarter 0.0 
Second Quarter 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
126.073 
305.441 
358.906 
169.762 
107.472 
25.797 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0.0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
2.499 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
105.853 
218.863 
0 .0  
111.807 
228.154 
0 . 0  
99.587 
189.675 
0 .0  
21.119 
42.238 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
11.012 
144.161 
0 . 0  
433.578 
756.909 
945.049 
520.291 
Expected Discounted Cost = 237.062 
Standard Deviation = 18.803 
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Table 5.11. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Most probable expected 
debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan projections, no 
debt policy constraints, intermediate standard deviation 
portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 0.0 
February 0.0 
March 0.0 
April 0.0 
May 0.0 
June 0.0 
July 0.0 
August 0.0 
September 0.0 
October 0.0 
November 0.0 
December 0.0 
1980 
January 0.0 
February 38.163 
March 10.131 
April 0.0 
nay 0.0 
June 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
1981 
First Quarter 6.198 
Second Quarter 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
126.073 
305.441 
36.620 
492.047 
107.472 
66.196 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0.0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
100.752 
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
105.853 
218.863 
0 .0  
111.807 
228.154 
322.285 
421.872 
511.960 
0 . 0  
21.119 
42.238 
0 .0  
0.0 
28.033 
0 . 0  
11.012 
22.024 
177.201 
0 , 0  
0 . 0  
314.818 
805.245 
399.082 
Expected Discounted Cost = 234.684 
Standard Deviation = 19.924 
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Table 5.12. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Most probable 
expected debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan pro­
jections, no debt policy constraints, highest standard 
deviation portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
38.163 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
1981 
First Quarter 100.197 
Second Quarter 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0.0  
960.182 
107.472 
72.949 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
3.378 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
126.073 
231.926 
344.936 
431.514 
543.321 
659.668 
790.420 
890.007 
980.095 
0.0 
21.119 
42.238 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
38.164 
0.0 
11.012 
22.024 
177.201 
0 .0  
0 . 0  
314.818 
502.958 
378.820 
E^^ected Discounted Cost = 226.602 
Standard Deviation = 28.195 
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will documented later, the myopic terminal year condition does not appear 
to be transmitted into the first and second years. 
In the intermediate cost and standard deviation portfolio, Table 
5.11, as in the high standard deviation (lowest cost) portfolio, only 
term bonds and discount notes are used the first year. In fact, there 
are no differences in the debt portfolio for these two portfolios for the 
first six months of the first year. However, in July of the first year 
discount notes are substituted for term bonds in the intermediate cost 
portfolio. Then in August a greater use of discount notes occurs. The 
discount notes issued in September mature at the end of the month and a 
large volume of term bonds is used to refinance the debt in October. 
Although various factors influence the choice of activities, it appears 
that since interest rates reach their lowest level during October of 1979 
(Figure 4.1) for the months immediately prior to October discount notes 
are issued so that a large amount of debt can be refinanced with the 
term bond at the lowest interest rate of the planning horizon. This 
phenomenon did not occur in the earlier low variance portfolio since the 
discount notes have high variances. During the second year fewer nine-
month bonds and more discount notes and term bonds are used than in the 
lowest variance portfolio. For the first quarter of the third year, nine-
month bonds and six-month bonds replace the discount notes of the low 
variance portfolio. This occurs because projected interest rates rise 
slightly during the early part of 1981, and the six-month and nine-
month issues lock in a low debt cost before rates begin to rise. 
For the lowest cost portfolio of the frontier (Table 5.12) activities 
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are selected on the basis of their expected cost without regard to their 
variance. However if two debt activities (or combinations) have the 
same expected cost but one has a lower variance, the lowest variance 
activity will be selected. Therefore this portfolio is the same solu­
tion that would result from linear programming. For the first year only 
discount notes are used during the first nine months and then in October 
$960,182 million of term bonds are used to refinance all new debt accu­
mulated since the beginning of the planning horizon. Discount notes are 
then used during November and December until another term bond can be 
issued in January of the second year. In February of the second year a 
nine-month bond is issued before interest rates begin to increase during that 
year. As new debt needs increase early in the second year, a term bond 
and a small volume of discount notes are first used, and then discount 
notes are issued during the third quarter since debt needs fall at the 
end of the year and the discount notes will mature at that time. For 
the third year discount notes are again used extensively, but now a nine-
month bond rather than the six-month bond is used the first quarter since 
it has a lower expected cost. 
First year debt activities A summary of activities that are 
used the first year for the 25 individual portfolios on the efficiency 
frontier is shown in Table 5.13. This table shows the monthly average 
percentage of bond and note debt acquired in the first year using the 
four types of debt securities. 
Table 5.13 also shows the expected cost and standard deviation of 
each of the 25 portfolios. The portfolios are listed in order of 
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Table 5.13. Average monthly new debt outstanding for the first year: 
Most probable expected debt cost and debt requirements from 
PCA loan projections, no debt policy constraints (percent 
of yearly total) 
Portfolio Nine-month Term Six-month Discount Expected Standard 
number bonds bonds bonds notes cost deviation 
1 0 87.2 0 12.8 237.062 18.803 
2 0 87.2 0 12.8 237.035 18.805 
3 0 87.2 0 12. 8 237.023 18.807 
4 0 86.7 .5 12.8 236.974 18.815 
5 0 86.7 .5 12.8 236.972 18.816 
6 0 85.9 1.3 12.8 236.889 18.838 
7 0 85.7 .8 13.5 235.768 18.874 
8 0 85.4 0 14.6 236.605 18.926 
9 0 82.7 0 17.3 235.123 19.112 
10 0 77.8 0 22.2 235.185 19.598 
11 0 75.3 0 24.7 234.747 19.881 
12 0 75.0 0 25.0 234.584 19.924 
13 0 73.5 0 26.4 234.418 : 20.114 
14 0 73.6 0 26.4 234.358 20.160 
15 0 73.6 0 26.4 234.358 20.151 
15 0 71.8 1.3 25.4 234.023 20.443 
17 0 65.6 8.0 26.4 232.928 21.426 
18 0 57,1 15., 25.4 231.445 22.904 
19 0 53.8 18.8 27.5 230.781 23.597 
20 0 43.6 25.3 31.1 228.733 25.735 
21 0 42.8 26.1 31.1 228.596 25.879 
22 0 36.3 26.1 37.7 227.262 27.332 
23 0 36.3 17.5 45.2 227.003 27.541 
24 0 35.3 9.5 54.2 226.800 27.910 
25 0 36.3 0 63.7 226.602 28.195 
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descending expected costs and ascending standard deviations. A movement 
from higher to lower expected cost portfolios precipitates a shift from 
term bonds to discount notes augmented with six-month bonds and then to 
discount notes exclusively. Nine-month bonds are never included in the 
portfolios during the first year on this efficiency frontier. Frequent­
ly the first year debt financing activities for a particular portfolio 
did not differ from the previous portfolio. This is evidenced by the 
same percentage for the four types of debt financing activities for two 
or more consécutives portfolios. However, although not displayed here, 
financing activities for the second and/or third year are different. The 
expected cost and standard deviation values are identical for a few 
consecutive solutions because the values were rounded. 
First period debt activities If the model is used on an 
operational basis, a bank would be interested in the debt activities 
of all portfolios on the efficiency frontier. However, they would be 
especially interested in the activities for the first period because a 
decision to participate in the debt issues of that period would be 
eminent. Before the second and subsequent periods arrive, debt cost 
and debt requirement forecasts would likely be revised and the model 
could be solved again with the revised coefficients. This would generate 
a new efficiency frontier and the new portfolios on that frontier would 
likely be different than the portfolios on the old frontier. 
Many of the portfolios on the efficiency frontier have the same 
first period debt activities. This is illustrated in Table 5.14 which 
Table 5.14. Activities into solution the first period: Most probable ej^ected cost and debt 
requirements from PCA loan projections, no debt policy constraints (in millions of 
dollars) 
Portfolio in 
numbers =*P==ted 
cost 
Range in 
standard 
deviation 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
Discount 
notes 
1 to 18 237.062 to 
231.446 
18.803 to 
22.904 
126.073 
19 230.781 
20 to 24 228.733 to 
226.800 
23.597 
25.735 to 
27.910 
0 
0 
96.665 
0 
29.408 
126.073 
0 
O 
25 226.602 28.195 126.073 
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summarizes the first period activities. The range of expected cost and 
standard deviation denoting a specific segment of the efficiency frontier 
associated with the various sets of first period activities is also 
listed. Often the range of expected cost and standard deviation is 
quite large before there is a change in the first period's activities. 
On this efficiency frontier, expected cost varied from the highest ex­
pected cost of $237,062 million to $231,446 million before a change occurs 
in the activities for the first period. This change is from $126,073 
million in term bonds to $96,665 million in term bonds and $29,408 
million in six-month bonds. The next change at an expected cost of 
$228,733 million is to $126,073 million in six-month bonds. The final 
change at the lowest expected cost solution is to $126,073 million in 
discount notes. In summary, moving from high expected cost, low 
standard deviation portfolios, to low expected cost, high standard devia­
tion portfolios resulted in a shift from term bonds to six-month bonds 
to discount notes for the first period debt activities. Nine-month bonds 
were not included the first period in any of the 25 portfolios. 
Effects of diversification Early applications of the expected 
return-variance of return (E-V) analysis involved selecting diversified 
stock portfolios for individuals or organizations [39]. A graphic indi­
cation of the strength of diversification is the curvature of the 
efficiency frontier from the linear segment connecting the lowest and 
highest expected cost solutions or end points on the frontier. The linear 
segment between the two end points traces out the various weighted 
combinations of the two end points which are nondiversified portfolios. 
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Conceptually, this same principle applies to the expected cost-variance 
of cost analysis (EC-VC). The line connecting the two end points on the 
efficiency frontier in Figure 5.1 does indicate that diversification is 
possible but perhaps not as strong as in asset diversification. 
Selection of a debt portfolio In order for a bank to select 
a debt portfolio from the set of 25, it must assess its preference for 
risk and cost combinations. If the bank desires a low expected cost 
liability structure, it must be willing to assume the risk that cost 
may be more variable (larger standard deviation) compared to a higher 
expected cost structure. All other things equal, a bank that chooses a 
portfolio on the lower section of the EC-VC efficiency frontier can be 
referred to as less risk adverse than a bank that selects a portfolio on 
the upper section of the frontier.^ 
A risk-cost utility preference mapping function will not be speci­
fied. However, if the probability density function of cost is multi­
variate normal, then some probability ranges of cost can be calculated 
to guide a bank in the selection of a debt portfolio. 
The high cost solution has an expected cost of $237,062 million and 
a standard deviation of $18,803 million. With this portfolio there is a 
90 percent probability that the actual discounted cost that will occur 
will be between $212,994 million and $261,129 million. The low cost 
solution has an expected cost of $226,602 million and a standard 
^In order to directly apply the expected return-variance of return 
(E-V) analysis theorems, a fixed return activity with a return greater 
than the cost of the largest expected cost portfolio can be added to the 
model and a traditional E-V frontier would be derived. 
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deviation of $28,195 million. There is a 90 percent probability that the 
actual cost for this portfolio will be from $190,512 million to $262,692 
million. These probabilities are summarized in Figure 5.2. Because 
the standard deviation (risk) of the low expected cost portfolio is 
greater, its probability cost range is greater than for the high expected 
cost solution. There is considerable overlap of the probability cost 
ranges, which indicates that the actual discounted cost outcome may be 
very similar regardless of the portfolio selected. 
With debt policy constraints The model incorporating the two 
sets of debt policy constraints generated 116 individual portfolios on 
the efficiency frontier. The portfolios ranged from a low expected 
discounted cost of $234,310 million (high standard deviation of $28,578 
million) to a high expected discounted cost of $237,184 million (low 
standard deviation of $22,021 million). The 116 portfolios on the 
efficiency frontier are plotted in Figure 5.3. That figure also contains 
the efficiency frontier of the model without the debt policy constraints. 
As illustrated, the addition of debt policy constraints shifts the 
efficiency frontier to the right. At any level of standard deviation, 
the portfolio with policy constraints has a higher expected cost than the 
portfolio without policy constraints. At the low standard deviation of 
$22,021 million, the increase in expected cost is approximately $5 million. 
At the high standard deviation of $28,578 million, the increase in ex­
pected cost is approximately $7.7 million. With the projections of 
expected costs and debt requirements used in this model, it appears that 
Highest Expected Cost 
$212,994 « « $261,129 
ro 
w 
Lowest Expected Cost 
$190,512 -» $262,692 
Figure 5.2. Probability of cost ranges at the 90 percent confidence level: Most 
probable expected debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan pro­
jections, no debt policy constraints (in millions of dollars) 
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A = Without Debt Policy Constraints 
B = With Debt Policy Constraints 
234 236 238 
Figure 5.3. Expected cost and standard deviation efficiency frontiers with and without debt 
policy constraints: Most probable expected debt cost (in millions of dollars) 
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the addition of policy constraints imposes a greater penalty cost at the 
higher standard deviation levels. 
The addition of policy constraints increases the number of unique 
portfolios from 25 to 116. This increase occurs because the frontier is 
shifted into what were previously nonefficient portfolios and the new 
frontier is generated where there are more portfolios. 
The shift in the efficiency frontier was anticipated since addi­
tional constraints to an optimization problem will never increase the 
value of the optimand, but will typically decrease the value. With the 
expected cost-variance of cost model the variance is higher at any level 
of expected cost, or alternatively, expected cost is higher at any level 
of variance. 
One stated purpose of debt policy constraints is to reduce the 
volatility of the cost of debt. However, in this model, application of 
the debt policy constraints does not necessarily accomplish this ob­
jective. The highest standard deviation for the portfolios generated 
with the constraints is $28,578 million, which is one percent greater 
than the highest standard deviation ($28,195 million) without the debt 
policy constraints. Unfortunately, in addition to failing to limit 
potential high cost volatility, the constraints raise the minimum 
standard deviation attainable from $18,803 million without the debt 
policy constraints to $22,021 million with the constraints, a 17 percent 
increase. 
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Liability structures The highest expected cost, an inter­
mediate expected cost, and the lowest expected cost portfolios on the 
efficiency frontier generated with constraints are shown in Tables 5.15, 
5.16, and 5.17, respectively. The same coefficient values were used in 
this model as in the model with no debt policy constraints. Any dif­
ference in the portfolios between the two models can be attributed to the 
debt policy constraints. 
The low standard deviation portfolio with the constraints (Table 
5.15) like the analogous portfolio without the constraints (Table 5.10) 
includes a large amount of term bonds in the first year of the planning 
horizon. However, the volume is now reduced because no more than 10 
percent of the total debt can be held in any specific bond issue. As a 
substitute for the term bonds the next lowest variance bonds are selected, 
which in this case are the nine-month bonds. Some discount notes are 
also included in the portfolio, mostly entering the month before a term 
bond is issued. The debt acquired by the discount notes is again re­
financed with term bonds when possible. In the second year of the con­
strained low standard deviation portfolio, more debt issuances or activi­
ties are included in the portfolio than in the low standard deviation 
portfolio on the nonconstrained frontier. This happens because the nine-
month bonds issued during the first year must be refinanced. When the 
nine-month bonds mature, they are refinanced with additional nine-month 
bonds and discount notes. For the last year of the portfolio, since dis­
count notes are constrained, some six-month bonds and nine-month bonds 
are included. As in all of the constrained solutions, it appears that the 
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Table 5.15. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Most probable 
expected debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan pro­
jections, debt policy constraints, lowest standard devia­
tion portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 0.0 126.073 
February 105.853 
March 51.109 
April 0.0 130.615 
May 111.750 
June 110.402 
July 0.0 136.697 
August 58.010 
September 0.0 
October 0.0 129.673 
November 126.972 
December 1.453 
1980 
January 0.0 136.009 
February 139.825 
March 49.359 
April 0.0 147.458 
May 50.325 
June 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 150.761 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 65.832 
1981 
First Quarter 53.931 0.0 
Second Quarter o.O 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 0.0 
Expected Discounted 
Standard Deviation = 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
17.992 
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
1.122 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
200.047 
0 .0  
94.162 
Cost = 237.184 
22.021 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
61.901 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
5.945 
0 . 0  
39.768 
131.664 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
70.775 
0 . 0  
10.088 
109.295 
0 . 0  
17.576 
28.588 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
440.979 
202.919 
502.070 
448.798 
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Table 5.16. Debt issuance for the planning horizon; Most probable 
expected debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan 
projections, debt policy constraints, intermediate standard 
deviation portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term Six-month 
bonds bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
136.697 
0 .0  
7.243 
68.172 
40.943 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
139.825 
122.413 
29.616 
11.012 
0 .0  
0 .0  
Fourth Quarter 59.798 
1981 
First Quarter 252.640 
Second Quarter 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
93.479 
130.615 
136.697 
129.673 
136.009 
147.458 
150.761 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
99.764 
0 .0  
32.594 
88.789 
0 . 0  
86.094 
93.393 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
77.749 
86.463 
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0.0  
0 .0  
0.0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
92.824 
0 . 0  
17.064 
130.074 
0.0  
18.357 
134.704 
24.656 
133.475 
131.664 
0 . 0  
73.569 
94.688 
23.913 
0 . 0  
2.214 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
18.255 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
322.827 
502.070 
448.798 
Bisected Discounted Cost = 235.590 
Standard Deviation = 23.755 
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Table 5.17. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Most probable 
expected debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan 
projections, debt policy constraints, highest standard 
deviation portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
63.653 
0 . 0  
61.830 
133.338 
73.263 
139.825 
143.642 
34.347 
11.012 
74.665 
0.0 
Fourth Quarter 235.983 
1981 
First Quarter 419.129 
Second Quarter 0.o 
Third Quarter 158.365 
Fourth Quarter 109.715 
93.479 
5.353 
20.275 
129.673 
136.009 
147.458 
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
167.355 
149.598 
0 . 0  
19.772 
101.611 
130.615 
59.803 
114.331 
108.485 
120.773 
131.664 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
122.714 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
32.594 
118.675 
130.074 
80.741 
132.689 
134.704 
136.697 
133.475 
131.664 
112.693 
131.785 
133.897 
98.344 
117.455 
143.642 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
472.158 
502.070 
448.798 
Ejqjected Discounted Cost = 234.310 
Standard Deviation = 28.578 
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portfolio includes more issuances in all three years because the policy 
constraints prohibit the extensive use of only a few bonds and notes. 
A move from the high expected cost to the intermediate expected cost 
portfolio on the efficiency frontier results in a shift from nine-month 
bonds to six-month bonds and discount notes for the first year. This 
shift is further documented in Table 5.18 which shows the percentage 
of average monthly new debt outstanding for each of the four types of 
securities for every fifth portfolio on the efficiency frontier. Except 
for the first month, the amount of term bonds to be issued in this port­
folio is not altered from the high cost - low standard deviation port­
folio on the frontier. In July a large volume of debt in the form of 
discount notes, nine-month bonds, and term bonds is issued. This 
volume occurs not only from the new debt requirements that month, but 
also from the maturing discount notes issued the previous month and the 
maturing six-month bonds issued in February. In the second year a move 
to the intermediate from the high expected cost portfolio entails veri' 
little change in term bond usage but includes more nine-month bonds, 
fewer discount notes, and no six-month bonds. The debt structure of the 
third year is also restructured with the inclusion of nine-month and term 
bonds because more maturing debt is refinanced and the use of discount 
notes is constrained. 
The first year of the low expected cost portfolio on the frontier 
(Table 5.17) differs substantially from the nonconstrained low expected 
cost portfolio (Table 5.12). Now not only are discount notes included 
in the first year, but because of the 10 percent constraint limiting the use 
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of any specific issue, six-month bonds are included as well since they are 
the next low cost debt activity. Term bonds are also included in the 
portfolio during the first year because of their low variance. In 
October of the first year a large volume of term bonds are used because 
of that issue's low cost and the ability to lock in that low cost for 
the remainder of the planning horizon. Unlike the nonconstrained port­
folio where $960,182 million of term bonds were issued in October, now 
only $129,673 million could be issued because of the 10 percent constraint. 
Because of the limits on the issuance of term bonds during October of 
the first year, beginning with November of the first year and into the 
second year nine-month bonds are issued, subject to the 10 percent 
constraint. Interest rates are projected to increase and the model is 
locking in low debt costs with the longest term securities (term and 
nine-month bonds). During the third year low cost notes, term bonds, and 
nine-month bonds are used subject to the 10 percent limit constaint. 
First year debt activities A summary of debt issuance the 
first year for the portfolios on the efficiency frontier is shown in 
Table 5.18. Every fifth portfolio is shov/n. Because of the 10 percent 
constraint that limits the use of term bonds in the low standard 
deviation portfolios, nine-month bonds are used as substitutes for 
some of the term bonds where previously on the nonconstained efficiency 
frontier only term bonds were used. The nine-month bonds are also used 
during the months where previously discount notes were used. A movement 
to lower standard deviation, higher expected cost portfolios on the 
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Table 5.18. Average monthly new debt outstanding for the first year: 
Most probable expected debt cost and debt requirements from 
PCA loan projections, debt policy constaints (percent of 
yearly total) 
Portfolio 
number 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
Discount 
notes 
Expected 
cost 
Standard 
deviation 
1 45.7 49.1 1.4 3.9 237.184 22.021 
5 45.4 49.1 1.4 4.1 236.887 22.057 
10 43.3 49.1 2.1 5,5 236.744 22.145 
15 43.6 49.1 1.7 5.6 236.730 22.157 
20 43.1 49.1 1.4 6,5 236.682 22.203 
25 37.8 49.1 5.9 7.2 235.561 22.328 
30 29.4 49.1 12.0 9.6 236.375 22.528 
35 26.9 49.1 14.0 10,0 236.318 22.597 
40 23.7 49,1 17.2 10.1 236.266 22.664 
45 20.7 49.1 20.3 9.9 236.221 22.725 
50 13.6 49.1 28.3 9.0 236.140 22.844 
55 13.9 49.1 27.1 9.9 236.118 22.879 
60 13.4 44.2 33.0 9.4 235.581 23.771 
65 8.7 44.2 35.8 11.4 235.512 23.911 
70 9.5 39.1 39.1 12.2 235.129 24.733 
75 8.4 39.1 39.1 13.3 235.098 24.802 
80 8.7 38.0 39.9 13.4 235.019 24.980 
85 10.2 34.2 42.0 13.6 234.764 25.571 
90 8.8 30.0 45.1 16.1 234.411 26.420 
95 8.1 30.0 46.0 16.0 234.399 26.451 
100 7.4 30.0 46.7 15.9 234.385 26.494 
105 5.6 30.0 47.6 16.8 234.369 26.551 
110 5.8 27.7 48.9 17.6 234.344 27.068 
116 6.4 21.2 54.6 17.8 234.310 28.578 
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frontier results in a shift from nine-month and term bonds to six-month 
bonds and discount notes. 
First period debt activities The first period debt activities 
are listed in Table 5.19. The number of portfolios, the expected cost and 
standard deviation ranges, as well as the activities are listed in this 
table. Similar to the first period's activities for the nonconstrained 
model (Table 5.14), a movement up the efficiency frontier entails a 
shift from term bonds to six-month bonds to discount notes. Now however, 
$93,479 million of term bonds is always issued the first period to 
comply with the 30 percent minimum debt to be held as term bonds. Al­
though there are 116 different portfolios for the entire planning horizon, 
there are a significantly reduced number of first period options, in this 
case, five. 
Selection of a debt portfolio To select a debt portfolio a 
bank would need to assess its preference for risk and cost combinations. 
Although the bank would be interested in the liability structure for the 
entire planning horizon, initially only the first period's activities need 
to be selected and that set is reduced to the five possibilities in Table 
5.19. 
The 90 percent probabilistic cost ranges for the high cost and the 
low cost portfolios are shown in Figure 5.4. The high cost portfolio has 
an expected discounted cost of $237,184 million and a standard deviation 
of $22,021 million. Therefore, there is a 90 percent probability that 
the actual discounted cost will occur between $208,997 million to 
Table 5.19. Activities into solution the first period: Most probable expected debt cost and debt 
requirements from PCA loan projections, debt policy constraints (in millions of 
dollars) 
Portfolio R^nge in 
expected 
cost 
numbers 
Range in 
standard 
deviation 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
Discount 
notes 
1 to 55 237.184 to 
236.118 
22.021 to 
22.879 
126.073 
56 to 57 235.994 to 23.084 to 
235.993 23.084 
118.135 7.938 
58 to 106 235.590 to 23.755 to 
234.362 26.579 
93.479 32.594 
107 to 109 234.362 to 26.581 to 
234.354 26.700 
93.479 30.458 2.136 
110 to 116 234.344 to 27.068 to 
234.310 28.578 
93.479 32.594 
Highest Expected Cost 
$208,997 9 * $265,371 
Lowest Expected Cost 
$197,730 « $270,980 
H" U) 
Ol 
Figure 5.4. Probability of cost ranges at the 90 percent confidence level: Most probable 
expected debt cost and debt requirements from PCA loan projections, debt policy 
constraints (in millions of dollars) 
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$265,371 million. The low cost portfolio has an expected discounted cost 
of $234.310 million and a standard deviation of $28.578 million. There 
is a 90 percent probability that the actual discounted cost will fall 
within the range of $197.730 million to $270.890 million. Again, there 
is considerable overlap of the probability ranges. 
Most probable expected debt cost and debt requirements from time series 
forecast 
The coefficients of the model that affect the generation of the 
efficiency frontier are the expected costs, the variance-covariance of 
costs, and the debt requirements. The same variance-covariance coeffi­
cients are used in all frontier derivations. Any change in the efficiency 
frontier must therefore be the result of a change in the expected cost 
coefficients, the debt requirement coefficients, or the addition of debt 
policy constraints. The following application of the model determines the 
affect on the efficiency frontier from a change in the debt requirement 
coefficients. The same expected cost coefficients used in the previous 
application, the most probable forecast of expected debt cost, are used 
in this application. Now however, the time series forecast of debt 
rather than the forecast from the PCA loans projection is used to deter­
mine the optimal bond and note debt to be outstanding. The model with 
no debt policy constraints is used. 
The time series forecast projects an increase in total debt needs 
for each monthly and quarterly period of the planning horizon. Previous­
ly, using the PCA loan projections, total debt needs generally increased 
during the planning horizon with decreases occurring the last months or 
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quarter of each year. Because debt issued before the start of the 
planning horizon matures during the horizon, the new debt needs of the 
bank increase each period regardless of whether the time series or PCA 
loan projection forecast is used. The total debt of the time series 
forecast is always greater than the debt forecast from the PCA loan 
projections. Hence the debt issued, regardless of the type, is issued 
in a larger volume with the time series forecast than with the PCA loan 
projection forecast. In the first month for example, $126,073 million 
of bond and note debt is issued with the PCA loan projection, whereas 
$166,422 million of bond and note debt is issued with the time series 
forecast. The larger value also occurs in succeeding periods. 
Although the volume of debt differs between the two efficiency 
frontiers obtained with different projections of debt needs, the structure 
of the debt is almost identical. To illustrate this similarity the 
average monthly percentage of new debt outstanding for the first year for 
the portfolios generated using the time series forecast (Table 5.20) 
can be compared to the corresponding percentages for the frontier from 
the PCA loan projections (Table 5.13). The expected costs and standard 
deviations of the time series efficiency frontier are greater than the 
PCA loan projection efficiency frontier because more debt is issued. 
However, the percentage distribution of the new debt is almost identical. 
With the low standard deviation portfolio (high e3^)ected cost) both 
applications obtain approximately 87 percent of the new debt with term 
bonds and 12 percent with discount notes. A movement to higher standard 
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Table 5.20. Average monthly new debt outstanding for the first year: 
Most probable expected debt cost and debt requirements 
from time series, no debt policy constraints (percent 
of years total) 
Portfolio Nine-month Term Six-month Discount Expected Standard 
number bonds bonds bonds notes cost deviation 
1 0.1 87.9 0.0 12.0 241.564 18.076 
3 0 87.9 0.0 12.1 241.552 18.076 
5 0 87.3 .7 12.1 241.516 18.079 
7 0 86.3 1.6 12.1 241.457 18.087 
9 0 85.2 2.7 12.1 241.343 18.114 
11 0 84.5 3.5 12.1 241.242 18.147 
13 0 84.2 3.8 12.1 241.213 18.157 
15 0 83.6 2.6 13.9 240.878 18.294 
17 0 82.8 .6 16.6 240.419 18.509 
19 0 79.9 0 20.1 239.779 18.868 
21 0 77.9 0 22.1 239.382 19.129 
23 0 77.3 0 22.7 239.209 19.253 
25 0 61.4 15.9 22.7 236.223 22.076 
27 0 43.5 27.9 28.6 232.423 26.068 
29 0 37.1 19.6 43.3 230.751 27.932 
31 0 37.1 0 52.9 230.279 28.583 
33 0 37.1 0 62.9 2-30.270 28=612 
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deviation portfolios on both efficiency frontiers results in the use of 
fewer term bonds and more discount notes. Especially interesting is the 
almost identical pattern in the use of six-month bonds. At low levels 
of standard deviation some six-month bonds are used on both frontiers. 
As the standard deviation increases, the percentage of total debt held 
in six-month bonds varies from 2 to 3 percent for low standard deviation 
portfolios, to approximately 26 percent for intermediate standard devia­
tion portfolios, to zero percent for high standard deviation port­
folios . 
The results imply that the two debt projections used do not sig­
nificantly alter the distribution of debt or maturity of issuance, but 
rather the absolute volume. This outcome will probably occur as long as 
the projections consist of increasing new debt needs, a situation that 
may exist for some time to come. 
Recession forecast of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast 
The following two efficiency frontiers were produced by using the 
recession forecast of interest rates to derive expected debt cost, and 
forecasts from the time series regression to derive optimal bond and note 
debt requirements. The interest rate forecast is plotted in Figure 4.2 
and numerically listed in Appendix Table E.2. The rates converted to 
expected costs are listed in Table E.4. The optimal bond and note debt 
requirements are listed in Table E.7. The discounting coefficients are 
listed in Table E.5. These coefficients were first used in the model 
with no debt policy constraints and then in the model incorporating the 
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debt policy constaints. 
No debt policy constraints The model with no debt policy 
constraints generated 74 unique portfolios on the efficiency frontier. 
The portfolios ranged from a low expected discounted cost of $236,870 
million (high discounted standard deviation of $44,934 million) to a 
high expected discounted cost of $275,332 million (low discounted standard 
deviation of $17,775 million). 
The efficiency frontier is plotted in Figure 5.5. The cost dif­
ferential between the low and high expected cost portfolios is $38,462 
million. With the efficiency frontier produced using the most probable 
debt cost forecast (Figure 5.1) the cost differential between the low 
and high expected cost portfolios was only $10,433 million. The larger 
cost differential occurs because interest rates are more variable with 
the recession forecast than with the most probable forecast. This can 
be seen by comparing Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
The range in standard deviation of the efficiency frontier using 
the recession forecast also has a larger spread, $27,159 million, com­
pared to the spread of $9.39 million from the most probable forecast. 
The efficiency frontier using the recession forecast of debt cost lies 
to the right of the efficiency frontier from the most probable debt cost, 
and has a wider variation of standard deviation and expected cost. The 
larger range and higher levels of standard deviation can be attributed 
both to the greater variability in interest rates and the greater debt 
needs of the time series forecast. 
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expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, no debt policy constraints 
(in millions of dollars) 
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Liability structures The highest expected cost, an inter­
mediate expected cost, and the lowest expected cost portfolios are shown 
respectively in Tables 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23. The low standard deviation 
portfolio (Table 5.21) is similar in debt issuance to the low standard 
deviation portfolio using the most probable debt cost forecast (Table 
5.10). Term bonds are used the first year with discount notes meeting 
the new debt needs that occur between term bond issues. Nine-month bonds 
are used in May of the first year which mature the end of January in the 
second year. Other nine-month bonds are issued in February of the second 
year to refinance the maturing nine-month bonds. Since the total debt 
requirements of the bank remain relatively constant for the first part 
of the second year, no additional debt is issued during that time except 
for a small amount of discount notes. During the last half of the 
second year and into the third year, discount notes are issued to meet 
slightly increasing debt needs. The discount notes have the lowest 
interest rates, and although their variance-covariance coefficients are 
larger than for the other securities in the third year, the relative 
differences are not as great as during the first and second years. 
A movement up the efficiency frontier to the intermediate cost 
solution (Table 5.22) results in a drastic switch from term bonds to 
nine-month bonds early the first year, and discount notes for the last 
half of the first year. However, the debt needs of the first month are 
still completely fulfilled by term bonds. Term bonds in a reduced 
volume are also issued the third month. Since interest rates rise 
sharply in the early months of the first year, nine-month bonds are 
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Table 5.21. Debt issuance of the planning horizon: Recession forecast 
of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, no 
debt policy constraints, lowest standard deviation port­
folio (in million of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 0.0 
February 0.0 
March 0.0 
April 0.0 
May 41.028 
June 0.0 
July 0.0 
August 0.0 
September 0.0 
October 0.0 
November 0.0 
December 0.0 
1980 
January 0.0 
February 37.939 
March 0.0 
April 0.0 
May 2.286 
June 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
1981 
First Quarter 0.0 
Second Quarter 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
178.867 
331.463 
284.152 
60.093 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0.0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0.0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0.0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
114.883 
237.537 
0 . 0  
59.034 
164.275 
0.0  
137.227 
253.653 
0 . 0  
5.191 
10.374 
0 . 0  
1.706 
1.540 
0 .0  
0 . 0  
9.051 
132.385 
273.369 
485.436 
587.344 
668.817 
733.900 
S:^ected Discounted Cost = 275.332 
Standard Deviation = 17.755 
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Table 5.22. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Recession forecast 
of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, no 
debt policy constraints, intermediate standard deviation 
portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 0.0 178.867 0.0 0.0 
February 114.883 0.0 0.0 
March 122.654 0.0 0.0 
April 0.0 93.926 0.0 0.0 
May 100.062 0.0 0.0 
June 105.241 0.0 0.0 
July 119.877 0.0 0.0 0.0 
August 0.0 0.0 137.227 
September 0.0 0.0 253.653 
October 173.753 0.0 0.0 38.238 
November 0.0 0.0 204.312 
December 0.0 0.0 332.149 
1980 
January 0.0 381.868 0.0 0.0 
February 98.679 0.0 0,0 
March 0.0 0.0 105.075 
April 145.478 77.934 0.0 0.0 
May 2.286 0.0 0.0 
June 9.051 0.0 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 0.0 208.826 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 0.0 0.0 262.482 
1981 
First Quarter 0.0 0.0 383.028 458.163 
Second Quarter 0.0 0.0 0.0 578.173 
Third Quarter 0.0 0.0 0.0 1808.844 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 0.0 0.0 1873.927 
E3Ç)ected Discounted Cost 
Standard Deviation = 23. 
= 255.953 
339 
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Table 5.23. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Recession forecast 
of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, no 
debt policy constraints, highest standard deviation port­
folio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month Term Six-month One-month 
bonds bonds bondx discount notes 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1981 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
178.867 
114.883 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0.0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
122.654 
93.926 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
100.062 
205.303 
325.180 
462.407 
701.487 
978.618 
1098.692 
1103.875 
1153.594 
1152.211 
1152.045 
115,0.505 
1152.791 
1161.842 
3591.104 
3656.198 
3825.754 
3925.376 
4006.850 
4071.932 
Expected Discount Cost = 236.870 
Standard Deviation = 44.934 
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issued early to secure money at a relatively low cost. The nine-month 
bonds are sold prior to the period when interest rates peak and then 
are refinanced at lower rates when interest rates decrease. Although 
this strategy is not the lowest cost strategy, it does have a medium 
standard deviation value. During the last half of the first year, dis­
count notes are used to take advantage of the continuous decrease in 
interest rates. Each month, as interest rates fall, the notes are 
re-issued at a lower cost. In January of the second year a large 
volume of term bonds is issued to refinance the maturing discount notes 
that were issued the previous month and the maturing nine-month bonds 
that were issued nine months earlier. For the rest of the second year 
all four types of securities provide funds. Interest rates are 
slowly decreasing the second year, and there is a tendency for short-
term securities to be used to take advantage of this decrease. However, 
since the variance is at an intermediate level there are still some term 
bonds included in the portfolio. During the third year mostly low cost 
discount notes are used. 
The low cost portfolio in Table 5.23 includes nine-month bonds for 
January and February of the first year, six-month bonds for March and 
April, and then discount notes for the remainder of the planning horizon. 
This debt issuance pattern is a direct response to the movement of 
interest rates during the planning horizon. At the beginning of the 
planning horizon interest rates are increasing and will not return to 
their beginning rate level for another seven to eight months, so the 
nine-month bonds are used to lock in an attractive rate for the duration 
14?: 
of the higher interest rate period. Later when high interest rates will 
last only four to five months, six-month bonds are used. Two months 
before interest rates peak for the planning horizon, the use of discount 
notes begins. At this time, since interest rates will soon decline, it 
would be more costly to use one of the other three securities which all 
have longer terms than the discount note. Then as interest rates decline, 
only discount notes are used for the remainder of the planning horizon 
in order to refinance debt at lower interest rates each month. 
First year debt activities A summary of funding activities 
that are used the first year is shown in Table 5.24. Every fourth port­
folio is summarized. The low standard deviation portfolios involve 
extensive use of term bonds with discount notes supplying funds between 
the term issues. A movement to higher standard deviation portfolios in­
duces a shift from term bonds to nine-month bonds, and a limited use of 
six-month bonds. Beginning at solution number 48, discount notes begin 
substituting for nine-month bonds. In the six highest standard devia­
tion portfolios, six-month bonds are also used. With the most probable 
forecast of interest rates discussed earlier, the movement from low to 
high standard deviation portfolios involved a shift fron term bonds to 
six-month bonds to discount notes. Now the shift is primarily from term 
bonds to nine-month bonds to discount notes, and the six-month bonds are 
not extensively used. Since the nine-month bonds and six-month bonds 
are so similar in term-to-maturity, cost, and variability of cost, it 
appears that they may be close substitutes for each other. 
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Table 5.24. Average monthly new debt outstanding for the first year; 
Recession forecast of expected debt cost and time series 
debt forecast, no debt policy constraints (percent of 
yearly total) 
Portfolio Nine-month Term Six-month Discount Expected Standard 
number bonds bonds bonds notes cost deviation 
1 3.7 85.3 0.0 11.0 275.332 17.775 
4 4.7 84.5 0.0 10.7 274.900 17.778 
8 9.0 78.7 2.7 9.7 272.221 17.910 
12 9.0 75.6 5.8 9.7 271.102 18.027 
16 10.3 73.1 7.1 9.5 270.073 18.177 
20 16.1 66.2 9.0 8.7 267.107 18.770 
24 17.2 65.4 8.1 9.3 266.533 18.929 
28 28.0 56.4 4.1 11.4 263.510 19.972 
32 36.9 50.8 0.0 12.3 261.630 20.697 
36 54.6 33.5 0.0 11.9 256.383 23.119 
40 66.8 24.1 0.0 9.1 253.153 24.920 
44 67.4 24.1 0.0 8.5 252.472 25.333 
48 58.8 24.1 0.0 17.1 250.492 26.689 
52 50.7 24.1 0.0 25.3 246.261 30.088 
56 50.7 24.1 0.0 25.3 245.045 31.194 
60 42.4 24.1 7.1 26.4 244.666 31.593 
64 42.4 24.1 0.0 33.5 244.336 31.994 
68 42.0 0.0 13.1 44.9 239.356 38.635 
72 42.0 0.0 13.1 44.9 236.984 44.334 
74 29.6 0.0 14.6 55.8 236.870 44.934 
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First period debt activities The first period debt activi­
ties are listed in Table 5.25. Portfolios 1 through 64 use only term 
bonds during the first period at a volume of $178.867 million, which is 
the new debt need for that month. For portfolios 65 through 74, only 
nine-month bonds are used to supply first period needs. 
Selection of a debt portfolio Although the model generates 
74 individual portfolios, the first period decision only involves two 
possibilities: term bonds in the amount of $178.867 million at the low 
standard deviation level, or nine-month bonds at $178.867 million at the 
high standard deviation level. 
The 90 percent probability cost ranges for the high expected cost and 
the low expected cost portfolios are shown in Figure 5.6. The high 
expected cost portfolio has a 90 percent probability that the actual 
discounted cost will fall between $252.580 million and $298.084 million; 
for the low expected cost portfolio the range is $179.354 million to 
$294.386 mxllxon. 
With debt policy constraints The model with debt constraints 
generated 141 unique portfolios on the efficiency frontier. The port­
folios ranged from a low expected discounted cost of $247.961 million 
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expected discounted cost of $264.536 million (low discounted standard 
deviation of $21,590 million). The 141 portfolios on the frontier are 
plotted in Figure 5.7. That figure also contains the efficiency frontier 
from Figure 5.5, which was derived with no debt policy constraints. 
Table 5.25. Activities into solution the first period: Recession forecast of expected debt cost 
and time series debt forecast, no debt policy constraints (in millions of dollars) 
Portfolio 
numbers 
Range in 
expected 
cost 
Range in 
standard 
deviation 
Nine-
month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
Discount 
notes 
1 to 64 275.332 to 
244.336 
17.775 to 
31.994 
0 . 0  178.867 0.0 0.0 
65 to 74 240.153 to 
236.870 
37.314 to 
44.934 
178.867 0.0 0 . 0  0 . 0  
$252,580 * 
Highest Expected Cost 
$298,084 
Iiowest Expected Cost 
$179,354 « o $294,386 
Figure 5.6. Probability of cost ranges at the 90 percent confidence level 
Recession forecast of expected debt cost and time series debt 
forecast, no debt policy constraints (in millions of dollars) 
48 _ 
42 _ 
36 _ 
30 
24 -
18 -
235 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 280 
Expected Cost 
A = Without Debt Policy Constraints 
B = With Debt Policy Constraints 
Figure 5.7. Ejjpected cost and standard deviation efficiency frontiers with and without debt 
policy constraints, recession forecast of expected debt cost (in millions of 
dollaars ) 
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Like the efficiency frontiers generated with the most probable forecast 
of interest rates (Figure 5.3), the addition of debt policy constraints 
shifted the efficiency frontier to the right. The shift is less drastic 
than what occurred with the most probable interest rate forecast, and is 
a fairly uniform shift of $2 million to $3 million in expected cost i 
along the frontier. 
As noted earlier, the introduction of debt policy constraints in the 
most probable expected debt application hindered the use of the low cost 
term bond in October of the first year. This is noticed by the comparison 
of Table 5.12 (the low cost portfolio without the debt policy constraints) 
and Table 5.17 (the low cost portfolio with the debt policy constraints). 
A dominant low cost bond does not exist in the recession forecast of 
expected debt cost. Therefore, the introduction of debt policy constraints 
does not severely shift the frontier. 
The range in standard deviation for the efficiency frontier with 
constraints is smaller compared to the frontier without the constraints. 
The largest standard deviation for a portfolio on the frontier derived 
with the debt constraints is $31,738 million, compared to $44,934 million 
without the debt constraints. Thus, it appears that with the recession 
forecast of debt cost, the debt constraints are effective in limiting the 
risk exposure of the bank. However, that accomplishment is achieved with 
an increase in the lowest expected cost and the standard deviation ob­
tainable. The lowest cost portfolio on the frontier generated by the 
model with the debt constraints has a cost that is $11,091 million higher 
than the lowest cost portfolio on the frontier derived by the model without 
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the debt constraints. Also, the lowest standard deviation portfolio 
on the frontier derived with the debt policy constraints is $21,590 
million, which is $3,815 million greater than the lowest standard devia­
tion portfolio on the frontier obtained without the debt policy con­
straints . 
Liability structures The highest expected cost, an inter­
mediate expected cost, and the lowest expected cost portfolios on the 
efficiency frontier are shown respectively in Tables 5.26, 5.27, and 
5.28. The difference between these portfolios and the analogous port­
folios obtained without the debt policy constraints (Tables 5.21, 5.22, 
and 5.23) can be attributed to the debt policy constraints. 
The low standard deviation portfolio with the debt constraints 
(Table 5.26) like the portfolio with no debt constraints (Table 5.21) 
includes a large volume of term bonds the first year of the planning 
horizon. However, the term bond volume is restricted because of the 
debt policy constraints, so a large amount of nine-month bonds is also 
included in the portfolio in the first year of the planning horizon. One-
month discount notes provide some of the debt needs the month before term 
bonds are issued so that the maximum amount of term bonds (subject to the 
debt policy constraints) can be sold. The adjustment that occurs with 
the addition of the debt policy constraints is completely analogous to 
the changes that occurred using the most probable interest rate fore­
cast when debt policy constraints were added. As with the most probable 
forecast, the second year of the low standard deviation portfolio involves 
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Table 5.26. Debt issuance for the planning horizon; Recession forecast 
of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, debt 
policy constraints, lowest standard deviation portfolio 
(in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month Term Six-month One-month 
bonds bonds bonds discount notes 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1981 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
44.579 
114.883 
78.089 
0 .0  
100.062 
83.912 
0 .0  
109.269 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
108.463 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
86.887 
0 . 0  
0.0  
81.662 
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
11.288 
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
134.288 
138.490 
141.206 
143.005 
144.603 
144.294 
146.333 
93.988 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
27.958 
20.952 
1.386 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
81.541 
0 .0  
112.353 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
44.564 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
21.329 
0 . 0  
0.0 • 
95.474 
0 .0  
11.611 
94.884 
0 . 0  
39.750 
144.448 
0 . 0  
29.893 
38.944 
0 .0  
65.354 
451.276 
387.911 
469.384 
475.892 
Expected Discounted Cost = 264.536 
Standard Deviation = 21.590 
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Table 5.27. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Recession forecast 
of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, debt 
policy constraints, intermediate standard deviation port­
folio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 44.579 
February 114.883 
March 122.654 
April 93.926 
May 100.062 
June 105.241 
July 119.877 
August 0.0 
September 111.082 
October 143.005 
November 0.0 
December 127.319 
1980 
January 0.0 
February 98.817 
March 105.092 
April 144.294 
May 2.286 
June 120.133 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
1981 
First Quarter 451.276 
Second Quarter 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 301.772 
Expected Discounted 
Standard Deviation = 
134.288 
0 . 0  
0 .0  
5.845 
143.085 
137.678 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
19.187 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 , 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
220.530 
58.993 
112.705 
306.864 
0 .0  
475.892 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
137.227 
142.571 
23.450 
143.524 
144.042 
144.603 
144.465 
144.448 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
445.511 
451.276 
49.761 
469.384 
475.892 
Cost = 250.678 
: 27.989 
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Table 5.28. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Recession forecast 
of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, debt 
policy constraints, highest standard deviation portfolio 
(in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1981 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
44.579 
114.883 
122.654 
93.926 
9.205 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0.0 
0 .0  
0 .0  
142.678 
0 . 0  
6.761 
0.0 
0 .0  
304.234 
0.0 
0 .0  
0 .0  
134.288 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
5.845 
49.441 
0 . 0  
31.792 
7.231 
43.701 
11.068 
9.052 
7.231 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
90.857 
50.204 
33.708 
136.504 
115.783 
143.005 
143.524 
144.042 
127.352 
144.465 
115.634 
0 . 0  
144.523 
145.428 
410.932 
136.043 
407.632 
159.366 
423.020 
475.892 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
55.037 
141.206 
141.929 
142.571 
42.638 
110.044 
144.042 
144,603 
144.465 
144.448 
143.235 
144.523 
145.428 
0.0 
445.511 
451.276 
451.237 
469.384 
475.892 
Expected Discounted Cost = 247.961 
Standard Deviation = 31.738 
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the continued use of term bonds and some nine-month bonds to refinance 
maturing nine-month and six-month bonds issued the first year. Even 
with the debt policy constraints, a large amount of term debt is used 
because term bonds have low standard deviations. But because of the 
debt policy constraints, it takes two years rather than one year to 
accumulate the large volume. By the end of the second year $906,476 
million of term bonds are issued with the debt constraints compared to 
$1,112,566 million without the debt constraints. 
The debt issuance pattern for the first two years of the inter­
mediate cost portfolio with the debt policy constraints is very similar 
to the portfolio without the constraints with a few exceptions. Be­
cause of the policy limiting the use of any debt activity to 10 percent 
of total debt, the dollar volume of some of the activities is reduced. 
This occurs with the discount notes at the end of the first year, so 
other bonds, mostly nine-month bonds, are substituted for notes. The 
same policy limits the use of term bonds in January of both the first 
and second years. In the first year nine-month bonds are substituted 
for term bonds. In the second year the substitute is discount notes. 
In the third year six-month and nine-month bonds are used because the 
discount notes are limited by the 10 percent constraint. 
In the low cost portfolio with debt constraints, nine-month bonds 
are again issued the first few months of the planning horizon to lock 
in a low debt cost before interest rates increase. As interest rates 
decrease beginning the middle of the first year, discount notes are 
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used so that debt can be refinanced each month at a lower cost. Because 
the 10 percent debt constraint limits the exclusive use of discount 
notes, six-month bonds are also used as interest rates fall. Next to the 
one-month discount note, the six-month bond has the shortest maturity of 
the debt activities. Because the six-month bond's maturity is six times 
that of the one-month discount note, debt cannot be refinanced as rapidly 
when interest rates decrease with the policy constraints compared to the 
unconstrained model. The result is that the cost of the lowest cost 
portfolio with the debt constraints is $247,951 million compared to 
$236,870 million without debt constraints, an increase of 5 percent. 
Another difference between the portfolios is that term bonds are now used 
because of the necessity to keep 30 percent of the debt in term bonds. 
The largest amount of term bonds permissible, subject to the 10 percent 
constraint, is issued the first month. This term debt could have been 
spread out over the planning horizon within the limitations of the debt 
constraints, but because interest rates were rising, the lowest cost 
option is to issue the maximum amount of term bonds the first month be­
fore interest rates increase. Later the first year and in the second 
and third years, additional term bonds are issued to maintain the 30 
percent minimum constraint. 
First year debt activities A summary of debt issuance the 
first year for the portfolios on the efficiency frontier is shown in 
Table 5.29. Every sixth portfolio is summarized. The low standard 
deviation portfolio again involves extensive use of term bonds. However, 
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Table 5.29. Average monthly new debt outstanding for the first year; 
Recession forecast of expected debt cost and time series 
debt forecast. debt policy constraints (percent of 
yearly total) 
Portfolio Nine-month Term Six-month Discount Expected Standard 
number bonds bonds bonds notes cost deviation 
1 48.1 46.4 2.6 3.0 264.536 21.590 
6 45.9 46.4 4.7 3.0 263.852 21.627 
12 48.1 45.9 1.9 4.1 263.213 21.760 
18 50.2 44.8 0.8 4.2 262.442 21.969 
24 59.6 36.9 0.0 3.5 259.162 23.065 
30 58.7 36.9 0.0 4.4 258.380 23.379 
36 58.3 36.9 0.0 4.8 258.253 23.438 
42 58.2 36.4 0.0 5.3 257.945 23.593 
48 63.3 32.4 0.0 4.4 256.589 24.304 
54 66.3 29.2 0.0 4.5 255.151 25.118 
60 71.9 21.6 0.9 5.6 252.695 26.631 
66 74.4 18.3 0.9 6.5 250.833 27.861 
72 74.4 18.3 0.6 6.7 250.630 28.031 
78 74.3 18.3 0.7 6.7 249.607 28.984 
84 74.1 18.3 0.6 7.0 249.389 29.180 
90 73.3 18.3 1.1 7.3 249.149 29.446 
96 70.8 18.3 2.9 8.0 248.747 29.934 
102 66.6 18.3 6.8 8.4 248.607 30.115 
108 58.9 18.3 13.4 9.4 248.452 30.359 
114 54.2 18.3 18.1 9.4 248.283 30.653 
120 49.9 18.3 22.5 9.4 248.185 30.834 
126 49.6 18.3 23.1 9.1 248.064 31.087 
132 45.6 18.3 28.0 8.1 248.027 31.229 
138 41.8 18.3 32.0 8.0 247.966 31.646 
141 38.8 18.3 34.2 8.7 247.961 31.738 
because the 10 percent debt constraint limits the use of any specific 
bond issue, nine-month bonds are substituted for term bonds in a large 
volume at the low standard deviation level. Nine-month bonds become even 
more prevalent in lower cost portfolios, and reach a peak in usage at 
portfolio 72 where they supply 74.4 percent of the average monthly new 
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debt outstanding for the first year. Then use of nine-month bonds de­
creases and they are replaced by six-month bonds. Discount notes are 
used at all levels of standard deviation, but their use peaks at port­
folio 120 where they supply 9.3 percent of the average monthly new 
debt needs of the first year. 
First period debt activities The first period debt . 
activities are listed in Table 5.30. As illustrated in this table, the 
first period activities remain constant at $44,579 million of nine-
month bonds and $134,288 million of term bonds for all 141 individual 
portfolios. The term bonds are at the maximum 10 percent limit. They 
are at that constrained level in the low standard deviation portfolio 
because the standard deviation of that debt activity is zero.^ In the 
low cost portfolio where standard deviation levels are higher, the 
term bonds remain at the same value because of the 30 percent require­
ment constraint. Interest rates increase during the early part of the 
first year and the issuance of $134,288 million of term bonds in 
January will satisfy the 30 percent constraint during the later periods 
of higher interest rates. 
Selection of a debt portfolio Although there are 141 
individual portfolios for the three-year planning horizon,- there is only 
one debt issuance option for the first period. If that debt option is 
used for the first period, then the rest of the planning horizon can 
^The variance and covariance of any of the first periods' four 
debt activities are zero. 
Table 5.30. Activities into solution the first period: Recession forecast of expected debt 
cost and time series debt forecast, debt policy constraints (in millions of 
dollars) 
Portfolio Range, in Range in Term Six-month Discount 
, expected standard month , . , 
numbers c^st deviation bonds ^onds bonds notes 
1 to 141 264.536 to 21.590 to 44.579 134.288 0.0 0.0 
247.961 31.738 
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entail the planned use of any of the 141 portfolios. 
The 90 percent probability cost ranges are listed in Figure 5.18. 
The highest expected cost portfolio has a range of $236,901 million to 
$292,171 million. The range for the lowest expected cost portfolio 
is $207,336 million to $288,586 million. 
Comparison of the efficiency frontiers 
The previous discussion indicates that changes in the coefficients 
of the model and the addition of debt policy constraints will shift the 
efficiency frontier. The relative sensitivity of the frontier to these 
parameters is illustrated by comparing the four efficiency frontiers of 
Figures 5.3 and 5.7, which are replotted in Figure 5.9. 
The addition of debt policy constraints shifts the efficiency 
frontier to the right such that at any level of standard deviation, 
the expected cost is greater. This is reflected by a shift from frontier 
A to frontier B, the frontiers obtained using the most probable debt 
forecast without and with the debt policy constraints respectively= It 
is also reflected by the shift from frontier C to D, the frontiers ob­
tained using the recession debt forecast without and with the debt policy 
constraints respectively. The shift from frontier A to frontier B is 
not a parallel shift because the increase in expected cost is greater at 
high standard deviation levels. Since the term bond in October of the 
first year is used at a volume as large as $960,182 million in the non-
constrained frontier but is restricted to a maximum of $129,673 million 
in the constrained portfolio, the increase in expected cost is greater 
Highest Expected Cost 
$236-901 « • $292,171 
cn a» 
Lowest Expected Cost 
$207,335 « • $288,586 
Figure 5.8. Probability of cost ranges: 90 percent confidence level, recession 
forecast of expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, debt 
policy constraints (in millions of dollars) 
48 -r 
42--
36 --
30 
24 --
18 
222 228 234 240 246 252 258 264 270 276 
Expected Cost 
A = Most probai)le expected debt cost, no debt policy constraints 
B = Most probable expected debt cost, with debt policy constraints 
C = Recession forecast of expected debt cost, no debt policy constraints 
D = Recession forecast of expected debt cost, with debt policy constraints 
Figure 5.9. Expected cost and standard deviation efficiency frontiers (in millions of 
dollars) 
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at the higher standard deviation levels when the use of that bond is 
extensive because of its low expected cost. The shift from frontier C 
to D is more parallel because no prevalent bond is used on the non-
constrained frontier. The shift from C to D also entails a reduction 
in the highest cost risk exposure (standard deviation) of the bank. 
This did not occur with the shift from A to B. The reduction occurs 
because a large volume of discount notes, which have high standard 
deviations, were used in the low cost portfolio on frontier C but were 
restricted in frontier D. The shift from A to C, which results from a 
change in expected debt cost coefficients and debt requirements, is much 
more drastic than the shift due to the debt constraints. This implies 
that the debt policy constraints have a relatively small impact on the 
portfolios on the efficiency frontiers compared to the effects of a 
change in the expected debt cost coefficients and debt needs. 
Myopic conditions 
For the majority of the portfolios, discount notes are often the 
only financing activities used the last year of the planning horizon. 
This may be the result of the termination procedure utilized. In the 
last quarter of the planning horizon only three months remain so all 
debt activities essentially become three-month bond activities. Since 
the debt costs of the activities are not equal that last quarter, the 
activities that enter into solution would tend to be those activities 
with the lowest expected cost and variance. Since the discount notes 
tend to have the lowest expected cost they usually enter into solution. 
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This occurs even though their variances are slightly higher than the 
variances of the other activities. This creates myopic solutions for 
the last year and especially the last two quarters of the planning 
horizon. 
However, it is not believed that this leads to myopic solutions 
for the first year and especially not for the first month. This con­
clusion is based on the observation that a wide range of activities are 
included in the portfolios during the last year without a change in 
activities in the first year of the planning horizon. Also, the term-to-
maturity of all activities are the same during the last quarter in the 
model. Any impact on the first half of the planning horizon would have 
to be transmitted through the covariance coefficients since they are the 
only linkage between the debt activities of the last quarter and earlier 
periods of the planning horizon. Comparison of the covariance coeffi­
cients would be misleading because they deal with different cost 
magnitudes. However, a correlation matrix was calculated and these 
coefficients were compared since they are standardized. The correlation 
between the costs for the discount note the last quarter and debt 
activities for the first month of the planning horizon is zero because 
costs the first month are known with certainty. The correlations between 
the discount note the last quarter and the discount note, six-month 
bond, nine-month bond, and term bond the fourth month are 0.03, -0.16, 
-0.18, and -0.13, respectively. There is only a slight difference 
between these measures. Any myopic effects the first year should there­
fore be negligible. 
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Discounting versus not discounting 
Because interest payments on the debt securities occur during dif­
ferent periods of the planning horizon, the expected cost and variance-
covariance coefficients were discounted to a present cost value. This 
permits accurate comparison of portfolios on an efficiency frontier even 
though the timing of debt payments differs between the portfolios. The 
discounting procedure does require additional computational time and 
effort. It involves the derivation of risk-free discount rates for 24 
periods from forecasted U.S. Treasury 90-day Bill rates. The procedure 
then requires discounting 84 expected cost coefficients and 7,056 vari-
ance-covariance coefficients (84 by 84 matrix). Estimation of the 
risk-free Treasury Bill rates is not unsurmountable since an estimation 
of one-month discount note rates is required for the analysis and the two 
rate projections are highly correlated [6, p. 8]. Although the numerical 
calculation is accomplished quickly by computer, it does require addi­
tional solution steps. Therefore, if the portfolios on the efficiency 
frontiers are not significantly different when the coefficients are dis­
counted or not discounted, the use of the model without discounting will 
reduce the time and complexity of obtaining the portfolios on the 
efficiency frontier. 
Since the application of the model with the recession forecast of 
interest rates generated an efficiency frontier that has a wider range 
of expected discounted cost and discounted standard deviation than the 
most probable forecast of interest rates, the test of the impact of 
discounting will use the recession forecast. Because of the greater 
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variation in expected debt cost over the planning horizon and the larger 
discounted coefficients, any effects of not discounting should be appa­
rent in the recession application. 
Comparison of the expected cost or standard deviation from efficiency 
frontiers obtained with discounted and nondiscounted values is meaning­
less since the discounted expected cost and standard deviation will 
certainly be less than the nondiscounted expected cost and standard devia­
tion. However, comparison of the debt structure of the portfolios on the 
two efficiency frontiers will indicate whether different results are ob­
tained by the two procedures. Comparison of every portfolio between the 
efficiency frontiers is not feasible because of the large number of 
portfolios generated and the inability to exactly match points on the 
two efficiency frontiers since the total number of portfolios as well as 
the expected costs and standard deviations are different. It is possible 
however, to compare the portfolios at the end points of the two efficiency 
frontiers to determine if the high and low expected cost portfolios are 
different. Also, since in debt selection decisions the important choices 
are those that must be made the first period of the planning horizon, 
first period activities on the two efficiency frontiers will be compared. 
The model with no debt policy constraints using the nondiscounted 
recession forecast of debt cost and the time series forecast to obtain 
optimal bond and note debt generated 56 different debt portfolios. The 
discounted application using the same constraints and forecasts had 
generated 74 debt portfolios. 
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Liability structures The highest nondiscounted expected cost port­
folio of $322,897 million is shown in Table 5.31. In comparing this port­
folio to the analogous highest discounted debt portfolio from Table 
5.21 it is apparent that there are only slight differences in the debt 
funding activities. The first four months are identical for the two 
portfolios. The first difference occurs in May of the first year when 
the nondiscounted portfolio has $31,027 million in nine-month bonds com­
pared to $41,028 million for the discounted portfolio. The $10 million 
difference is balanced by $69,034 million in discount notes that month for 
the nondiscounted portfolio compared to $59,034 million for the dis­
counted portfolio. Since the discount notes mature the next month, the 
$10 million difference is refinanced with an additional $10 million in 
discount notes in June of the first year in the nondiscounted portfolio 
compared to the discounted portfolio. The $10 million is then re­
financed on a long term basis by the issuance of $10 million in term 
bonds during July in the nondiscounted portfolio. 
The next difference between the two portfolios occurs during January 
of the second year when the nondiscounted portfolio includes $27,938 
million of debt in nine-month bonds while the discounted portfolio has 
$37,938 million. The $10 million difference occurs because the non-
discounted portfolio has this amount of debt financed for the duration of 
the planning horizon by the addition of $10 million in term bonds issued 
in July of the first year. The discounted portfolio also includes 
$2,286 million in nine-month bonds during May of the second year that 
are not included in the nondiscounted portfolio. As a replacement, the 
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Table 5.31, Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Nondiscounted, 
recession forecast of expected debt cost and time series 
debt forecast, no debt policy constraints, highest standard 
deviation portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 0.0 178.867 
February 0.0 
March 0.0 
April 0.0 331.463 
May 31.027 
June 0.0 
July 0.0 294.152 
August 0.0 
September 0.0 
October 0.0 257.991 
November 0.0 
December 0.0 
1980 
January 0.0 60.093 
February 27.938 
March 0.0 
April 0.0 
May 0.0 
June 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
1981 
First Quarter 0.0 
Second Quarter 0.0 
Third Quarter 0•0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 
E5Ç)ected Cost = 322.897 
Standard Deviation = 20, 
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
2.286 
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
114.883 
237.537 
0 . 0  
69.034 
174.275 
0 . 0  
137.227 
253.653 
0 . 0  
5.191 
10.374 
0 . 0  
1.706 
1.540 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
9.051 
132.385 
257.938 
457.718 
557.340 
638.814 
703.896 
926 
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nondiscomted portfolio obtains the $2,286 million of funds with six-
month bonds, the only six-month bonds used in either portfolio. Other 
slight differences occur in the use of discount notes beginning the 
fourth quarter of the second year because of the previously mentioned 
variation in timing and amount of bonds issued. 
The lowest cost portfolios on the nondiscounted and the discounted 
efficiency frontiers (Tables 5.32 and 5.23, respectively) also have 
slight differences. The first difference occurs in February of the 
first year when $144,883 million in nine-month bonds are included in 
the discounted portfolio compared to $144,883 million in six-month 
bonds in the nondiscounted portfolio. The next difference is in April 
of the first year when $93,926 million of six-month bonds are included 
in the discounted portfolio while the same amount of funds are obtained 
by discount notes in the nondiscounted portfolio. Then, because dis­
count notes mature in succeeding months, the nondiscounted portfolio 
includes $93,926 million more in discount notes than the discounted 
portfolio for the period of May to September. Once the $93,926 
million in the discounted portfolio mature at the end of October of 
the first year both portfolios are identical through the end of the 
planning horizon. 
First period debt activities The first 48 lowest standard 
deviation portfolios (86 percent of the total portfolios) of the non-
discounted efficiency frontier involve $178,867 million in terms bonds 
the first period of the planning horizon. The discounted efficiency 
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Table 5.32. Debt issuance for the planning horizon: Nondiscounted, 
recession forecast of expected debt cost and time series 
debt forecast, no debt policy constraints, lowest standard 
deviation portfolio (in millions of dollars) 
Nine-month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
One-month 
discount notes 
1979 
January 178.867 0.0 
February 0.0 0.0 
March 0.0 0.0 
April 0.0 0.0 
May 0.0 0.0 
June 0.0 0.0 
July 0.0 0.0 
August 0.0 0.0 
September 0.0 0.0 
October 0.0 0.0 
November 0.0 0.0 
December 0.0 0.0 
1980 
January 0.0 0.0 
February 0.0 0.0 
March 0.0 0.0 
April 0.0 0.0 
May 0,0 0.0 
June 0.0 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 0.0 
1981 
First Quarter 0.0 0,0 
Second Quarter 0.0 0.0 
Third Quarter 0.0 0.0 
Fourth Quarter 0.0 0.0 
Expected Cost = 274.613 
Standard Deviation = 53.879 
0 . 0  
114.883 
122.654 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0,0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
93.926 
193.988 
299.229 
419.106 
671.216 
910.296 
1093.501 
1098.692 
1103.875 
1153.594 
1152.211 
1152.045 
1150.505 
1152.791 
1161.842 
3591.104 
3656.198 
3825.754 
3925.376 
4006.849 
4071.932 
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frontier has the same first period activity for the first 64 lowest 
standard deviation portfolios which also encompasses 86 percent of the 
total portfolios. In the remaining portfolios on both efficiency 
frontiers (those with lower expected costs but higher standard devia­
tions) $178,867 million in nine-month bonds are used the first period. 
Effects of not discounting There are two reasons why not dis­
counting creates only slight changes in the debt portfolio. First, the 
total length of the planning horizon is only three years, and although 
discounting costs to the present will reduce the value of future costs, 
the reduction is not extremely large. More important is the fact that 
interest payments occur uniformly and regularly for all securities. Be­
cause of the uniform timing of costs, discounting these costs may not 
noticeably alter the relative cost of various financing alternatives. 
For example, if the debt needs of the bank are fulfilled by a term 
bond at a 10 percent coupon rate, then $50 in interest payments are made 
every six months (semi-annually) over the three years per $1,000 of 
bonds. If the debt needs of the bank are fulfilled by a six-month bond 
that can be issued and reissued at a 10 percent coupon rate, then $50 
in interest payments are also made every six months during the three 
years per $1,000 of bonds. If the six-month bond is refinanced at 
varying rates during the planning horizon, then it is possible that 
discounting will influence the relative costs of these funding 
strategies. If the rate on the six-month bond increases with every re­
financing, then its nondiscounted cost would be greater than the term 
Table 5.33. Activities into solution the first period: Nondiscounted, recession forecast of 
expected debt cost and time series debt forecast, no debt policy constraints 
(in millions of dollars) 
Portfolio 
numbers 
Range in 
expected 
cost 
Range in 
standard 
deviation 
Nine-
month 
bonds 
Term 
bonds 
Six-month 
bonds 
Discount 
notes 
1 to 48 322.879 to 
282.472 
20.922 to 
42.721 
178.867 
49 to 55 277.157 to 
274.613 
49,770 to 
53.879 
178.867 
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bond's nondiscounted cost. The cost on a discounted basis will also be 
greater because both costs are discounted at the same rate. If the 
interest rate decreases on the six-month bond, then the six-month bond 
has a lower cost than the term bond on either a discounted or nondis­
counted basis. However, if the rate on the six-month bond is both 
higher and lower than the rate on the term bond during the planning 
horizon, then discounting or not discounting may affect the selection 
of the low cost funding alternative. 
In summary, although only slight differences exist between dis­
counted and nondiscounted portfolios, these changes did occur, and some­
times they occurred in the first period of the planning horizon. It is 
therefore recommended that discounting be used. This proposal is made 
in conjunction with the fact that once the discounting procedure is 
established, it is relatively effortless to implement. 
Summary 
In this chapter the empirical model was first applied to two 
historical test periods using actual costs and debt amounts as the 
coefficients in the model. Then the model was applied to a future 
period using various projections for the expected debt costs and debt 
requirements. The results from these applications provide evidence for 
the following summary statements concerning the optimal structure of 
debt portfolios. 
The term-to-maturity of the debt in a portfolio is inversely related 
to the standard deviation of the portfolio. A movement down the efficiency 
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frontier, with a decrease in standard deviation but an increase in ex­
pected cost, will generally lead to a shift from discount notes to 
six-month bonds to nine-month bonds to term bonds. If the expected cost 
of debt increases over the three-year planning horizon, then more long-
term debt activities are included in the portfolio. The type of long-
term activity depends upon the variance level of the portfolio. The long-
term activities used at lower variances will be term bonds; long-term 
activities at higher variances will be nine-month bonds. If expected 
cost decreases, the portfolio includes more short-term activities. Short-
term activities used at lower variances will be nine-month and six-month 
bonds; short-term activities at higher variances will be discount notes. 
If expected cost first increases and then decreases, intermediate-term 
activities, such as six-month or nine-month bonds will be used in the 
portfolio initially to provide funds while interest rates increase and 
short-term activities will be used as interest rates decrease. If ex­
pected debt cost decreases and then increases over the planning horizon, 
first short-term funding activities will be used and then long-term 
maturities will be added when interest rates reach their lowest value 
of the planning horizon. If debt needs are projected to increase for 
the three-year planning horizon, the specific projected increase does 
not significantly alter the distribution or maturity of debt, only the 
absolute volume. 
The implementation of debt policy constraints will shift the 
efficiency frontier curve to the right, such that at any level of 
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standard deviation the expected cost of the portfolio generated with the 
constraints will be greater than the portfolio without the constraints. 
The severity of the shift depends upon the use of debt before the intro­
duction of the policy constraints. If a bond or a series of bonds are 
used extensively because of their low cost, the introduction of debt 
policy constraints, which will limit their use, will drastically shift 
the frontier. 
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The Federal Intermediate Credit Banks (FICBs) through local Produc­
tion Credit Associations and other financial institutions have become 
significant suppliers of nonreal estate credit to agricultural pro­
ducers. The increased volume and subsequent increased debt costs of the 
banks have been accompanied by fluctuations in the funding volume and 
costs at which the funds are obtained. The liability management model 
developed and empirically tested in this study is an operational procedure 
that may be useful to the banks as an aid in selecting liability struc­
tures that minimize the average cost of credit which they provide to 
PCAs and OFIs. 
The model requires an estimate of monthly expected debt costs for 
the Farm Credit System securities for a 18-month future period and quarter­
ly estimates for an additional six quarters. It also requires an esti­
mation of monthly and quarterly debt requirements for the three-year future 
period. With these coefficients, the model generates an efficiency 
frontier of debt portfolios for a three-year period. That efficiency 
frontier is structured so that a minimum expected cost debt portfolio 
is derived for each level of cost variance. A movement to a lower ex­
pected cost portfolio on the efficiency frontier entails a higher level 
of cost variance. The model can be used to obtain a new efficiency 
frontier when a change in projected expected debt costs (interest rate 
change) or debt requirements becomes apparent. In most cases the model 
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would be used at least once a month when a decision to participate in a 
bond issue is made. The model can also be used to assess the impact 
of alternative debt policy constraints on cost and risk. 
The model was empirically tested using the FICB of Omaha. In the 
application two projections of interest rates were converted into expected 
debt costs. The variance-covariance matrix of the debt costs was 
generated using the expectations theory of the term structure of interest 
rates. Data from 1965 to 1977 were used in this estimation. Two fore­
casts of stochastic future debt needs were generated with linear re­
gression equations and the expected value and the standard error of the 
forecasts were used as the mean and standard deviation parameters of a 
normal density function. With the use of an inventory model, the sto­
chastic debt needs were converted into optimal deterministic bond and 
note debt to be outstanding. 
The various projections of expected debt cost and debt requirements 
enabled testing the responsiveness of the model to changes in coeffi­
cient values. In addition, the model was tested with two historical 
periods using the actual debt cost and debt outstanding as values for 
the expected debt cost and optimal debt requirements. These tests 
resulted in the following results. 
The two historical tests indicate that debt issuance strategies 
(debt portfolios) were available that would have reduced the expected 
cost of debt by 4 to 5 percent ($7 to $9 million) for the three-year 
period. However, the expected cost reduction was accompanied by a 
large cost risk (standard deviation). In contrast, debt portfolios were 
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available that had a lower cost risk but at higher expected costs. The 
tests also indicate that diversification appears to occur over time 
rather than between debt issues at a point in time. 
With the most probable forecast of debt cost, expected cost is pro­
jected to steadily decrease during 1979, increase slightly during 1980, 
and then decrease slightly during 1981. The discounted expected cost 
of the efficiency frontier generated ranged from $227 to $237 million 
for the three-year period; the discounted standard deviation ranged from 
$28 to $19 million. At low variance (high cost) levels on the efficiency 
frontier, the first year of the portfolios contains discount notes and 
term bonds. The discount notes provide funds between term bond issues. 
At higher levels of variance (lower cost) discount notes and six-month 
bonds substitute for some term bonds. Late the first year and early 
the second year of the portfolios, a large volume of term bonds are used 
to lock in a low interest cost for the duration of the planning horizon. 
The usage is greatest at the high variance levels. The third year of 
the portfolios involves extensive use of discount notes, especially at 
the high variance levels. 
With the recession forecast of debt cost, expected debt cost is 
projected to sharply increase for the first half of 1979, peak during 
the middle of 1979,- and then fall sharply through 1980= During 1981 
the decrease continues but is less drastic. The discounted expected 
cost of the efficiency frontier generated ranged from $237 to $275 million 
for the three-year period; the discounted standard deviation ranged from 
$45 to $18 million. At the low variance (high cost) levels on the 
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efficiency frontier, the first year of the portfolios contains pri­
marily term bonds and discount notes. At the higher variance (lower 
cost) levels, nine-month and six-month bonds are used the first few months 
of the first year to lock in a low cost while interest rates increase 
during the first half of the first year. As interest rates fall during 
the second and third years, short-term securities are used extensively; 
nine-month and six-month bonds at the lower variance levels and discount 
notes at the higher variance levels. 
In general, with all applications, a movement down the efficient 
frontier set from low expected cost and high cost variance portfolios 
to higher expected cost but lower cost variance portfolios typically 
entails a shift from one-month discount notes to six-month bonds to nine-
month bonds to term bonds. A projected increase in expected interest 
rates over the planning horizon will cause longer-term bonds to be used 
to lock in a low debt cost. A projected decrease in expected interest 
rates over the planning horizon will cause shorter-term bonds and notes 
to be used to take advantage of the decrease. The specific terms used 
depend upon the duration of the movement and variance level on the 
efficiency frontier. The long-term activities used at lower variances 
will be term bonds, long-term activities at higher variances will be 
nine-month bonds. Short-term activities used at lower variances will be 
nine-month and six-month bonds, short-term activities at higher variances 
will be discount notes. A fluctuation of debt needs over the planning 
horizon requires the use of some short-term securities at all variance 
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levels which mature when debt needs decrease. A steady growth in debt 
needs permits the use of all terms-to-maturity, the selection of which 
depends upon the expected cost and variance of the portfolio. 
Two versions of the model were constructed and tested; one version 
without debt policy constraints and another version with debt policy 
constraints. As would be expected, the addition of policy constraints 
reduced the value of the objective function of the model. In the case 
with the constraints, expected debt cost was higher at each level of 
variance. This resulted in a shift to the right of the efficiency fron­
tier. With the most probable forecast of debt cost, expected cost was 
$5 to $8 million higher. With the recession forecast, expected cost was 
$2 to S3 million higher. The expected cost increase was greater for the 
most probable forecase of debt cost because the debt policy constraints 
limited the extensive use of a low cost term bond. However, the policy 
constraints limited the high levels of variance (cost risk) that the bank 
could be exposed to by truncating the upper section of the efficiency 
frontier. Unfortunately, the policy constraints also truncated the lower 
section of the efficiency frontier and limited the low variance solutions 
as well. 
The use of nondiscounted expected costs and nondiscounted variance-
covariance cost coefficients rather than discounted costs resulted in 
changes in the activities that entered into solution. Generally, the 
change in solution activities was slight for the early periods of the 
planning horizon but more drastic for the later periods. This is because 
discounting has a greater impact on costs farther into the future. 
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Conclusions and Implications 
The model appears to derive realistic optimal solutions. Whether 
these solutions are the best solutions obtainable depends upon the accu­
racy of the forecasted coefficients used in the model. The historical 
tests of the model generated some solutions that had lower expected costs 
than what the bank actually experienced over the test periods. How­
ever, those solutions were obtained using the actual debt costs that 
occurred over the period. There is no guarantee that the model will 
generate solutions that reduce the bank's actual debt cost if inaccu­
rate forecasts are used in the model. Since the model is an optimiza­
tion model which selects solutions from an enormous but finite set of 
feasible solutions, a task which would not be possible without a decision 
model, it would seem plausible that the model could be useful in analyzing 
potential liability structures as options. 
It was impossible to compare the solution results for 1979, 1980 
and 1981 to past financing activities of the bank because of the transi­
tion to system-wide securities which were included in the model but were 
not completely available to the bank before 1979. However, with the 
coefficient values used in the model it would appear that more 
extensive usage of both long-term bonds and discount notes should 
occur. The nine-month and six-month bonds are very similar as to expected 
costs, variance-covariance, and duration. It therefore appears that they 
are good substitutes for each other, depending upon funding needs of the 
bank and relative costs. 
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The debt policy constraints established by the bank are an attempt 
to reduce its exposure to high debt cost situations and to guarantee 
orderly debt issuance so as to not disrupt the market in which the bank 
obtains its funds. The constraints do accomplish these objectives but 
not without the cost of periodically forfeiting the full benefits of low 
interest rates. The use of the constraints is an indirect procedure to 
accomplish the objectives. It may be more beneficial to utilize a model 
procedure/ such as the model in this study, to directly accomplish the 
objectives. The model presents a tool for the bank to assess the potential 
impact of partially or completely relaxing the policy constraints. In 
addition, the model can provide some indication of the impact on debt 
cost of adding or modifying debt policy constraints. 
Finally, because the solution format of the model is fairly consis­
tent for different periods during the year, the model can be used on an 
operational basis with minor changes in the coefficients and parameters 
of the model to reflect the change in forecasted interest rates and debt 
requirements. 
Additional Research Needs 
Additional research in liability management for FICBs would include 
improving estimation procedures to revise the coefficients in the model, 
changing the model format to more realistically approximate the decision 
process, or developing alternative decision models. 
The empirical results of the model are dependent upon the coefficients 
utilized in the model. In testing the model these coefficients were esti­
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mated with reasonable methods and procedures. If this liability manage­
ment model proves to be useful to the banks, it would be beneficial 
for them to commit additional resources and time to develop and refine 
forecasting procedures for debt costs and debt requirements. For example, 
in this study one variance-covariance matrix was estimated for all pro­
jections of expected debt cost. But it is not really expected that the 
variance-covariance measures will be independent of the expected cost 
projections. Additional work in deriving additional matrices under 
various projections of expected debt cost may be useful. Likewise, 
additional work in forecasting expected debt costs (interest rates) and 
debt requirements would be beneficial to the banks. These forecasts 
would be useful even if a formal model is not used to arrive at debt 
issuance decisions. 
The model format may also be altered to more realistically approxi­
mate the decision environment of the bank. Additional time may be added 
to the planning horizon of the model, or the period divisions may be 
aggregated or delineated. One research area that may be especially 
beneficial would be to examine more closely the model termination pro­
cedure. Additional research may indicate that termination activities 
would help guard against myopic solutions. 
The empirical model was tested with a limited number of coefficient 
projections. To completely test the model it would be necessary to sub­
ject it to additional forecasted projections. One way that these addi­
tional tests could be accomplished is if a bank implements the model on 
an operational basis. Modifications to the model could then be made as 
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necessitated by the solution results obtained. 
The quadratic and inventory models utilized in this study were selec­
ted because they appeared to be the most appropriate procedures to derive 
optimal liability structures for the bank. Additional research may lead 
to alternative solution procedures that are more exact or efficient in 
obtaining solution results. One alternative procedure is the non­
sequential quadratic model outlined in Appendix A. 
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APPENDIX A: MODEL EXTENSIONS AND 
MODIFICATIONS 
In Chapter III a theoretical model was formulated to derive optimal 
liability structures for a FICB. That procedure utilizes a two-step 
solution process. First, an inventory procedure is used to derive optimal 
bond and note debt to be outstanding for each period into the future. 
Once the optimal bond and note debt to be outstanding for each period is 
determined, a quadratic optimization program is used to derive the opti­
mal debt structures. The quadratic program selects liability structures 
that minimize the variance of debt cost, subject to a given level of 
expected cost that is varied parametrically. The parametric routine 
generates an efficient frontier set of portfolios. In this chapter the 
inventory model is integrated directly into the quadratic model which 
results in a one-step solution process. With the one-step process, 
optimal bond and note debt to be outstanding, as well as the maturity 
structure of that debt, is determined simultaneously. Also in this 
chapter an alternative inventory model is presented that may be appli­
cable to some banks of the Farm Credit System. 
The Nonsequential Stochastic 
Quadratic Model 
Dantzig [23] was the first person to present the nonsequential sto­
chastic programming procedure which is amenable to situations where un­
certain but stochastic supply and demand conditions exist and can be 
estimated. In the programming procedure, product allocations are made 
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subject to probabilistic supply and demand conditions by including the 
probable opportunity costs of lost production or sales in the objective 
function. This creates a nonlinear objective function, but if the 
function is separable, it can be separated into linear segments.^ 
Separable programming can then be used to obtain a solution. For a 
global maximum to exist it is necessary that the objective function be 
concave. For the existence of a global minimum the objective function 
must be convex. 
In applying this procedure to the FICB liability management prob­
lem the inventory model is inserted into the objective function of the 
mathematic programming model. This creates a nonsequential stochastic 
programming model with a nonlinear component in the objective function. 
In addition, to handle risk the variance-covariance matrix is also in­
cluded, thus adding a quadratic segment to the objective function. To 
maintain consistency with the terminology in the literature, the model 
will be referred to as a nonsequential stochastic quadratic model. 
For the debt selection process of a FICB the nonsequential stochastic 
quadratic multiperiod model can be formulated as; 
00 
m n m 
Minimize K = À[ Z Z c..x., + Z p.[ 
i=l j=l i=l ^ 
m fY m m n n 
(v-y)f(v)dv]^ (A.l) 
y ^ 
Z h [  (y-v)f(v)dv] ] + Z  Z  Z  Z  x. q x 
i=l •'o i=l k=l j=l 1=1 ^ 
A nonlinear function f(x) is separable over the range a£x£b if it 
can be written as the sum of n functions f.(x.) one function for each 
n ^ 
variable x; where a<x.<b. Or, f(x) = Z f.(x.). 
D  - 3 -  j= l  ]  ]  
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subject to 
n 
E X. .-y. £ 0; i = 1,2, — ,m, (A.2) 
j=l  ^^ 
x,y,X > 0, 
where 
i or k = time period, from 1 to m, 
j or 1 = type of debt activity, from 1 to n, 
c^j = expected cost of debt j for period i, 
q. , = variance or covariance of c. . and c, , 
i]kl 1] kl 
p^ = short-term debt cost for period i, 
h^ = short-term investment return for period i, 
= debt activity j for period i, 
n 
E x . .  =  y .  f o r  p e r i o d  i ,  
j=l 1 
f(v). = probability distribution function for debt requirements 
for period i, 
X = the parametric scalar. 
Although not illustrated here to maintain simplicity, it is possible to 
include debt policy constraints by agumenting them to the constraint set. 
This nonsequential quadratic model has tlie components of the in­
ventory model built into the objective function. The values of y are 
solved within the optimization model along with the values of x. Pre­
viously, with the exogeneous inventory model, the values of y were solved 
implicitly by solving for the optimal debt to be outstanding, and then 
the x-vector was determined by using these optimal debt outstanding values 
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as the right-hand side of the mean-variance model. 
Advantages of explicitly including the inventory components in the 
mean-variance model are: 
(1) The weighted cost of bonds is determined within the optimiza­
tion model. In the two-step solution procedure this value is 
estimated before actual bond cost is determined. 
(2) Constraints on short-term debt and investments can be in­
corporated into the model. 
(3) Multiperiod effects can be transmitted into the inventory 
components of the model. 
(4) If desired, the variance-covariance of p and h can be in­
cluded into the variance-covariance matrix. 
A disadvantage to the one-step procedure is that the size of the optimiza­
tion model is greatly increased. 
A global minimization solution is obtainable with separable pro­
gramming if the objective function is convex. If the objective function 
is not convex, local nonunique solutions are obtained. The linear CX 
and quadratic X'QX portions of the objective function are convex if 
the quadratic form is positive definite. It is necessary to determine 
under what conditions the remaining nonlinear portion of the objective 
function is convex. In Chapter III it was shown that the second deriva­
tive of the inventory model, Equation (3.8), would be positive at any 
value of y* if p^c>h. Thus, the nonlinear portion of the objective func­
tion is convex if P^^Oh^ and a global minimization solution is possible. 
The nonsequential stochastic quadratic model was not empirically 
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applied to the debt selection process of the FICB of Omaha because of the 
increased model dimensions of the separable programming approach. The 
specific increase in columns depends upon the linear approximation 
procedure for the nonlinear component of the objective function. If the 
nonlinear inventory function for each period is approximated by n linear 
segments, n+1 additional column activities are required for every period. 
Also, one additional row is required for each period of the model to 
constrain the linear approximation activities to a value of one. 
This simultaneous solution procedure was tested on a small model 
consisting of two periods and three debt activities. The test indicated 
that the procedure is more exact in deriving the efficiency frontier than 
the two-step solution process- The reason is that the one-step solution 
procedure solved the cost of bond and note debt to be outstanding, which 
determines optimal bond and note debt via the inventory component, endo-
geneous rather than exogeneous to the quadratic model. 
An Alternative Inventory 
Model 
The inventory model formulated in Chapter III assumes that stochastic 
debt needs occur instantaneously at the beginning of each period and are 
partially or completely financed by bond debt which is outstanding or 
issued at the start of the period. Then, for the remainder of the 
period, there will either be excess funds or deficit funds that can be 
invested or borrowed on a short-term basis. This instantaneous demand 
approach is not unrealistic for a FICB because typically over 95 percent 
of debt occurs from refinancing at the start of the month. 
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In some instances this model would indicate that at the start of the 
period it is optimal for a bank to issue bond and note debt in an amount 
greater or less than their expected debt needs. However, some banks have 
a policy of meeting all of their expected debt needs at the start of the 
period with bond debt. For those banks, short-term sources of funds 
are strictly reserved for financing new debt requirements that may occur 
between bond issues. In fact, these banks may periodically issue bond 
debt in an amount greater than expected needs at the start of the period 
with the intention of holding the funds in short-term investments until 
needed for increased loan needs during the period. An alternative in­
ventory model will be applied to these banks' decision processes. 
In the alternative model debt demand is separated into two components. 
One component is the debt that occurs instantaneously at the beginning 
of the new period as outstanding loans are carried into the period. The 
second component of debt is the net new debt that occurs during the new 
period if new loans granted exceed loans repaid. The expected value of 
the instantaneous loan demand will be financed completely with bond and 
note debt. The net new debt that occurs during the period may also be 
partially or completely financed with bond debt issued at the start of 
the period. If the debt requirements of the bank are projected to 
decrease during the period, the expected value of debt at the beginning 
of the perioa will be used as the bond and note debt requirements for the 
period and the model will not be used for that specific period. 
In this alternative inventory model, demand for loans and therefore 
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debt to finance these loans is assumed to occur at a uniform rate over 
the time period. During any period, two situations may occur: (1) 
Demand at the end of the period will be less than bonds outstanding 
resulting in excess funds over the entire period; (2) demand at the 
end of the period will be greater than bonds outstanding so that a 
deficit will arise sometime during the period. Both of these cases are 
illustrated in Figure A.l. That figure shows the amount of excess or 
deficit bond debt over the time period. The notations used in the 
figures are; 
y = the amount of bond debt issued in excess of the beginning 
expected requirements, 
V = the amount of net new loans occurring uniformly over the time 
period, 
t = the fraction of the time period from 0 to 1. 
In case (1), the average amount of unused bond debt during the period 
is the total area under the curve (line) divided by the total time, 
((yt) - (v*t)/2)/t. Because in this case t=l, the average amount of un­
used bond debt is y-v/2. 
In case (2) there are periods of unused bond debt and deficit bond 
debt. The average amount of unused bond debt during the period is 
2 [ (yy/v)/2]/l, or y /2v. The average amount of deficit bond debt 
2 
during the period is [(v-y)(l-y/v)/2]/l, or (v-y) /2v. 
The objective of this inventory model is to minimize the expected 
cost of financing the new loans for the period. The control variable 
is the quantity of bonds exceeding the beginning expected debt needs to 
Case (1): Case (2): 
"V" — " tl 
y-v 
(1,0) 
average excess, bond debt = y-
A o )  
• f 
- -*f (l,v-y) 
average excess bond debt = y /2v 
average deficit bond debt = (v-y) /2v 
Figure A-1. Two cases with unifozm demand 
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be outstanding for the period. 
Additional notation; 
f(v) = probability density function for new loans v, 
c = bond cost, 
p = short-term debt cost, 
h = short-term excess funds return. 
The objective function is: 
00 
E{c(y) = c-y + p (v-y) '  
2v 
f (v) dv 
- h( (y - ^ )f(v)dv + 
fOO 2 
^ f(v)dv)} • (A. 4) 
Taking the first derivative of Equation (A.4) with respect to y and 
equating to zero yields: 
fy 
c - p (ï^)f(v)dv - h( f{v)dv + 
0 
— f(v)dv) = 0. 
By definition 
fCO 
f (v) dv = f(v)dv - ^f(v)dv, 
and 
'y 
so that 
— f(v)dv = 1 f{v)dv, 
(^^)f(v)dv = 1 - f{v)dv - 1 ^ f (v)dv. 
y •'o •'y ^ 
Inserting Equation (A.5) into Equation (A.4) produces: 
(A. 5) 
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c - p[l - f(v)dv -
V 
f(v)dv] - h[ f(v)dv + — f(v)dv] = 0. 
Grouping terms together; 
ry 
c - p + Ip-h] f(v)dv + [p-h] f (v)dv. 
or 
y* ,00 
f(v)dv + y* 
0  Jy*  
f(v)dv _ p-c 
V p-h' 
(A.6) 
where y* is the optimal planned bond debt to have outstanding. The 
integration of Equation (A.6) cannot be carried out in a closed form if 
f(v) is a normal density equation. Therefore, a numerical integration 
procedure would be necessary to solve for y*. 
Derivation of the second order condition of Equation (A.6) will not 
be shown, but the second order condition equation is: 
[p-h]y* + [p-h] f(v) 
V 
dv + [p-h]y*, 
which must be greater than zero at y* for a minimum cost solution. For 
that condition to hold p must be greater than h. 
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APPENDIX B; LINEAR MATRIX OF THE MODEL 
PlOOl P1002 P1003 P1004 P1005 
OBJ 75. 0000 75. 0000 75. 0000 75. 0000 75. 0000 
RlOOl 1. 0000 
R1002 1. 0000 1. 0000 . 
R1003 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . 
R1004 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 . 
R1005 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1006 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1007 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1008 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1009 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
FlOlO 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
RlOll 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1012 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1013 1. 0000 
R1014 
R1015 
R1016 
R1025 H
 
O
 
0000 
R1026 
d
 
H
 0000 
RIO 2 7 H
 
o
 
0000 
R1028 10. 0000 
R1029 10. 0000 
R1030 
R1031 
R1032 
P1006 P1007 P1008 
75.0000 75 0000 75 0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
10.0000 
10.0000 
10.0000 
P1009 PlOlO PlOll P1012 P1013 
OBJ 75. 0000 75. 0000 75. 0000 75 .0000 75 .0000 
R1009 1. 0000 . . 
RlOlO 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . . 
RlOll 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . 
R1012 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 . 
R1013 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1 .0000 
R1014 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1 .0000 
R1015 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1 .0000 
R1016 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1 .0000 
R1017 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1 .0000 
R1018 1. 0000 1. 0000 1 .0000 1 .0000 
R1019 • 3333 . 6666 1 .0000 
R1020 • . . 
R1033 10. 0000 • . . 
R1034 « 
d
 
H
 0000 • . 
R1035 10. 0000 . 
R1036 . 10 .0000 . 
R1037 10 .0000 
P1014 P1015 P1016 
75.0000 75.0000 75.0000 
10.0000 
10 
1. 0000 
1. 0000 1 0000 
1. 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1. 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1. 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1. 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
3333 6666 1 0000 
0000 
10.0000 
P1017 P1018 P1019 P1020 P1021 
OBJ 75.0000 75 0000 75 0000 75 0000 75 0000 
R1017 1.0000 
R1018 1.0000 1 0000 
R1019 1.0000 1 0000 1 0000 
R1020 1.0000 1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
R1021 .3333 6666 1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
R1022 1 0000 1 0000 
R1023 1 0000 
R1024 
R1041 10.0000 
R1042 10 0000 
R1043 3 3333 
R1044 3 3333 
R1045 3 3333 
R1046 
R1047 
R1048 
P1022 P1023 P1024 
75.0000 50.0000 25.0000 
0000 
0000 1 
0000 1 
3333 
0000 
0000 1 
3333 
P1025 P1026 P1027 P1028 P1029 
OBJ 309. 0000 283. 2500 257. 5000 231. 7500 206. 0000 
RlOOl 1. 0000 . . . -
R1002 1. 0000 . . . • 
R1003 1. 0000 . . . -
R1004 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . • 
R1005 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . • 
R1006 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . • 
R1007 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . 
R1008 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 . . 
R1009 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 • • 
RlOlO 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 . 
RlOll 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 • 
R1012 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 . 
R1013 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1014 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1015 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1016 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1017 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1018 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1019 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1020 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1021 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1022 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1023 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1024 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
R1049 10. 0000 . . . 
R1050 
o
 
H
 0000 . . . 
R1051 H
 
o
 
0000 . . 
R1052 
d
 
H
 0000 . 
R1053 . 
o
 
H
 0000 
R1054 . . . 
R1055 . . . 
R1056 . . . 
R1125 3. 0000 . • . 
R1126 3. 0000 3. 0000 . . . 
P1030 P1031 P1032 
180.2500 154.5000 128.7500 
10 0000 
10 
1 0000 
1 0000 
1 0000 
1 0000 1 0000 
1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
0000 
10 0000 
(Continued) 
P1025 
R1127 
R1128 
R1129 
R1130 
R1131 
R1132 
R1133 
R1134 
R1135 
R1136 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
P1026 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
P1027 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
P1028 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
P1029 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
P1030 P1031 P1032 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
P1033 P1.034 P1035 P1036 P1037 
OBJ 103.0000 77 .2500 51 5000 
RlOOl 
R1002 
R1003 
R1004 
R1005 
R1006 
R1007 
R1008 
R1009 
R1021 1 0000 
R1022 1 0000 1 0000 
R1023 1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
R1024 1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
RIO 5 7 10 0000 
R1058 10 0000 
R1059 10 0000 
R1060 
R1061 
R1062 
R1063 
R1064 
R1133 3 0000 
R1134 3 0000 3 0000 
R1135 3 0000 3 0000 3 0000 
R1136 3. 0000 3 0000 3. 0000 
10 
0000 
0000 
49 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
P1038 P1039 P1040 
49.5000 49.5000 49.5000 
10 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
10 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
10 
P1041 P1042 P1043 P1044 P1045 
OBJ 49.5000 49.5000 49 5000 49.5000 49.5000 
R1005 1.0000 . . 
R1006 1.0000 1.0000 . . 
R1007 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 . . 
R1008 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 1.0000 . 
R1009 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 1.0000 1.0000 
RIOIO 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 1.0000 1.0000 
RlOll 1.0000 1 0000 1.0000 1.0000 
R1012 1 0000 1.0000 1.0000 
R1013 1.0000 1.0000 
R1014 . 1.0000 
R1015 . . 
R1016 . . 
R1017 . . 
R1065 10.0000 . . 
R1066 10.0000 . . 
R1067 10 0000 . . 
R1068 • 10.0000 . 
R1069 . 10.0000 
R1070 . . 
R1071 • . 
R1072 
P1046 P1047 P1048 
49.5000 49.5000 49.5000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
10.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
10.0000 
10.0000 
P1049 P1050 P1051 P1052 P1053 
OBJ 49.5000 49.5000 49 .5000 49 .5000 49 .5000 
R1013 1.0000 
R1014 1.0000 1.0000 
R1015 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 
R1016 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 1 0000 
R1017 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
R1018 1.0000 1.0000 1 0000 1 0000 1 0000 
R1019 .3333 6666 1 0000 1 0000 
R1020 3333 
R1021 
R1073 10.0000 
R1074 10.0000 
R1075 10 0000 
R1076 10 0000 
R1077 10 0000 
R1078 « 
R1079 • • 
R1080 
P1054 P1055 P1056 
49.5000 49.5000 49.5000 
10 
0000 
0000 
6666 
0000 
0000 
0000 1 
1 
3333 
0000 
0000 
3.3333 
P1057 P1058 P1059 P1060 P1061 
49.5000 49 
0000 
0000 1 
1 
3333 
5000 49 
0000 
0000 1 
1 
3333 
5000 24 
0000 
0000 1 
3333 
7500 
0000 
3333 
10 
P1062 P1063 P1064 
0800 8.0800 8 0800 
0000 
0000 
0000 
10 0000 
10 0000 
10 0000 
P1065 P1066 P1067 P1068 P1069 
8.0800 
1.0000 
10 
8 
0000 
10 
0800 8 
0000 
0000 
10 
0800 8.0800 8.0800 
0000 
0000 
10 
0000 
0000 
10 
P1070 P1071 P1072 
8.0800 8.0800 8.0800 
0000 
0000 
0000 
10 0000 
10 0000 
10 0000 
P1073 P1074 P1075 P1076 P1077 
10 
0800 
0000 
0000 
10 
0800 8 
0000 
0000 
10 
0800 8.0800 8 
0000 
0000 
10 
0000 
0000 
10 
P1078 P1079 P1080 
8.0800 8.0800 8.0800 
0000 
3333 
3333 
10 0000 
3333 
to 
<T> 
3333 
P1081 P1082 i 1083 P1084 P1085 
8.0800 8.0800 8 0800 8 0800 
0000 
3333 
3333 
3333 
3333 
3333 
3333 
3333 
3333 
0000 
P1086 P1087 P1088 
1.0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1.0000 1 0000 1 0000 
1 0000 1 0000 
1 0000 
1.0000 
1 0000 
1 0000 
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.
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.
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Pi 
(Continued) 
P1089 P1090 P1091 P1092 P1093 
R1126 
R1127 
R1128 
R1129 
R1130 
R1131 
R1132 
R1133 
R1134 
R1135 
R1136 
0000 
0000 
0000 
P1094 P1095 P1096 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
P1097 P1098 P1099 PllOO B 
RlOOl 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1290. 0880 
R1002 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1295. 5010 
R1003 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1300. 7360 
R1004 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1306. 1460 
R1005 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1326. 8860 
R1006 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1347. 0430 
R1007 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1366. 9700 
R1008 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1334. 7490 
R1009 1. G O O D  1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1316. 6450 
RIOIO 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1296. 7320 
RlOll 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1317. 8510 
R1012 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1338. 9700 
R1013 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1360. 0890 
R1014 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1398. 2520 
R1015 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1436. 4160 
R1016 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1474. 5790 
R1017 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1485. 5910 
R1018 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1496. 6030 
R1019 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1507. 6150 
R1020 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1419. 7330 
R1021 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1, 0000 1469. 9160 
R1022 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1573. 8440 
R1023 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1673. 5510 
R1024 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1495. 9790 
R1025 1290. 0880 
R1026 1295. 5010 
R1027 1300, 7360 
R1028 1306. 1460 
R1029 1326. 8860 
R1030 1347. 0430 
RIO 31 1366. 9700 
R1032 1334. 7490 
R1033 1316. 6450 
R1034 1296. 7320 
to ÏO 
o 
(Continued) 
P1097 P.1098 P1099 PllOO 
1317, 
1338 
1360. 
1398, 
1436. 
1474, 
1485, 
1496. 
1507. 
1419. 
1469. 
1573. 
1673. 
1495. 
1290. 
1306. 
1366. 
1296. 
8510 
9700 
0890 
2520 
4160 
5790 
5910 
6030 
6150 
7330 
9160 
8440 
5510 
9790 
0880 
1460 
9700 
7320 
tvj 
K) 
P1097 P1098 P1099 PllOO B 
R1053 
R1054 
R1055 
R1056 
R1057 
R1058 
R1059 
R1060 
R1061 
R1062 
R1063 
R1064 
R1065 
R1066 
R1067 
R1068 
R1069 
R1070 
R1071 
R1072 
R1073 
R1074 
R1075 
R1076 
R1077 
R1078 
R1079 
R1080 
R1081 
R1082 
R1083 
R1084 
1360.0890 
1474.5790 
1507.6150 
1419.7330 
1469.9160 
1573.8440 
1673.5510 
1495.9790 
1290.0880 
1295.5010 
1300.7360 
1306.1460 
1326.8860 
1347.0430 
1366.9700 
1334.7490 
1316.6450 
1296.7320 
1317.8510 
1338.9700 
1360.0890 
1398.2520 
1436.4160 
1474.5790 
1485.5910 
1496.6030 
1507.6150 
1419.7330 
1469.9160 
1573.8440 
1673.5510 
1495.9790 
to 
[O 
(Continued) 
P1097 
R1085 
R1086 
R1087 
RIOBB 
R1089 
R1090 
R1091 
R1092 
R1093 
R1094 
R1095 
R1096 
R1097 
R1098 
R1099 
RllOO 
RllOl 
R1102 
R1103 
R1104 
R1105 
R1106 
R1107 
RllOB 
R1109 
RlllO 
Rllll 
R1112 
R1113 
R1114 
R1115 
P1098 P1099 PIlOO B 
1290.0880 
1295.5010 
1300.7360 
1306.1460 
1326.8860 
1347.0430 
1366.9700 
1334.7490 
1316.6450 
1296.7320 
1317.8510 
1338.9700 
1360.0890 
1398.2520 
1436.4160 
1474.5790 
1485.5910 
1496.6030 
1507.6150 
1419.7330 
1469.9160 
1573.8440 
1673.5510 
1495.9790 
104.4400 
107.4400 
81.2550 
. 91.0100 
96.1900 
110.8250 
130.0000 
to 
to 
w 
(Continued) 
P1097 P1098 P1099 
R1116 . • . 
R1117 . • . 
R1118 • • . 
R1119 « . 
R1120 . . . 
R1121 1 .0000 . 
R1122 . 1 .0000 . 
R1123 • • 1 .0000 
R1124 . • . 
R1125 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1126 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1127 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1128 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1129 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1130 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 -0000 
R1131 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1132 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1133 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1134 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .0000 
R1135 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 -0000 
R1136 3 .0000 3 .0000 3 .000 0 
PIlOO B 
. 110. 0000 
. 44. 1150 
. 26. 0250 
. 37-2950 
. 77. 0000 
. 5. 0850 
. 25. 0000 
. 45. 0300 
1. 0000 77. 0000 
3. 0000 1290u0880 
3. 0000 1306. 1460 
3. 0000 1366. 9700 
3. 0000 1296. 7320 
3, 0000 1360. 0890 
3. 0000 1474. 5790 
3. 0000 1507. 6150 
3. 0000 1419-7330 
3. 0000 1469. 9160 
3. 0000 1573. 8440 
3. 0000 1673. 5510 
3. 0000 1495. 9790 
to 
to 
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APPENDIX C; VARIANCE-COVARIANCE 
COEFFICIENTS 
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w #4 W #4 fW M M 
aaaaaaa 
P I O  2 P1023 — 0 • 4083 Pi 0 2 Pi 
P I O  2 PI 026 37, 7924 P 10 2 PI 
P I O  2 PI 029 20. 1625 PI 0 2 Pi 
P I O  2 PI 03:2 9. I 2 i 3  P i O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 PI 03S 0 .  7668 P I O  2 PI 
P I O  2 PI 038 8. i290 P I O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 Pi 041 10. 9049 P i O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 PI 044 3. 9115 P i O  2 PI 
f 1 0 2 Pi 047 6 .  3758 P I O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 Pi 050 7- 6838 P I O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 Pi 053 7. 74 1 1 P i O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 PI 05(5 2. 3530 P I O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 Pi 059 — 0 m 3548 P I O  2 PI 
P I O  2 Pi 06:2 1 .  3895 P I O  2 PI 
P I O  2 Pi 065 2. 1219 P I O  2 PI 
P I O  2 Pi 068 1 .  8167 PI 0 2 PI 
P I O  2 Pi 07 l 1 • 2861 PI 0 2 Pi 
P I O  2 Pi 074 1 .  2529 P I O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 P1077 i .  4005 P I O  2 Pi 
P I O  2 PI 080 O. 2903 P I O  2 PI 
P I O  2 Pi 0 83 — 0 .  2589 P I O  2 Pi 
P I O  3 P I O  3  29. 0685 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 Pi 0 6 33. 3057 P i O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 0 9 24. 7648 P i O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 012 13. 3495 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 Pi 015 25. 7852 P i O  3 Pi 
PI 0 3 P I O  1 8  22. 4602 P I O  3 Pi 
P I O  3 P102U 6. 2099 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 024 -3. 7391 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 Pi 02T 69. 8790 P i O  3 Pi 
P I O  3 PI 03 0 50. 2737 P i O  3 PI 
P I O  3 Pi 033 16. 02 86 P I O  3 Pi 
P I O  3 Pi 036 — 0 .  2635 P I O  3 PI 
PI 0 3 Pi 039 19. 6115 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 Pi 042 24. 21 77 P i O  3 Pi 
-2 .5537 PI 0 2 Pi 025 0. 0 
29 .9283 PI 0 2 Pi 028 19. 8135 
21 .2192 P I O  2 Pi 031 15. 5896 
5 .  7524 P I O  2 Pi 034 5. 3923 
-0 .8762 P I O  2 Pi 037 0. 0 
10 .1 649 P I O  2 Pi 040 11. 1352 
1 1 .2997 P I O  2 Pi 043 10. 6474 
7 .8409 P I O  2 Pi 046 7. 1 184 
5 .0138 P I O  2 Pi 049 6. 0628 
9 .3318 P i O  2 Pi 052 7. 5115 
6 .8714 P I O  2 Pi 055 5. 7846 
0 .5436 PI 0 2 Pi058 2. 6856 
-3 .0 177 P i O  2 Pi 061 0. 0 
1 .9434 Pi 0 2 PI 064 1 .  9064 
2 .4700 P i O  2 Pi 067 2. 2707 
1 .57 87 P I O  2 P1070 1. 4540 
1 .1766 P I O  2 PI 073 1. 0923 
i .5847 P i O  2 PI 076 1. 3028 
i .2276 P I O  2 Pi 079 1. 0567 
-0 .01 09 P i O  2 Pi 082 O. 3390 
-1 .0910 
32 .81 22 Pi 0 3 P i O  5  33. 2209 
33 .3440 P I O  3 PI 0 8 29. 2914 
22 .3390 P i O  3 P l O l  i  20. 5906 
17 .5344 P I O  3 PI 014 21. 6147 
25 .  1 825 PI 0 3 PI 017 22. 8697 
19 .9362 P I O  3 Pi 020 9. 9310 
11 .1 099 P I O  3 PI 023 1 .  5580 
0 .0 P I O  3 PI 026 79. 4582 
43 .81 07 P i O  3 PI 02 9 39. 6188 
35 .  7753 P I O  3 Pi 032 21. 3204 
1 3 .9886 P I O  3 P1035 4. 2596 
0 .0 P I O  3 P1038 9. 2805 
22 .7462 PI 0 3 PI 041 23. 8556 
24 .6224 P i O  3 P1044 21. 9471 
024 
027 
030 
033 
0 36 
039 
042 
045 
048 
051 
0 54 
057 
060 
063 
066 
069 
072 
075 
078 
081 
084 
O 4 
O 7 
0 1 0  
013 
016 
019 
022 
0 25 
028 
031 
034 
037 
040 
043 
P I O  3 PI 045 l 8. 3915 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 043 13. 2402 Pil 0 3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 051 18. 1472 p;io 3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 054 15. 2826 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 Pi orr  2. 9869 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 060 — 4 .  52 06 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 063 3. 5239 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 066 4. 6163 Pli 0 3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 069 3. 7007 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 072 2. 9665 PÎIO 3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 07S 2 .  9400 P I O  3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 078 2. 6043 PIIO 3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 081 0. 2539 PU 0 3 PI 
P I O  3 PI 084 — 1 .  8589 
P I O  4 PI 0 4 48. 4831 PllO 4 PI 
P I O  4 P I O  7  51 .  96 73 PIIO 4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 010 37. 7449 Pl. 0 4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 013 29. 5419 PJ. 0 4 PI 
PI 0 4 PI 016 38. 9966 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 0 19 33. 4794 P I O  4 PI 
PI 0 4 P1022 1 7. 6372 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 025 0. 0 P I O  4 PI 
PI 0 4 P1028 75. 5605 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 P1031 60. 1757 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 P1034 22. 9774 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 037 0. 0 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 040 32. 7593 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 043 38. 4583 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 046 23. 1470 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 049 20. 5192 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 052 27. 1277 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 P1055 22. 4867 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 058 10. 1080 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 061 0. 0 P I O  4 PI 
P I O  4 PI 064 5. 3849 P I O  4 PI 
16 .7534 P I O  3 PI 047 15. 0504 
12 .1318 P I O  3 P1050 14. 9478 
1 7 = 7126 P I O  3 PI 053 15. 9461 
13 .1689 P I O  3 PI 056 6. 1673 
6 .2740 P I O  3 PI 059 1. 2003 
O .0 PI 0 3 PI 062 1. 7892 
3 .8195 P I O  3 PI 065 4. 1748 
4 .3417 PI 0 3 P1068 4. 3507 
3 .3746 P I O  3 PI 071 3. 1 136 
2 .2256 P I O  3 PI 074 2. 4755 
2 .9504 P I O  3 PI 077 2. 7266 
2 .2497 P I O  3 PI 080 0. 7321 
0 .7749 P I O  3 PI 083 — 0. 1  S I O  
51 .0967 P I O  4 PI O 6 52. 1362 
49 .0087 P I O  4 PI O 9 43. 0365 
34 .0910 P I O  4 PI 012 31. 7048 
31 .5558 P I O  4 P I O  1 5  37. 5350 
38 .4723 P I O  4 P I  o i a  35. 3250 
19 .4471 P I O  4 P1021 12. 0617 
5 .4690 P I O  4 PI 024 -3. 8716 
21 .6953 P I O  4 P1027 113. 0214 
66 .0356 P I O  4 P1030 78. 1758 
37 .3333 P I O  4 PI 033 27. 9049 
9 .6694 P I O  4 PI 036 1. 1638 
9 .7998 P I O  4 PI 039 21. 6192 
35 .9318 P I O  4 PI 042 37. 7717 
36 -2307 Pi 0 4 PI 045 32. 2615 
25 .0250 PI 0 4 PI 048 25!. 7167 
21 .72 49 P I O  4 PI 051 26. 0949 
26 .7904 P I O  4 P1054 24. 2471 
12 .8941 P I O  4 PI 057 6. 3707 
4 .8193 P I O  4 PI 060 -4. 8732 
1 .8527 PI 0 4 P1063 4. 0159 
6 .0003 P I O  4 PI 066 6. 4933 
046 
049 
052 
055 
053 
061 
064 
067 
070 
073 
076 
079 
082 
O 5 
O 3 
0 1  1  
014 
017 
020 
02 3 
026 
029 
032 
035 
038 
041 
044 
047 
050 
053 
056 
059 
062 
065 
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037 
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1 035 
1035 
1 035 
1035 
10 35 
10 35 
1035 
1035 
1035 
1035 
1035 
1 035 
1035 
PI 034 126. 0632 PI 034 PI 
PI 03T 0. 0 PI 034 PI 
PI 040 16. 6299 PI 034 Pi 
PI 043 34. 9018 PI 034 PI 
PI 046 47. 9777 P1034 PI 
PI 049 59. 9756 PI 034 PI 
PI 052 76. 1520 P 1034 PI 
PI 055 83. 3624 P1034 PI 
Pi 058 101. 7731 PI 034 PI 
PI 061 0. 0 P1034 PI 
PI 064 1 .  9982 PI 034 PI 
PI 067 6. 01 88 F»:i034 PI 
PI O701 8. 2466 Pll 034 PI 
PI 073I 1 0. 4088 PU 034 PI 
PI 076 12. 8300 PI 034 PI 
PI 079 13. 9429 PMl 034 PI 
PI 082: 16. 2235 Pll 034 PI 
PI 035 58. 9580 PI1035 PI 
PI 038 0. 3323 P%035 PI 
PI 041 11. 9171 P11035 PI 
PI 044 24. 3889 Pll 035 PI 
P1047 31. 281 I PI. 035 PI 
PI 050 37. 7718 PI 035 PI 
PI 053 4 8. 1073 PI 03 5 PI 
PI 056 58. 1297 PI 03 5 PI 
PI 059 7 0. 8990 PI,035 PI 
PI 062 — 0 • 2617 P1035 PI 
PI 065 1. 2833 PI 035 PI 
PI 068 3. 9425 P1035 PI 
PI 071 5. 0590 P I 035 PI 
PI 074 6. 5471 P 103 5 PI 
PI 077 8. 1292 P1035 PI 
PI 080 9. 4302 P1035 PI 
PI 083 10 .  7755 PI 035 PI 
76 .9540 PI 034 Pi 036 
3 .9323 PI 034 PI 039 
22 .9064 PI 034 PI 042 
39 .7027 PI 034 Pi 045 
SO .5880 PI 034 P1048 
64 .0208 PI 034 Pi 051 
80 .3613 PI 034 PI 054 
84 .7215 PI 034 PI 057 
90 .3332 PI 034 PI 060 
0 .3300 PI 034 P1063 
3 .01 78 P 1034 PI 066 
6 .9549 P1034 P1069 
8 .5955 P1034 Pi 072 
1 1 .0531 PI 034 P1075 
13 .3539 PI 034 PI 078 
13 .8399 PI 034 Pi 081 
13 .7690 PI 034 PI 084 
25 .9445 P1035 PI 037 
2 .6567 P1035 PI 040 
16 .6444 PI 035 PI 043 
27 .4492 PI 035 PI 046 
33 .3249 PI 035 Pi 049 
41 .1900 PI 035 Pi 052 
52 .6856 PI 035 PiOS5 
58 .2090 PI 035 PI 058 
29 .00 11 P1035 PI 061 
-0 .2216 PI 035 Pi 064 
2 .0420 PI 035 PI 067 
4 .4925 PI 035 P1070 
5 .2563 PI 035 Pi 073 
7 .0771 PI 035 P1076 
8 .8528 PI 035 PI 079 
9 .5060 PI 035 PI 082 
8 .3676 
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039 
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072 
075 
078 
0 8 1  
084 
P1036 PI 036 1 4. 2674 PI 036 PI 
P1036 PI 0391 — 0 • 2915 PI 036 PI 
P1036 PI 0421 3. 9936 PI 036 PI 
P1036 PI 045 10. 0408 P I 036 PI 
P1036 PI 04a 13. 8812 PI 036 PI 
P10 36 PI 051 I T .  2960 PI 036 PI 
PI 036 PI 054 2 1. 6030 PI 036 Pi 
P1036 P1057 28. 4094 PI 036 PI 
P1036 PI 06CI 16. 6250 PI 036 PI 
P1036 PI 0631 — 0 .  3381 P1036 PI 
PI 036 P1 066 0. 1544 P1036 PI 
P1036 PI 069 1 # 4883 P,1036 PI 
P1036 PI 072! 1. 9341 P11 036 PI 
P1036 PI 075 2. 8284 P11 0 36 PI 
P1036 PI 0781 3. 6369 P11036 PI 
P1036 PÏ 081 4. 6125 Pll 036 PI 
P1036 PI 084 4. 8518 
P1037 PÎ03T O. 0 Pn 03 7 PI 
P1037 PI 040 O. 0 Pll 037 PI 
P1037 PI 043 0. 0 FMI 03 7 PI 
PI 037 PI 046 0 .  0 Pll 037 PI 
P1037 PI 049 0. 0 P31037 PI 
P1037 P1052 0. 0 Pll 037 PI 
P1037 PI 055 0. o Pll 0 37 PI 
P1037 PI 058 0. 0 P11037 PI 
P1037 PI 061 0. 0 P'11037 PI 
P1037 PI 064 0. 0 PU 037 PI 
PI 037 PE 067 0. 0 P11037 PI 
P1037 PI 070 0. 0 P11037 PI 
P1037 PI 0 73 0. 0 Pll 037 PI 
P1037 PI 0 76 0. 0 Pi; 03 7 PI 
P1037 PI 079 0. o PA 037 PI 
PI037 PI 082 0 .  0 P11037 PI 
P1038 PI 038 6. 1630 PU 038 PI 
0 . 0  PI 036 P1038 —0.6465 
0.8400 PI 036 Pi 041 2.2992 
5.9220 P1036 PI 044 8. 1 195 
11.8680 PI 036 PI 047 12.6586 
15.1046 PI 036 PI 050 15.9485 
18.5433 PI 036 P1053 19.9632 
22.7693 P 1 036 Pi 056 27.1555 
28.6783 PI 036 P1059 32.1207 
0.0 PI 036 PI 062 -0.2489 
-0.2015 PI 036 Pi 065 -0.0476 
0.7881 PI 036 Pi 068 I.1729 
1.7004 P 1 036 PI 071 1.7825 
2.4398 PI 036 PI 074 2.6180 
3.0738 PI 036 PI 077 3.3485 
3.8182 PI 036 PI 080 4.4053 
4.6151 PI 036 Pi 083 4.8943 
O.O PI 037 PI 039 O. O 
0.0 P1037 PI 042 0.0 
0 . 0  PI 037 PI 045 0. 0 
0.0 PI 037 PI 048 0. 0 
0.0 PI 037 Pi 051 0. 0 
O .O P1037 Pi 054 0. 0 
O.O P1037 PI 057 0. 0 
0.0 PI 037 Pi 060 0. 0 
0 .0 PI 037 PI 063 0.0 
O.O PI 037 PI 066 0. 0 
0.0 PI 037 PI 069 0. 0 
0.0 PI 037 P1072 0. 0 
0.0 P1037 Pi075 0. 0 
0 .0 PI 037 P1078 0« 0 
0.0 PI 037 pioai 0. 0 
0.0 PI 037 PI 084 0. 0 
7.0016 P1038 PI 040 7.5304 
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P1038 PI 041 7. 1 841 P1038 PI 
PI 038 PI 044 5. 33 71 P1038 PI 
P1038 PI 047 4. 0066 PI 038 PI 
PI 038 PI 050 5. 72 96 P1038 PI 
P1038 PI 053 5. 99 83 P1038 PI 
P1038 PI 056 1 .  9002 P I 038 PI 
P1038 PI 059 -0. 1976 PI 03 8 PI 
P1038 PI 062 1 .  0430 P1038 PI 
PI 038 PI 065 1 o 6362 PI 038 Pi 
P1038 PI 068 1. 2515 P 1038 PI 
P1033 PI 0711 o. 7700 PI 038 Pi 
PI 038 PI 074 0. 9966 PI 03 8 PI 
P1033 PI 077' 1. 1850 P1038 PI 
PI 038 PI 080 0. 33 73 PÎ038 Pi 
PI 038 PI 083 — 0 • 0725 PI 038 oi 
PI 039 PI 039 13. 95 13 P1039 PI 
PI 039 PI 042 16. 0040 PI 03 9 PI 
P1039 PI 045 12. 2486 P1039 PI 
PI 039 PI 048 8. 8827 PI 03 9 PI 
PI 039 PI 051 1 3. 3744 PI 039 Pi 
PI 039 PI 054 11. 5420 PI 039 Pi 
P1039 PI 057 2. 5694 P:1 039 PI 
P1039 Pi 060 —2 .  991 1 PI 039 PI 
PI 039 PI 0631 2. 6531 PI 039 PI 
PI 039 PI 066 3. 4602 P:1 039 PI 
P1039 PI 069 2. 5547 PI 03 9 Pi 
PI 039 PI 072! I 9169 Pll 039 PI 
P1039 PI 075 2. 2730 PIl 039 Pi 
P1039 PI 078 2. 1486 P!l 039 PI 
P1039 Pi 081 Ott 3399 PJl 039 Pi 
PI 039 PI 084 — I • 0870 
PI 040 PI 040 22. 9054 Pll 04 0 PI 
PI 040 PÎ 0431 25. 31 85 Pll 04 0 PI 
PI 040 Pi 046 19. 0667 Pll 040 PI 
7 .1218 PI 03 8 Pi 043 6. 2643 
4 .61 35 Pi 038 Pi 046 4. 3104 
3 .1615 Pi 038 P1049 4. 8017 
7 .0310 P 1 03 8 Pi 052 5o 8048 
5 .4859 PI 038 P1055 4. 6428 
0 .6433 PI 038 PI 058 1. 9731 
-1 .9904 Pi 038 Pi 061 0. O 
1 .5261 Pi 038 PI 064 1. 44 75 
1 .8806 PI 03 8 Pi 067 1. 5518 
1 .0432 Pi 038 PI 070 0. 9541 
0 .6622 Pi 03 8 Pi 073 0. 9467 
1 .2627 Pi 038 Pi 076 1. 0780 
1 .0780 Pi 038 Pi 079 0. 9304 
0 .0851 Pi 038 PI 082 0. 3372 
-0 • 6410 
1 5 .4884 PI 039 PI 041 16. 1238 
15 .6904 PI 039 Pi 044 14. 1034 
10 .9251 Pi 039 PI 047 10. 0569 
9 .0071 P1039 Pi 050 1 1. 3040 
13 .1 639 PI 039 PI 053 11. 9393 
10 .0525 PI 039 Pi 056 4. 8831 
4 .5976 Pi 039 Pi 059 1. 0456 
0 .0 PI 039 P1062 1 .  3806 
2 .8000 Pi 039 Pi 065 3. 1172 
3 .3492 P1039 P1068 3. 0054 
2 .31 30 PI 039 PI 071 2. 0965 
1 .7384 Pi 039 PI 074 1. 9883 
2 .3077 Pi 039 Pi 077 2. 1899 
1 .8695 P1039 Pi 080 0. 7551 
0 .6760 Pi 039 PI 083 0. 0430 
24 .4909 Pi 040 PI 042 25. 4253 
23 -9793 PI 040 Pi045 21. 4809 
17 .  1 744 PI 040 PI 048 is. 7891 
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PI 040 PI 04 9 15. 1129 P1040 PI 
PI 040 PI 052 20. 0014 P1040 PI 
PI 040 PI 055 16. 8188 PI 04 0 PI 
P1040 P1058 7. 8999 P'l 040 PI 
PI 040 PI 061 0 .  0 P1040 PI 
P1040 PI 064 3. 9080 PI 040 PI 
PI 040 PI 067 4. 9368 P I 040 PI 
P1040 PI 070 3. 8101 P I  0 4 0  PI 
PI 040 PI 073 2. 7075 P I 040 PI 
PI 040 PI 076 3. 2467 P1040 PI 
PI 040 PI 079 2. 8623 P1040 PI 
PI 040 PI 082 0. 95 82 P1040 PI 
PI 041 PI 041 32. 1478 PI 041 PI 
P1041 PI 044 33. 4629 P104 1 PI 
PI 041 PI 047 24. 7 753 P1041 PI 
P 1041 PI 050 21 .  92 74 P 10 4 1 PI 
P1041 PI 053 26. 7567 PI 041 PI 
PI 041 PI 05(5 15. 3781 P1 O 41 PI 
P1041 PI 059 7. 5968 P1041 PI 
P1041 PI 062 1 .  4205 P1041 PI 
P1041 PI 065 5. 5097 IP I 041 PI 
PI 041 PI 063 6. 41 00 P1041 PI 
P1041 PI 071 4. 9439 P1041 PI 
P1041 PI 074 3. 6958 PI 041 PI 
P1041 PI 077 4. 2836 PI 041 PI 
P1041 PI 080 2. 2902 PI 041 PI 
P1041 PI 083 0. 6817 P1041 PI 
P1042 PI 042 42. 4235 PI 042 PI 
P1042 PI 045 40. 8221 PI 042 PI 
P1042 PI 04(3 29. 9626 P1042 PI 
P1042 PI 051 29. 43 80 P1042 PI 
P1042 PI 054 32. 5304 PI 042 PI 
P1042 PI 057 1 1 .  8842 P1042 PI 
P1042 PI 06 0 — 1 .  3791 PI 042 PI 
16 .1639 PI 040 PI 051 19. 5681 
19 .8122 PI 040 PI 054 18. 0900 
9 .7512 PI 04 0 P1057 5. 1477 
3 .6902 PI 04O P1060 —3. 1007 
1  • 4443 PI 040 PI 063 3. 0395 
4 .3 857 PI 04O PI 066 4. 7737 
4 .7863 P1040 PI 069 4. 2865 
3 .4498 PI 040 P1072 3. 2696 
2 .7975 PI 040 PI 075 3. 2037 
3 .3212 PI 040 PI 0 78 3. 0492 
1 .3798 P1040 PI 081 O. 6316 
O .2079 PI 040 PI 084 — 1. 4424 
34 .1752 PI 04 1 P1043 35. 1863 
31 .  0998 PI 04 1 P1046 27. 3966 
22 .4728 P 104 I PI 049 21. 1 057 
24 .2058 PI 04 1 PI 052 26. 1287 
26 .1264 PI 041 PI 055 23. 5908 
8 .4085 P1041 P1058 lO. 1 944 
-2 .3755 PI 041 PI 061 0. 0 
3 .1313 PI 041 PI 064 4. 2 728 
6 .0868 P1041 PI 067 6. 4690 
6 .0921 PI 041 PI 070 5. 5443 
4 .61 12 PI 041 PI 073 3. 7270 
3 .9949 PI 041 PI 076 4. 1946 
4 .2288 PI 041 PI 079 3. 8453 
0 .9636 PI 04 1 PI 082 1 .  1298 
- 1  .4748 
44 •6738 PI 042 P1044 43. 5480 
37 .61 93 PI 042 PI 047 33. 6030 
27 .0773 PI 042 PI 050 27. 5668 
30 -3238 P1042 P1053 32. 4261 
31 .  1 866 PI 042 PI 056 21. 3751 
12 .3770 PI 042 PI 059 10. 9350 
0 • 0 PI 042 PI 062 1. 4226 
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P1042 PI 063 2. 99 88 P1042 PI 
P1042 PI 066 7. 1334 Pi 042 PI 
PI 042 PI 06 9 7. 7345 PI 042 PI 
PI 042 PI 072 6. 1493 PI 042 PI 
PI 042 PI 075 4. 7503 PI 042 PI 
P1042 PI 078 5. 0223 PI 042 PI 
P1042 PI 081 i .  3626 PI 042 PI 
P1042 PI 084 — 1 • 4031 
PI 043 PI 043 53. 5646 PI 043 PI 
PI 043 Pi 046 46e 9933 PI 043 PI 
PI 043 PI 049 33. 6972 P1043 PI 
P 1043 P1052 35. 3077 PI 043 PI 
PI 043 PI 055 37. 2705 PI 043 PI 
PI 0 43 Pi 058 14. 5261 P1043 PI 
PI 043 Pi 06 1 0. 0 PI 043 PI 
P1043 PI 064 4. 0770 P 1 043 PI 
PI 043 Pi067 9. 0613 P1043 PI 
P1043 Pi 070 8. 9773 P1043 PI 
P1043 Pi 0 73 5. 8020 P1043 PI 
P1043 Pi 076 5. 5215 PI 043 PI 
P1043 Pi 0 79 5. 5794 P1043 PI 
P1043 Pi 082 1 .  4663 PI 0 43 PI 
P1044 Pi 044 58. 4337 PI 044 PI 
P1044 Pi 047 50. 1794 PI 044 PI 
PI 044 PI 050 39. 4412 Pi 044 PI 
P1044 Pi 053 41 .  6416 Pi 044 PI 
PI 044 Pi 056 34. 7813 PI 044 PI 
PI 044 Pi 059 17. 2081 PI 0 44 Pi 
P1044 Pi 062 i « 0301 Pi 044 PI 
P1044 Pi 065 5. 4653 P1044 PI 
P1044 Pi 06« 1 0 .  2315 PI 044 PI 
P1044 PI 0711 9. 8339 P1044 PI 
P1044 Pi 074 6 • 7359 Pi 044 PI 
PI 044 Pi 077 6. 5499 Pi 044 Pi 
4 .2434 P 1042 PI 065 5. 7778 
7 .8731 PI 042 PI 068 7. 9323 
7 .3485 P 1 042 Pi 071 6. 7235 
4 .7051 P 1 042 Pi 074 4. 6031 
4 .3502 PI 042 PI 077 5. 0695 
4 .8835 Pi 042 PI 080 3. 1887 
1 .2895 Pi 042 PI 083 0. 9998 
52 .9077 PI 043 Pi 045 50. 7403 
42 .8879 Pi 043 PI 048 38. 5849 
33 .2174 P 1 043 P1051 34. 7048 
36 .3420 P1043 PI 0 54 37. 8861 
27 .7499 PI 043 PI 057 16. 4028 
14 .32 76 PI 043 P1060 0. 0629 
1 .2645 Pi 043 PI 063 2. 7745 
5 .6099 P1043 PI 066 7. 2223 
9 .3080 Pi 043 PI 069 9. 2585 
8 .5413 Pi 043 PI 072 7. 9920 
5 .5029 Pi 043 PI 075 5. 5589 
5 .6234 Pi 043 PI 078 5e 6782 
4 .1278 Pi 043 PI 081 1. 8934 
1 .2307 P1043 PI 084 — 1. 2783 
57 .  1 875 Pi 044 PI 046 54. 3498 
46 .1081 Pi 044 PI 049 41. 1117 
40 .0860 PI 044 PI 052 40. 7107 
42 .2992 P1044 PI 055 43. 4807 
22 .1 339 Pi 044 Pi 058 17. 9816 
2 .4103 Pi 044 PI 061 0. 0 
2 .4560 Pi 044 Pi 064 3. 9712 
7 .1854 PI 044 Pi 067 9« 1703 
to .3706 Pi 044 P1070 10. a 716 
9 .3728 Pi 044 PI 073 7. 3262 
6 ,61 81 Pi 044 P1076 6. 5508 
6 .5637 Pi 044 Pi 079 6. 6421 
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P1077 
PI 080 
P1083 
PI 078 
P1081 
PI 084 
P1079 
P1082 
Pi 080 
pioa3 
PI 081 
Pi 084 
Pi 082 
PI 083 
1.9296 
0.6330 
2.8787 
2.6469 
1.7735 
3.0791 
2.5418 
1.5585 
3.2246 
2.3745 
1.0903 
3.3430 
2.3138 
3.1551 
2. 1634 
2.8356 
1.6582 
2.8849 
2.9351 
3.4579 PI 082  PI 084 2.7446 
P10A3 P1083  3 .8302  P1083  PI  084  3 .2291  
P1084  P108& 3 .4844  
to 
to 
263 
APPENDIX D: SECONDARY MARKET SECURITY 
YIELDS 
Y E A R  T E R M  J A N  F E B  M A R  A P R  M A Y  
1 9 6 5  I M  4 o  0 0  3 . 7 7  4 . 0  1  4  . 0 5  4 . 1 0  
1 9 6 6  I M  4 o  5 7  4 . 8 3  4 . 6 8  4 . 5 3  4 . 9 8  
1  9 6 7  I M  5 .  1 7  4 . 6 7  4 . 3 8  3 . 8 4  3 . 5 8  
1 9 6 3  I M  4 o  5 0  4 . 2 5  4 . 3 5  5 . 0 7  5 . 1 2  
1  9 6 9  I M  6 o  2 2  6 . 1 3  6 . 0 0  5 . 7 2  5 .  8 1  
1 9 7 0  I M  8 o  1 9  7 . 9 0  7 . 1 2  6 . 8 2  6 . 9 1  
1 9 7 1  I M  4 .  7 0  4 .  2 0  3 . 5 0  3 . 5 0  3 . 3 7  
1 9 7 2  I M  3 .  2 9  3 .  2 4  2 .  8 3  3 . 1 9  3 . 1 0  
1  9 7 3  I M  5 «  1 8  5 . 7 5  6 .  1  &  6 . 8 3  6 . 5 5  
1 9 7 4  I M  7 .  6 1  7 .  4 3  7 . 1 4  8 . 9 2  9 .  5 0  
1 9 7 5  I M  6 .  8 8  5 . 5 5  4 . 3 8  3 . 7 6  4 . 7 1  
1 9 7 6  I M  4 .  6 5  4 . 3 6  4 . 4 6  4 . 2 9  4 .  8 4  
1 9 7 7  I M  4 .  1 9  4 . 6 0  4 . 2 0  4 . 3 0  4 .  0 8  
1 9 6 5  3 M  4 .  0 3  3  . 9 2  4 . 1 1  4 . 1 5  4 . 1 0  
1 9 6 6  3 M  4 .  7 9  4 . 8 6  4 . 9 5  4 . 9 7  4 . 9 8  
1 9 6 7  3 M  5 .  0 7  4 . 8 5  4 . 7 2  4 . 2 2  3 . 8 9  
1  9 6 8  3 M  5 .  3 0  5 . 0 5  5 . 1 3  5 . 2 9  5 . 7 1  
1 9 6 9  3 M  6 .  5 6  6 . 4 1  6 o  4 4  6 .  0 9  6 .  3 6  
1  9 7 0  3 M  8 .  2 3  8 . 2 9  7 . 3 2  6 . 8 9  7 . 2 7  
1 9 7 1  3 M  4 .  9 4  4 . 1 6  3 . 4 8  3 . 6 4  4 . 2 0  
1 9 7 2  3 M  3 .  8 4  3 . 5 9  3 . 4 2  4 . 1 6  3 . 8 3  
1 9 7 3  3 M  5 .  3 9  5 .  7 5  5 . 9 7  6 . 3 9  6 . 6 2  
1 9 7 4  3 M  7 .  6 3  7 . 5 2  7 o  4 2  8 . 9 2  9 . 3 7  
1 9 7 5  3 M  7 .  5 9  6 . 0 5  5 . 4 0  5 . 7 1  5 . 6 1  
1 9 7 6  3 M  5 .  3 8  4 . 8 2  4 . 7 5  4  . 9 7  4 . 9 2  
1 9 7 7  3 M  4 .  5 0  4 . 9 5  4 . 9 0  4 . 7 0  4 . 6 0  
1 9 6 5  6 M  4 .  1 1  4 . 0 4  4 . 1 9  4 . 1 9  4 .  1 7  
1 9 6 6  6 M  4 .  8 2  4 . 9 0  5 . 1 1  5 . 0 9  5 . 1 2  
1  9 6 7  6 M  5 .  2 2  4  . 9 8  4 . 9 0  4 . 3 4  4 . 2 1  
1 9 6 8  6 M  5 .  5 5  5  . 2 5  5 . 4 6  5 . 6 7  5 . 7 9  
1 9 6 9  6 M  6 .  6 4  6 . 5 4  6  o  6  0  6 . 4 4  6 . 5 7  
1  9 7 0  6 M  8 .  4 2  8 . 5 0  7 . 4 1  7 . 1 5  7 . 6 5  
J U N E  
4.10 
4 . 8 d  
3 . 5 8  
5 . 7 4  
6 .  5 9  
6 . 66 
4 . 1 8  
3 . 6 0  
6 . 8 3  
9 .  0 8  
3 . 9 9  
5 .  1 0  
5 . 1 9  
4 . 2 1  
5 .  1 2  
3 . 8 8  
5 . 9 4  
6 . 9 9  
7 . 2 7  
4 . 6 7  
3 -  9 2  
7 .  0 4  
8 .  8 5  
5 . 0 5  
5 . 7 2  
5 .  2 5  
4 . 2 5  
5 . 3 3  
4 .  1 9  
6. 16 
7 . 0 4  
7 . 4 3  
J U L  Y  
3  . 9 5  
5 . 1 6  
3 . 8 8  
5 . 5 4  
7 . 1 5  
6  . 6 5  
4 . 4  1  
4 . 0 0  
8 o  1  7  
9 . 4 0  
5 . 3 3  
4 . 8 7  
4 . 7 3  
4 . 1 2  
5 . 2 9  
4 . 5 8  
5 . 7 8  
7 . 4 0  
6 . 9 9  
5 . 2 8  
4 . 2 6  
8 . 0 7  
9 . 5 6  
5 . 9 8  
5 . 5 7  
5 . 2 5  
4 . 1 4  
5 . 5 3  
4 . 8  0  
5 . 9 8  
7 . 8 6  
7 . 6 7  
A U G  
3 . 9 4  
4 . 7 9  
3 . 7 5  
5 . 2 3  
7 . 3 7  
5 . 8 9  
5 . 2 0  
3 . 8 2  
9 . 1 5  
9 . 7 1  
5 . 6 5  
4 . 7 9  
5 . 1 7  
4 . 0 7  
5 . 2 5  
4 . 5 5  
5 . 5 9  
7 . 7 6  
6 . 7 9  
5 . 5 9  
4 . 2 5  
9 . 1 3  
9 . 5 6  
6 . 3 1  
5 . 3 5  
5 . 6 0  
4 . 1 9  
5 . 5 1  
5 . 2 0  
5 . 6 9  
8 . 1 4  
7 . 2 0  
S E P T  
4 .  0 8  
5 .  0 9  
3 . 9 0  
5 . 3 3  
7 . 2 5  
5 .  8 3  
4 . 7 9  
4 .  2 8  
9 .  5 0  
1 0 . 3 4  
5 . 4 7  
4 . 9 7  
5 .  9 2  
4 . 0 5  
5 .  7 5  
4 .  4 5  
5 -  5 9  
7 . 6 2  
6 .  7 1  
4 . 9 1  
4 .  6 3  
9 .  3 6  
1  O .  7 5  
6 .  5 8  
5 . 2 5  
5 .  8 0  
4 . 2 3  
5 . 9 6  
5 .  2 5  
5 . 5 9  
7 .  9 4  
7 .  0 5  
O C T  
4 . 2 1  
5 . 2 3  
4 . 2 5  
5 . 2 1  
7 . 3 7  
6  . 0 4  
4 . 8 2  
4 . 2 4  
7 . 7 5  
8 . 2 5  
6 . 3 9  
4 . 6 1  
6 . 0 6  
4 . 2 7  
5 . 5 8  
4 . 7 0  
S . 4 1  
7 . 9 3  
6 . 3 9  
5 . 0 3  
4 . 9 4  
9 . 4 3  
8 . 9 8  
6 . 8 0  
5 . 2 5  
6 .10  
4 . 4 0  
5 . 9 0  
5 . 4 1  
5 . 5 2  
 .  0 0  
 . 68  
N O V  
4 . 1 0  
4 . 9 8  
4 . 3 0  
5 . 5 4  
7 .  1 4  
5 . 3 0  
4 . 6 5  
4 . 5 8  
7 . 3  1  
8 . 0 7  
5 . 0 7  
4 . 8 1  
6 . 2 9  
4 . 2 7  
5 . 7 1  
5 . 0 5  
5 . 7 9  
7 . 6 4  
6 . 1 2  
4 . 5 0  
4 . 8 3  
7 . 5 0  
8 . 3 0  
5 . 6 2  
5 . 0 5  
6 . 5 5  
4 . 3 2  
5 . 6 6  
5 . 5 0  
5 . 8 0  
7 . 8 4  
6 . 3 6  
D E C  
3 .  8 0  
4 . 8 3  
4 . 3 0  
5 . 3 6  
7 . 5 3  
4 . 5 3  
4 . 1 1  
4 . 3 0  
7 . 4 3  
7 . 4 2  
5 . 1 6  
4 .  2 2  
6 .22  
4 . 3 9  
5 . 4 4  
5 . 2 0  
5 .  88  
8.21 
5 .  0 3  
4 . 3 0  
4 . 9 3  
8 . 1 1  
7 . 9 0  
5 . 6 1  
4 . 8 0  
6 . 3 5  
4 . 4 0  
5 .  7 6  
5 . 4 5  
5 . 8 9  
8 . 5 4  
5 . 3 4  
Y E A R  T E R M  J A N  F E B  M A R  A P H  M A Y  
1  9 7 1  6 M  5 .  1 7  4 . 3 0  3 , 6 7  3 . 8 0  4 . 5 0  
1 9 7 2  6 M  4 .  2 7  4 . 0 7  3 .  8 3  4 . 5 6  4 . 2 9  
1  9  7 3  6 M  5 .  5 3  5 . 7 5  6 o  I  3  6 . 9 0  6 .  8 4  
1 9 7 4  6 M  7 .  5 3  7 . 4 0  7 o  5 1  8 . 6 4  9 . 2 6  
1  9  7 5  6 M  7 .  0 1  6 . 2 5  5 . 9 0  5 . 9 4  6 .  3 4  
1 9 7 6  6 M  5 .  8 1  5 . 2 0  5 . 4 5  5 . 6  1  5 . 4 3  
1 9 7 7  6 M  4 .  7 5  5 . 3 0  5 . 2 0  5 . 0 0  5 . 0 5  
1  9  6 5  1  Y  4 .  0 7  4 . 0 5  4 . 1 3  4 . 1 4  4 . 1 6  
1 9 6 6  l Y  4 .  8 8  4 . 9 0  S o  I  5  5 . 0 9  5 . 2 0  
1  9 6 7  1  Y  5 .  0 5  4 . 8 5  4 . 9  0  4 . 2 7  4 . 3 0  
1 9 6 8  l Y  5 .  8 1  5 . 3 5  5 . 5 7  5 . 8 5  5 . 9 3  
1  9 6 9  1  Y  6 .  3 7  6 . 4 0  6 .  5 0  6 . 4 2  6 . 5 5  
1  9 7 0  1  Y  8 .  4 1  8 . 4 3  7 . 7 2  7 . 2 5  7 .  8 0  
1 9 7 1  l Y  5 .  4 3  4  . 2 3  3 . 7 6  3 . 3 4  4 . 9 5  
1 9 7 2  I  Y  4 .  5 0  4 . 3 5  4 .  3 0  5 . 1 0  4 . 6 2  
1 9  7 3  1  Y  5 .  6 8  6 . 0 1  6 . 3 0  6 . 8 3  6 . 7 3  
1  9  7 4  1  Y  6  .  8 8  7  . O O  6 . 8 0  8 .  0 5  8 . 7 1  
1 9 7 5  l Y  7 .  4 5  6 .  3 5  6 . 1 0  6 . 7 3  6 . 9  0  
1  9 7 6  l Y  6  «  2 5  5 . 8 0  6 . 0 0  6 . 2 0  6 . 1 0  
1  9 7 7  l Y  4 .  9 5  5 . 6 0  5 . 6  0  5 . 5 5  5 . 6 0  
1 9 6 5  2 Y  4 .  0 8  4 . 0 8  4 . 1 3  4 . 1 7  4 . 1 9  
1 9 6 6  2 Y  4 .  9 7  4 . 9 4  5 . 1 6  5 . 1 0  5 . 1 6  
1 9 6 7  2 Y  5 .  1 1  4 . 8 5  4 . 9 6  4 . 3 3  4 . 4 5  
1  9 6 8  2 Y  5 .  9 0  5 . 6 6  5 . 7 5  5 . 9 8  6 . 0 0  
1 9 6 9  2 Y  6 .  4 0  6 . 4 0  6 . 5 2  6 . 5 2  6 . 6 5  
1  9 7 0  2 Y  8 .  3 9  8 . 4 8  7 . 8 3  7 . 4 2  7 . 9 6  
1 9 7 1  2 Y  5 .  7 5  4  . 9 0  4 . 4 0  4 . 4 6  5 . 6 0  
1 9 7 2  2 Y  5 .  0 7  5 . 1 9  5 . 0 0  5 . 6 0  5 . 2 7  
1 9 7 3  2 Y  5 .  8 8  6 . 2 2  6 . 5 0  6 . 8 2  6 .  7 5  
1 9 7 4  2 Y  €>» 9 3  7 . 0 0  6 . 8 9  7 . 8 8  8 . 3 7  
1 9 7 5  2 Y  7 .  4 7  6 . 9 5  6 . 3 1  7 . 5 1  7 . 6 5  
1 9 7 6  2 Y  7 .  O O  6 . 5 5  6 o 8 0  6 . 8 0  6 . 7 5  
J U N E  
5 .  0 4  
4 . 2 7  
7 .  2 3  
9 . 0 3  
5 .  7 4  
6 .  1 4  
5 .  5 0  
4 . 1 7  
5 . 3 8  
4 .  5 3  
6 .  l O  
7 .  1 0  
7 .  9 8  
5 -  2 0  
4 .  6 2  
6 .  9 8  
8 . 2 0  
6 . 3 5  
6 .  9 0  
5 . 8 0  
4 .  1 9  
5 . 3 4  
4 . 7 5  
6. 16 
7 . 1 9  
8 .11  
5 .  8 0  
5 . 1 2  
6 . 9 4  
8 . 3 2  
7 .  1 0  
7 .  3 5  
J U L Y  
5 . 6 4  
4 . 6 8  
7 . 6 6  
9 . 2 0  
6 . 3 4  
6 . 0 2  
5 . 5 3  
4 . 1 8  
5 . 4 4  
5 . 0 8  
6 . 0 0  
7 . 8 5  
7 . 9 2  
5 . 9 5  
5 .  1 2  
7 . 5 0  
8 . 5 5  
7 . 0 0  
6 . 5 0  
5 . 7 5  
4 . 2 4  
5 . 4 2  
5 . 2 2  
6 . 0 3  
7 . 7 2  
8.0 1  
6 . 6 0  
5 . 5 5  
7 . 1 8  
8 . 6 5  
7 . 2 0  
7 . 0 5  
A U G  
5 . 9 6  
4 . 6 3  
8 . 9 6  
9 . 4 3  
6 . 9 3  
5 . 7 0  
5 . 9 0  
4 . 2 0  
5 . 4 5  
5 . 1 9  
5 . 5 3  
7 . 8 9  
7 . 3 0  
6 . 2 3  
5 . 0 8  
8 . 7 0  
8 . 7 9  
7 . 4 0  
6 . 2 5  
6 . 3 0  
4 . 2 5  
5 . 4 4  
5 . 2 7  
5 . 5 7  
7 . 7 4  
7 . 5 2  
6 . 7 8  
5 . 4 7  
8 . 1 9  
8 . 9 9  
7 . 7 0  
6  . 8 5  
S E P T  
5 .  1 8  
5 .  1 2  
9 .  2 9  
1 0 . 6 5  
7 . 2 8  
5 .  5 8  
6 .  1 5  
4 . 3 0  
6.12 
5 . 2 4  
5 .  5 7  
8 . 0 4  
7 . 1 0  
5 .  5 8  
5 .  5 0  
8 . 9 2  
9 . 6 8  
7 . 6 5  
5 .  9 5  
6 .  4 0  
4 . 3 5  
6. 18 
5 .  3 7  
5 .  5 9  
7 .  8 9  
7 .  3 9  
5 .  9 5  
5 . 8 0  
7 .  8 4  
9 . 4 9  
7 . 9 0  
6 .  5 0  
O C T  
5 .  1 3  
5 . 3 8  
9 . 2 5  
8 . 7 0  
7 . 3 8  
5 .  5 5  
6 . 5 0  
4 . 4 5  
5 . 8 5  
5 . 3 5  
5 . 4 2  
8.16 
6 . 8 5  
5 . 4 5  
5 . 7 5  
7 . 1 2  
8 . S O  
7 . 8 0  
5 . 8 0  
6 . 6 5  
4 . 4 6  
5 . 8 1  
5 .  5 0  
5 .  4 9  
8 . 2 2  
7 . 0 3  
5 . 7 8  
5 . 9 5  
7 . 1 2  
8 . 5 0  
8 . 3 0  
6 .  3 5  
NOV 
4 . 5 7  
5 . 3 0  
7 .  3 8  
8 . 3 1  
5 . 9 1  
5 . 3 0  
6 . 9 5  
4 . 4 4  
5 . 6 8  
5 . 6 4  
5 . 6 9  
7 .  8 8  
6 . 6 0  
4 . 6 6  
5 . 6 8  
6 .  80 
8 . 1 5  
6 . 4 0  
5 i *  5 0  
7 . 1 5  
4 . 4 6  
5 .  5 1  
5 . 7 8  
5 .  7 0  
7 . 8 4  
6 . 8 8  
5 . 1 5  
5 . 8 9  
6 a 85 
8 . 2 2  
7 . 1 5  
6 . 1 0  
OEC 
4 . 7 1  
5 . 1  9  
7 . 7  5  
8 . 0 0  
6 . 0 2  
4 . 9 5  
6 . 7 0  
4 . 4 9  
5 . 7 7  
5 . 7 0  
5 . 8 0  
8 . 3 2  
5 . 2 0  
5 . 0 0  
5 . 5 0  
7 . 0 0  
7 . 8 0  
6 . 7 0  
5 .  O O  
6 . 9 5  
4 . 5 2  
5 .  8 2  
5 . 8 5  
5 . 8 0  
8.21 
5 .  5 7  
5 . 3 7  
5 . 7 4  
7 . 0 2  
7 . 8 0  
7 . 4 5  
5 . 5 5  
Y E A R  T  E R M  J A N  F E B  M A R  A P R  M A Y  
1 9 7 7  2 Y  5 "  5 0  6 . 3 0  6 . 2 0  6 . 0 5  6 .  1 5  
1 9 6 5  3 Y  4 »  1 0  4 . 1 2  4 . 1 4  4 . 1 8  4 . 2 0  
1 9 6 6  3 Y  5 . .  0 5  4 . 9 5  5 . 1 5  5 . 1 0  5 .  1 0  
1 9 6 7  3 Y  5 «  1  I  4 . 8 5  4 . 9 8  4 . 4 7  4 . 6 0  
1 9 6 8  3 Y  5 . .  9 4  5 . 7 7  5 .  8 0  6 . 0 4  6 . 0 2  
1 9 6 9  3 Y  6 «  4 1  6  . 4 0  6 .  5 5  6 . 6 3  6  .  6 6  
1 9 7 0  3 Y  8 , .  3 2  8 . 4 6  7 . 8 5  7 . 5 8  8 . 0 2  
1 9 7  I  3 Y  6 «  0 0  5 . 4 3  5 . 0 0  4 . 8 0  5 . 9 7  
1 9 7 2  3 Y  5 ,  4 4  5 . 5 1  5 .  4 3  5 . 8 5  5  . 6 6  
1 9 7 3  3 Y  6 . .  0 0  6 . 3 2  6 . 6 1  6 . 8 1  6 . 7 7  
1 9 7 4  3 Y  6 .  9 5  7 . 0 2  6 . 9 5  7 . 7 8  8 .  3 0  
1 9 7 5  3 Y  7 .  4 9  7 . 2 0  6 . 7 5  7 . 6 2  7 . 9 7  
1 9  7 6  3 Y  7 .  3 0  7 . 0 0  7 . 1 5  7 . 1 5  7 .  1 5  
1 9  7 7  3 Y  5 . .  9 0  6 . 7 5  6 . 7 0  6 . 4 5  6 . 4 5  
1 9 6 5  4 Y  4 .  1 2  4 . 1 3  4 .  1  5  4 . 2 0  4 .  2 5  
1 9 6 6  4 Y  5 .  0 2  4 . 9 3  5 . 1 3  5 . 1 0  5 . 0 4  
1 9 6 7  4 Y  5 .  0 5  4 . 8 4  4 . 9  9  4 . 6 0  4 . 7 5  
1 9 6 8  4 Y  S .  9 8  5 . 8 0  5 . 8 0  6 .  0 5  6 . 0 3  
1 9 6 9  4 Y  6 . 4 0  6 . 4 1  6 . 5 7  6 . 6 9  6 .  6 6  
1  9 7 0  4 Y  8 .  2 8  8 . 3 7  7 . 8 5  7 . 6 8  8 .  0 3  
1 9 7 1  4 Y  6 . 1 8  5 . 7 6  5 . 3 3  5 . 0 6  6 . 2 5  
1 9 7 2  4 Y  5 .  7 0  5 . 8 1  5 . 6  8  6 . 0 0  5 .  8 5  
1 9 7 3  4 Y  6 .  1 6  6 . 4 0  6 . 7 1  6 . 8 1  6 . 7 9  
1 9 7 4  4 Y  7 .  0 0  7 .  1  0  7 . 0 5  7 . 7 4  a . 2 6  
1 9 7 5  4 Y  7 .  5 3  7 . 3 8  7 . 2 7  7 . 7 7  8 . 0 2  
1 9 7 6  4 Y  7 .  5 0  7  . 3 5  7 .  4 0  7 . 3 5  7 . 3 5  
1 9 7 7  4 Y  6 . 1 0  6 . 9 0  6 . 9 0  6 . 8 0  6 . 8 0  
1 9 6 5  5 Y  4 .  1 5  4 . 1 4  4 . 1 6  4 . 2 2  4 . 2 7  
1 9 6 6  S Y  4 «  9 6  4 . 9 0  5 . 1 2  5 . 0 9  5 . 0 0  
1 9 6 7  5 Y  5 .  0 4  4 . 8 4  5 . 0 0  4 . 6 8  4 . 8 4  
1 9 6 8  5 Y  6 . 0 1  5 . 8 2  5 . 8 0  6 . 0 5  6 . 0 7  
1 9 6 9  S Y  6 0  4 0  6  . 4 2  6 .  5 8  6 . 7 0  6 . 6 2  
J U N E  
6. 20 
4 . 2 1  
5 . 3 0  
4 . 9 1  
6 .  1 7  
7 . 1 2  
9 . 1 3  
6 .  0 3  
5 .  5 0  
6 . 9 3  
8 .  2 9  
7 . 4 5  
7 . 7 0  
6 •  60 
4 .  2 3  
5 .  2 5  
5 * 0 0  
6 . 1 8  
7 .  0 0  
8 .  1 5  
6 . 2 5  
5 . 7 3  
6 . 9 4  
8 .28  
7 . 6 5  
7 .  9 0  
6 . 8 0  
4 . 2 7  
5 .  2 3  
5 .  0 5  
6 .  1 9  
6 .  9 7  
J U L Y  
6  o  1  5  
4 . 2 8  
5 . 3 9  
5 . 3 1  
6 . 0 2  
7 . 5 4  
8 . 1 3  
6 . 9 0  
5 . 7 8  
7 . 1  3  
8 . 6 9  
7 . 6 0  
7 . 3 0  
6 . 4 0  
4 . 2 9  
5 .  3  7  
5 . 3 6  
6.0 1 
7 . 3 3  
8.18  
7 . 1 6  
6 . 0 0  
7 . 1 4  
8 . 6 8  
7 . 8 0  
7 . 5 0  
6 . 6 0  
4 . 3  1  
5 . 3 4  
5 . 3 9  
6 . 0 2  
7 . 2 0  
A U G  
6 . 7 0  
4 . 2 a  
5 . 4 2  
5 . 3 2  
5  . 6 0  
7 . 4 9  
7  . 7 0  
7 . 0 0  
5 . 7 5  
8 . 0 4  
9 . 0 5  
8 . 0 0  
7 . 1 5  
6 . 8 5  
4 . 3 2  
5 . 4 0  
5 . 3 7  
5 . 6 5  
7 . 2 6  
7 . 8 0  
7 . 1 7  
5 . 9 7  
7 . 9 4  
9 . 0 4  
8 . 0 5  
7 . 3 5  
6 . 9 5  
4 . 3 5  
5 . 3 9  
5 . 3 8  
5 . 6 9  
7 . 2 2  
S E P T  
6 . 1 5  
4 .  3 8  
6. 20 
5 .  4 7  
5 .  6 0  
7 .  7 0  
7 . 5 3  
6 .  1 9  
6 .  0 3  
7 .  7 4  
9 .  3 6  
8. 10 
6.80  
6 .  8 5  
4 . 4 0  
6 . 1 5  
5 .  5 2  
5 . 6 5  
7 .  5 2  
7 . 6 5  
6 .  3 7  
6 . 2 4  
7 . 6 9  
9 .  3 6  
8 .  3 5  
7 .  0 0  
7 .  0 0  
4 .  4 2  
6« 08 
5 . 5 6  
5 . 7 0  
7 . 4 4  
O C T  
6 . 9 0  
4 . 4 7  
5 . 7 8  
5 . 6 5  
5 . 5 5  
8 . 2 3  
7 . 2 0  
6 . 0 1  
6.11 
7 . 1 2  
8 . 4 9  
8.50 
6 .80  
7 . 0 0  
4 . 4 8  
5 . 7 1  
5 .  7 2  
5 . 6 0  
8 . 2 3  
7 . 3 1  
6 . 2 6  
6 . 2 9  
7 . 1 2  
8 . 5 0  
8 . 6 0  
6 . 9 5  
7 . 1 0  
4 . 4 9  
5 . 6 5  
5 - 7 6  
5 . 6 2  
8.11 
NOV 
7 . 3 0  
4 . 4 7  
5 . 4 5  
5 . 8 8  
5 . 7 2  
7 . 7 7  
7 . 1 1  
5 . 5 0  
6 .  0 9  
6 .  9 2  
8 . 2  8  
7 . 3 5  
6 . 5 5  
7 . 4 5  
4 . 4 8  
5 . 3 9  
5 . 9 5  
5 . 7 5  
7 .  T O  
7 . 2 8  
5 . 8 0  
6 . 2 4  
7 .  0 0  
8 . 2 9  
7 . 6 0  
6 . 7 0  
7 . 5 0  
4 . 4 9  
5 . 3 5  
6 . 0 0  
5 . 7 7  
7 . 6 5  
D E C  
7 . 1 0  
4 . 5 4  
5 . 7 8  
5 . 9 4  
5 . 8 2  
8 . 1 0  
5 . 9 1  
5 . 6 6  
5 . 9 7  
7 .  0 3  
7 .  7 5  
7 . 7 0  
5.90 
7 . 2 0  
4 . 5 5  
to 
5 a 7 0  £  
6 . 0 0  
5 . 8 3  
8 . 0 3  
6 . 1 7  
5 . 9 7  
6 . 1 3  
7 . 0 8  
7 . 7 7  
7 . 9 0  
6 . 0 0  
7 . 3 5  
4 . 5 6  
5 . 6 3  
6. 06 
5 . 8 6  
S . O O  
Y E A R  T E R M  J A N  F E B  M A R  A P R  M A Y  
1 9  7 0  5 Y  8 .  2 6  8 . 3 1  7 o 8 5  7 . 7 1  8 . 0 1  
1 9 7 1  5 Y  6 .  3 0  5 . 9 4  5  .  5 3  5 . 2 0  6 .  3 2  
1 9 7 2  5 Y  5 *  9 0  6 . 0 1  5 . 8 7  6 . 1 2  6 . 0 0  
1 9  7 3  5 Y  6  «  2 7  6 . 5 0  6 . 7 9  6 . 8  1  6 . 8 7  
1 9 7 4  5 Y  7 .  0 5  7 . 1 2  7 . 1 0  7 . 7 9  8 . 2 4  
1 9 7 5  5 Y  7 .  6 0  7 . 3 5  7 o 2 5  7 . 9 0  8 . 2 0  
1 9 7 6  S Y  7 .  6 0  7 . 6 0  7 o  5 5  7 . 4 5  7 . 4 0  
1 9 7 7  5 Y  6 .  4 0  7 . 0 0  7 . 1 0  7 . 0 0  6 . 9 5  
1 9 6 5  1  O Y  4 .  2 1  4 . 2 0  4 . 2 6  4 . 2 6  4 . 3 5  
1 9 6 6  1  O Y  4 .  7 2  4 . 8 2  5 . 0 5  5 . 0 4  4 . 9 9  
1 9 6 7  1  O Y  5 .  0 1  4 . 8 6  5 o 0 4  4 .  8 7  5 .  0 0  
1  9 6 8  1  O Y  6 .  1 4  5 . 8 2  5 .  7 4  6 . 0 9  6 . 1 1  
1 9 6 9  1  O Y  6 .  5 3  6 . 4 7  6 o 6 3  6 . 7 0  6 . 5 8  
1 9  7 0  1  O Y  8 .  2 1  8 . 2 1  7 . 7 8  7 . 7 1  8 .  O O  
1 9 7 1  1  O Y  7 .  0 8  6  .  6 3  6 o 5 3  6 . 0 9  6 . 8 9  
1 9 7 2  1  O Y  6 .  7 3  6 . 8 5  6  o  6  5  6 . 7 9  6 . 6 8  
1 9  7 3  1  O Y  6 .  7 3  6  .  8 6  7 o 0 0  7 . 0 5  7 . 0 3  
1  9  7 4  1  O Y  7 .  2 8  7 . 3 2  7 . 2 9  7 . 9 8  8 . 2 2  
1 9  7 5  1  O Y  7 .  6 6  7 . 7 0  7 o 6 5  8 . 3 3  6 . 3 5  
1 9  7 6  1  O Y  7 .  8 5  S  . 0 0  7 . 8 5  7  . 8  5  7 . 8 5  
1 9 7 7  1  O Y  6 .  •So 7 . 5 5  7 . 7 0  7 . 5 5  7 . 5 5  
J U N E  
8 . 1 7  
6 . 4 3  
5 . 9 4  
6 . 9 8  
8 . 3 0  
7 . 8 5  
8 . 0 0  
7 . 0 0  
4 . 3 5  
5 . 1 5  
5 .  2 8  
6  .  3 0  
6 .  7 9  
8.21 
7 . 1 1  
6 . 6 7  
7 .  0 9  
8  . 3 7  
8.10  
8 .  1 3  
7 . 5 5  
JULY 
8 . 2 0  
7 . 2 6  
6 .  1  7  
7 . 1 9  
8 . 6 7  
7 . 9 0  
7 . 7 5  
6 . 8 0  
4 . 3 9  
5 . 2 8  
5 . 4 6  
6 . 0 6  
7 . 0 8  
8 . 3 4  
7 . 5 8  
6 . 7 2  
7 . 2 8  
8 . 5 1  
8 . 1 5  
7 . 9 5  
7 . 3 0  
A U G  
7 . 8 5  
7 . 2 7  
6 . 1  3  
7 . 8 9  
9 . 0 0  
8.10 
7 . 5 5  
7 . 0  5  
4 . 4 2  
5 . 3 2  
5 . 4 5  
5 . S T  
7 . 0 8  
7 . 9 5  
7 . 4 9  
6 . 7 2  
7 . 8 2  
8  . 8 3  
8 . 2 5  
7 . 9 5  
7 . 5 5  
SEPT 
7 .  7 2  
6 . 5 0  
6 .  .  7  
7 . 6 6  
9 . 3 5  
8 .  3 5  
7 . 2 0  
7 . 1 0  
4 . 4 7  
5 . 8 4  
5 .  6 2  
5 .  7 3  
7 . 1 1  
7 . 9 2  
7 .  0 7  
6 .  80  
7 .  6 5  
9 . 1 5  
8 .  4 5  
7 .  8 0  
7 .  4 0  
O C T  
7 . 4 0  
6 . 4 0  
6 . 4 0  
7 .  1 3  
 .55 
8 . 7 0  
7 . 1 0  
7 . 1 5  
4 . 5 2  
5 . 3 8  
5 . 6 2  
5 .  7 3  
7 . 7 9  
7 . 7 4  
 . 9 9  
6 . 9 3  
7 . 2 0  
8 .60  
8 . 7 5  
7 . 6 5  
7 . 5 0  
NOV 
7 . 3 6  
5 . 9 8  
6 . 3 6  
7 .  0 6  
8 . 3 5  
7 . 7 0  
6 . 9 0  
7 . 5 5  
4 .  5 3  
5 . 1 7  
5 . 8 8  
5 »  8 6  
7 . 5 1  
7 .  8 1  
6 .  6 5  
6 . 8 6  
7 . 1 3  
8 . 3 0  
8 . 0 5  
7 - 6 0  
7 . 7 5  
DEC 
6 . 4  1  
6.16 
6 . 2 5  
6 .  0 9  
7 . 9 0  
8 .  00  
6 . 2 0  
7 . 4 5  
4 . 5 9  
5 . 2 0  
6 . 1 4  
5 . 9 5  
7 . 8 3  
7 . 0 0  
6 . 8 0  
6. 68 
7 . 3 0  
8 . 0 0  
8 . 3 0  
7 . 1 5  
7 . 6 3  
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Table E.l. Most probable interest rate forecast (in yearly percentage 
points) 
One-month 
Discount note 
Six-month Nine-month 
bond bond 
Term 
bond 
1979 
January 9.98 
February 9.79 
March 9.61 
April 9.42 
May 9.15 
June 8.89 
July 8.62 
August 8.38 
September 8.14 
October 7.91 
November 7.92 
December 7.93 
1980 
January 7.94 
February 8.00 
March 8.05 
April 8.11 
May 8.17 
June 8.22 
Third Quarter 8.28 
Fourth Quarter 8.55 
1981 
First Quarter 8.75 
Second Quarter 9.09 
Third Quarter 8.82 
Fourth Quarter 8.55 
9.93 
9.77 
9.61 
9.45 
9.23 
9.01 
8.79 
8.60 
8.42 
8.23 
8 .21  
8.19 
8.17 
8.19 
8 . 2 2  
8.24 
8.29 
8.34 
8.39 
8.65 
8.84 
9.13 
8.88 
8.62 
10.05 
9.85 
9.76 
9.46 
9.21 
8.97 
8.72 
8.53 
8.34 
8.15 
8.15 
8.16 
8.16 
8.19 
8.23 
8 .26  
8.32 
8.37 
8.43 
8.67 
8.84 
9.10 
8.86 
8.61 
9.36 
8.92 
8.49 
8.14 
8 .21  
8.38 
8.57 
8.73 
8.83 
8.95 
8.77 
8.61 
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Table E.2. Recession interest rate forecast (in yearly percentage 
points) 
One-month 
discount note 
Six-month Nine-month Term 
bond bond bond 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1981 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
10.59 
10.87 
11.16 
11.44 
11.46 
11.48 
11.50 
11.01 
10.53 
10.04 
9.80 
9.55 
9.31 
9.06 
8.81 
8.56 
8.41 
8.26 
8.11 
7.87 
7.45 
7.48 
7.33 
7.00 
10.51 
10.76 
11.01 
11.26 
11.31 
11.36 
11.41 
11.02 
10.64 
10.25 
9,98 
9.71 
9.44 
9.18 
8.92 
8.66 
8.52 
8.38 
8.24 
8.01 
7.63 
7.66 
7.50 
7.20 
10.56 
10.76 
10.97 
11.17 
11.18 
11.20 
11.21 
10.82 
10.42 
10.03 
9.79 
9.54 
9.30 
9.07 
8.84 
8.61 
8.50 
8.38 
8.27 
8.06 
7.72 
7.75 
7.60 
7.34 
9.73 
10.39 
10,49 
9.54 
8.94 
8.52 
8.36 
8 .22  
7.99 
8.00 
7.89 
7.73 
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Table E.3. Most probable debt cost forecast, nondiscounted (dollar cost 
per $1000) 
One-month Six-month Nine-month Term 
discount note bond bond bond 
1979 
January 8. 358 50. 150 76. 125 282. 000 
February 8. 200 49. 350 74. 625 
March 8. 050 48. 550 73. 200 
April 7. 892 47. 750 71. 700 246. 950 
May 7. 657 46. 650 69. 825 
June 7. 450 45. 550 68. 025 
July 7. 225 44. 450 66. 150 213, .750 
August 7. 025 43. 500 64. 725 
September 6. 825 42. 600 63. 300 
October 6. 634 41. 650 61. 875 184 .500 
November 6. ,642 41. 550 61. 875 
December 6. ,650 41. 450 61. ,950 
1980 
January 6. ,658 41. ,350 61. ,950 165 .400 
February 6. ,708 41. ,450 62. 175 
March 6. ,750 41. ,600 62. ,475 
April 6. ,800 41. ,700 62. ,700 147 .700 
May 6, .850 41, .950 63, .150 
June 6, .892 42, 200 63, .525 
Third Quarter 6, .942 42 .450 63 .975 129 .450 
Fourth Quarter 7 .167 43, .750 65 .775 109 .875 
1981 
First Quarter 7 .333 44 .700 67 .050 88. 900 
Second Quarter 7 .617 46 .150 69 .000 67. 575 
Third Quarter 7 .392 44 .900 44 .800 44. 150 
Fourth Quarter 7 .167 21 .800 21 .775 21. 675 
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Table E.4. Recession debt cost forecast, nondiscounted (dollar cost 
per $1000) 
1979 
One-month Six-month Nine-month Term 
discount note bond bond bond 
January 8.870 53.050 79.950 293.700 
February 9.100 54.300 81.450 
March 9.342 55.550 83.025 
April 9.575 56.800 84.525 287.375 
May 9.592 57.050 84.600 
June 9.608 57.300 84.750 
July 9.625 57.550 84.825 263.750 
August 9.217 55.600 81.900 
September 8.817 53.700 78.900 
October 8.408 51.750 75.975 216.000 
November 8.208 50.400 74.175 
December 8.000 49.050 72.300 
1980 
January 7.800 47.700 70.500 180.000 
February 7.592 46.400 68.775 
March 7.383 45.100 67.050 
April 7.175 43.800 65.325 150.150 
May 7.050 43.100 64.500 
June 6.925 42.400 63.600 
Third Quarter 6.800 41.700 62.775 126.300 
Fourth Quarter 6.600 40.550 61.200 103.500 
1981 
First Quarter 6.250 38.650 58.650 80.500 
Second Quarter 6.275 38.800 58.875 60.450 
Third Quarter 6.150 38.000 38.500 39.750 
Fourth Quarter 5.875 18.250 18.600 19.475 
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Table E.5. Discount coefficients 
Most Probable Forecast Recession Forecast 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1981 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Foûrth Quarter 
1.0077 
1.0154 
1.0230 
1.0306 
1.0380 
1.0452 
1.0523 
1.0593 
1.0661 
1.0728 
1.0796 
1.0865 
1.0934 
1.1003 
1-1074 
1.1145 
1.2117 
1.1290 
1.1512 
1.1746 
1.1992 
1.2250 
1.2507 
1.2761 
1.0081 
1.0165 
1.0251 
1.0340 
1.0429 
1.0519 
1.0610 
1.0699 
1.0786 
1.0870 
1.0953 
1.1035 
1.1116 
1.1195 
1.1273 
1.1349 
1.1424 
1.1498 
1.1721 
1.1941 
1.2155 
1.2374 
1.2591 
1.2802 
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Table E.6. FICB debt forecasts, beginning of the month (in millions of 
dollars) 
Debt Forecast from Debt Forecast from PCA 
Time Series Loan Projections 
Expected Standard Expected Standard 
value deviation value deviation 
1979 
January 1325. 701 41. 490 1288. 486 17. 801 
February 1337. 769 41. ,608 1294. 432 17. ,820 
March 1348. ,837 41. ,726 1300. ,379 17. ,839 
April 1359. ,905 41. ,844 1306. ,325 17. 858 
May 1368. ,957 41. 940 1331. ,373 17. 947 
June 1378. ,008 42. ,035 1356. ,422 18. ,036 
July 1387, .060 42. 131 1381. ,470 18, .125 
August 1394, .291 42. ,287 1361. ,557 18, .053 
September 1401, .521 42. 442 1341, .645 17, .982 
October 1408, .752 42. 598 1321, .732 17, .910 
November 1415, .158 42, .731 1342, .851 17 .986 
December 1421, .564 42, .865 1363, .970 18, .062 
1980 
January 1427. 970 42. 998 1385. 089 18. 138 
February 1439. 038 43. 136 1423. 252 18. 298 
March 1450. 106 43. 275 1461. 416 18. 457 
April 1461. 174 43. 413 1499. 579 18. 617 
May 1470. 226 43. 556 1510. 591 18. 668 
June 1479. 277 43. 699 1521. 603 18. 719 
Third Quarter 1488. 329 43. 842 1532. 615 18. 770 
Fourth Quarter 1510. 021 44 , 285 1444. 733 18. 378 
381 
First Quarter 1529. 239 44. 742 1483. 081 18. 543 
Second Quarter 1562. ,443 45. 211 1583. 593 19. 019 
Third Quarter 1589. 598 45. 693 1649. ,556 19. ,363 
Fourth Quarter 1611. ,290 46. ,187 1519. ,741 18. 710 
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Table E.7. Optimal bond and note 
of dollars) 
debt to be outstanding (in millions 
Most Probable 
and PCA Loans 
Recession and Most Probable 
Time Series and Time Series 
1979 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1980 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1981 
First Quarter 
Second Quarter 
Third Quarter 
Fourth Quarter 
1290.088 
1295.501 
1300.736 
1306,146 
1326.886 
1347.043 
1366.970 
1334.749 
1316.645 
1296.732 
1317,851 
1338.970 
1360.089 
1398,252 
1436,416 
1474,579 
1485.591 
1496.603 
1507.615 
1419.733 
1469.916 
1573.844 
1673.551 
1495.979 
1342.882 
1357.325 
1372.204 
1384.905 
1393.957 
1403.008 
1412.060 
1419.287 
1425.713 
1430.051 
1435.242 
1440.425 
1446.029 
1444.646 
1444.480 
1442.940 
1445.226 
1454.277 
1463.329 
1485.021 
1504.239 
1537,443 
1564.598 
1586.290 
1330.435 
1340.266 
1349.672 
1359.487 
1358.472 
1356.150 
1362.060 
1369.291 
1376.521 
1383.752 
1390.158 
1396.564 
1402.970 
1414.038 
1425.106 
1436.174 
1445.226 
1454.277 
1463.329 
1485.285 
1504.239 
1541.646 
1564.598 
1586.290 
